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Abstract

In computer-aided drug design (CADD) computational programs have been
used to assist researchers in finding novel drug candidates for decades. The
ongoing gain in computational performance allows the development of new
approaches with which the user can interact in semi-automated workflows. The
design of easy to use graphical user interfaces (GUIs) combined with efficient
algorithms is a field not considered thoroughly in CADD. Fully automated
approaches, often resulting in so-called black boxes, are normally the first choice
and mostly provide sufficient results. The obvious drawback of such methods
is the lack to intervene or to support the algorithm with important knowledge
to guide the optimization procedure to a desired optimum.

In this manuscript, the development of a computational tool called NAOMInext,
which could improve the fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) cycle, is in-
troduced. In a semi-automated workflow NAOMInext facilitates synthetic ac-
cessible fragment growing within protein binding sites making use of as much
user experience as possible. A novel approach for small molecule design is out-
lined which combines an automated optimization algorithm with user defined
constraints through assistance of an interactive GUI. First, an algorithm for
conformational search of small molecules within a protein binding site is de-
scribed which was optimized with respect to speed and performance to facilitate
interactive usage and accelerate screening campaigns. Implicit constraints allow
the user to focus on crucial design aspects during drug discovery projects. The
second part details an algorithm enabling synthetic accessible fragment growing
in the context of FBDD. Here, synthetic reaction rules in a machine-readable
format are used to conquer the chemical space and provide synthesis routes for
each predicted small molecule.

The conformational space as well as the chemical space are vast and efficient
heuristics are necessary to cope with this issue. The here described algorithms
are specifically designed to improve the FBDD cycle, are validated on a large-
scale data set, and efficiently combined into NAOMInext. Its applicability is
exemplified in different case studies. In addition, NAOMInext offers medicinal
chemists easy access to a powerful tool that provides new ideas for readily
synthesizable molecules.
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Zusammenfassung

Im Computer gestützten Wirkstoffdesign (CADD) werden seit Jahrzehnten
Programme eingesetzt, um Wissenschaftler bei der Suche nach neuen Medika-
menten zu unterstützen. Die kontinuierliche Steigerung der Rechenleistung
ermöglicht die Entwicklung neuer computerbasierter Ansätze um den Benutzer
in teilautomatisierten Arbeitsabläufen interaktiv einzubinden. Das Design von
einfach zu bedienenden Benutzerschnittstellen in Kombination mit effizienten
Algorithmen ist ein Bereich, der im CADD bisher nicht vollständig berück-
sichtigt wird. Vollautomatisierte Ansätze, oft auch “Black Box” genannt, sind
in der Regel die erste Wahl und liefern meist ausreichend gute Ergebnisse.
Der offensichtliche Nachteil solcher Methoden ist der Mangel an Intervention
oder Unterstützung des Algorithmus mit wichtigem Wissen, um den Opti-
mierungsprozess zu einem gewünschten Optimum zu führen.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Entwicklung eines Werkzeugs namens NAOMInext
beschrieben. Dieses Werkzeug soll Wissenschaftler bei dem fragmentbasierten
Wirkstoffdesign unterstützen. In einem halbautomatisierten Verfahren erle-
ichtert NAOMInext die synthetisch zugängliche Fragment-Optimierung in-
nerhalb von Proteinbindetaschen. Dabei wird so viel Benutzererfahrung wie
möglich genutzt. In diesem neuartigen Ansatz für das Design kleiner Moleküle,
wird ein automatisierter Optimierungsalgorithmus mit einer Schnittstelle für
benutzerdefinierte Interaktionen versehen und in einem interaktiven Programm
mit graphischer Benutzerschnittstelle bereitgestellt. Zunächst wird ein Suchal-
gorithmus für kleine Molekülkonformationen innerhalb einer Proteinbinde-
tasche beschrieben, der in Bezug auf Geschwindigkeit und Leistung optimiert
wurde. Dies soll die interaktive Nutzung erleichtern und Screening-Kampagnen
beschleunigen. Implizite Randbedingungen ermöglichen es dem Anwender
sich beim Wirkstoffdesign auf entscheidende Designaspekte zu konzentri-
eren. Der zweite Teil beschäftigt sich mit einem Algorithmus der synthetisch
zugängliche Fragment-Optimierung ermöglicht. Hierbei werden synthetische
Reaktionsregeln in maschinenlesbarer Form verwendet, um den chemischen
Raum auf synthetisch zugängliche Moleküle zu Beschränken und Synthesewege
für jedes vorhergesagte kleine Molekül bereitzustellen.

Sowohl der Konformationsraum als auch der chemische Raum sind riesig und
effiziente Heuristiken sind notwendig, um dieses Problem zu bewältigen. Die
hier beschriebenen Algorithmen wurden speziell zur Verbesserung des FBDD-
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Zyklus entwickelt, in einem groß angelegten Datensatz validiert und effizient in
NAOMInext kombiniert. Die Anwendbarkeit wird an verschiedenen Beispielen
anschaulich belegt. Darüber hinaus bietet NAOMInext Medizinalchemikern
einen einfachen Zugang zu einem leistungsstarken Werkzeug, das neue Ideen
für einfach zu synthetisierende Moleküle liefert.
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1. Introduction

The primary focus in drug discovery programs is the discovery of new molecules
for modulating biological function. In the early days of drug discovery, ef-
forts were dependent on phenotypic approaches such as cells or whole organ-
isms.[1] Emerging new technologies enabled new drug discovery approaches
like structure-based drug design (SBDD) based on the development of X-ray
crystallography.[2] SBDD approaches make use of the target (protein) structure
to guide the drug design process, either experimentally or computationally
based on 3D models. The ongoing technical progress and constant automati-
zation lead to a multitude of new developments and the increased structural
resolution of macromolecules.[3]–[5] In the last few decades computers gained
more importance throughout all fields of current research. Recent developments
in drug discovery would not have been possible without the usage of computers.
Most of all, computational methods support the SBDD process.[6]–[8]

New technologies in related fields of research like biochemistry or computer
science facilitate the development of new medicines and hence, enable new
treatments for yet untreated diseases.[9] Most notably biochemistry had a large
influence on drug discovery. The description and characterization of enzymes
and receptors as drug targets during the first half of the 20th century was
followed by the discovery of small inhibitors.[10]–[12] This led to a paradigm
shift in the way drug discovery was used, from a phenotypic approach to a
target-based approach. The more knowledge is accumulated, the more rises
the understanding of how biological structure correlates with its function, thus,
influencing the creation of novel chemical structures. Genome sciences, for
example, make it possible to identify the genetic basis of diseases and pave the
way for the further development of medical treatment options.[13]

After years of successful but protracted drug development, the pharma-
ceutical industry was looking for new opportunities to accelerate the drug
design cycle. “Successful companies will be those that effectively integrate new
technologies into their current drug discovery paradigms”.[14] The advent of
automated high-throughput screening (HTS) alongside with genomic sciences,
heralds a new era of drug discovery. In vitro or cell-based assays are exposed to
a large number of compounds leading to an enormous amount of experimental
data points. Compounds that induce a positive response within an individual
assay, a so-called “hit”, should, in theory, precede to the development of more
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potent leads.[13] Moreover, using this methodology should accelerate the drug
design cycle. These expectations were not met as productivity of the pharma-
ceutical industry has not improved during the 1990s.[9], [14]–[18] One factor
may be the correlation of high MW with poor solubility. Starting optimization
with a high MW lead compound may result in molecules with even higher MW.
Thus, leading to poor pharmacokinetic (PK) properties.[19] This does not imply
that HTS is not of use in drug discovery contemplating the numerous success
stories.[20] The field evolved and more specific applications, like target focused
library screening, emerged. A full library screening may still be used as a last
resort if focused strategies fail.[18] Although current drug discovery processes
mainly rely on HTS efforts, this approach suffers from the limited coverage of
drug-like chemical space.[21]

Another problem is the current trend in drug discovery projects focussing no
longer on classical targets.[20], [22] Most compound libraries have been opti-
mized for historical targets. This circumstance, however, reduces the chemical di-
versity in existing HTS libraries and thus, decreases the chances of finding novel
leads especially for new targets, such as protein-protein interactions (PPIs).[17],
[23] To solve this problem, the pharmaceutical industry implemented costly
enhancement programs to fill compound libraries with high-quality structurally
diverse chemotypes.[20] But all the efforts in compound library enhancement
do not tackle the problem of the enormous size of the drug-like chemical space
(estimated at > 1 ∗ 1030 compounds).[24] The need to cover more of the drug-
like chemical space, especially for yet intractable or non classical targets, and
enhancing the drug discovery process led to the development of new strategies
in drug discovery, i.e. fragment screening with subsequent fragment-based drug
discovery (FBDD).[25]

Back in 2009 Murray and Reese postulated “that screening 1,000 fragments
(<16 heavy atoms per compound) might sample ’total chemical space’ more
effectively than screening 1,000,000 more typical, higher-MW HTS compounds
(<36 heavy atoms per compound)”.[9] This hypothesis was supported by earlier
experiments of the industry performing fragment screens.[26] The initial hy-
pothesis behind FBDD is that more complex molecules are less likely to bind to
a given target. Hence, using smaller molecules (heavy atom count (HAC) <17)
tend to increase the observed hit rate. Additionally, smaller molecules tend to
form high potency interactions. This was theoretically analyzed by Hann et al.
[27] in 2001 and experimentally supported by Teotico et al. in 2009.[28] In the
past 20 years FBDD emerged as an alternative to classical HTS.[19], [29]–[31]
The advantages of FBDD are evident in many stages of the drug design work-
flow. During hit discovery[27], [32], [33], lead identification[9], [27], and lead
optimization[25], [34], [35] as well. After the identification of key interactions
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important for binding, the optimization process can be focused on optimizing
the molecule’s physicochemical and pharmacological profile. Thus, leading to
more focused inhibitors and a series of lead compounds based on the same core
structure, i.e. a lead series.[36]

Fragment to lead optimization is still a challenging task and structural infor-
mation is needed. However, it has a positive effect on the success rate.[17], [37]
During hit to lead (H2L) optimization, SBDD may reduce the needed time (and
cost) since a reduced number of compounds need to be synthesized.[6] Shuker
et al. are among the pioneers in this field and were the first who reported a
fragment-based approach for discovering high-affinity lead compounds using
a structure-activity relationship (SAR) by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
approach.[25]They identified a couple of nanomolar inhibitors using a fragment
linking strategy in order to combine fragments into lead compounds within
only two months. However, others trying to use this approach described a
significant potency loss due to suboptimal linking and thus, linker strain.[38],
[39]

A more prominent method for H2L optimization is fragment growing. This
method offers some advantages over fragment linking. First, the procedure
is more straightforward than linking and, by design, does not lead to linker
strain. Second, it can be used within in silico SBDD concepts, thus facilitating
the lead optimization process. Of course, linking can also be performed using
computational tools, but is by far more challenging and error prone due to
the geometrical constraints of both fragments. Last but not least, fragment
growing can be combined with synthetic reaction rules considering synthetic
accessibility right from the beginning. Synthetic accessibility is a key issue
in modern drug discovery projects and is known to be a bottleneck in the
drug discovery process.[40] Incorporating synthetic accessibility into the design
process, introduces more chemically relevant diversity into the compounds and,
moreover, may accelerate the drug design cycle. Hence, a synthetic route is
provided right from the beginning using well known reactions making time
consuming retrosynthetic studies obsolete. Another benefit is the restricted
chemical space through the usage of chemical reaction rules. Consequently, the
to be sampled chemical space is limited to synthetically accessible compounds.

1.1. Project Overview and Main Contributions

In the present thesis, an integrative approach for structure-based synthetically
accessible fragment growing, called NAOMInext, will be introduced. Medicinal
chemists expert knowledge is important for successful fragment optimization.
Thus, an efficient interactive workflow, incorporated into a graphical user in-
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terface (GUI), is provided to empower users to incorporate their knowledge
into the decision making process.[41] For that purpose, mainly three indepen-
dent components have been developed. First, an easy to use GUI providing a
high level of automation (automated structure pre-processing step) but at the
same time empowering the user to guide the ligand optimization procedure.
Herein, the right balance between automation and interactivity is mandatory.
Second, an efficient and as accurate as possible sampling algorithm is needed
to cover the conformational space.[42] Furthermore, this algorithm should be
able to incorporate user constraints into its optimization process. And third, an
intuitive and efficient fragment optimization procedure, i.e. fragment growing.
Fragment growing is perfectly suitable for an interactive approach since after
each optimization step subtle changes of the binding mode can be inspected
using experimental data for verification. Additionally, synthetic accessibility is
incorporated right from the beginning of the fragment growing process via the
usage of machine readable synthetic reaction rules[43]. This reduces the chem-
ical space to a desired and realistic optimum. “Ultimately, the aim is to offer
support for hit and lead identification and widen the chemical horizon.”[42]

The prime objective is the development of a well validated scientific workflow
incorporated into an easy to use software tool to assist medicinal chemists in
their day-to-day work. Therefore, a thorough evaluation is of great importance,
to show the correct representation of chemical feasibility and gain trust by
wet-lab experimentalists. Herein, wrong results may falsify the drug design
cycle and lead to increased attrition rates during the drug discovery process.
Therefore, a large-scale data set of related ligand pairs[44] is used to evaluate
the conformational sampling performance of the developed algorithm. The
integration of the synthetic reaction rules is validated using predefined input
molecules and reaction results. About 25 % of the molecules in a database
show tautomerism.[45] Hence, proper treatment of tautomerism is incorporated
within the reaction process. The ability of the publicly available set of reaction
rules to probe the bioactivity-relevant chemical space and generate a scaffold-
diverse set of compounds has been shown by Hartenfeller et al. in a series of
publications.[46]–[48]

1.2. Motivation

As the “low-hanging fruits” have been picked and targeted diseases become
more complex, i.e. multi-target drug discovery is required[49], [50], computa-
tional methods are mandatory in supporting researchers in their day-to-day
work. As soon as new technologies or experimental methods have been devel-
oped, software is designed to support researchers to obtain the best results out
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of it. In recent years, many computational methods were developed, especially
in the field of de novo drug design and alternative approaches in the context
of in silico H2L optimization.[21], [37], [42], [51], [52] This trend seems to con-
tinue[53]–[60], which indicates that the optimization of initial screening hits
remains a challenging task. [36], [37] However, most of the developed tools lack
a statistically reasonable validation beyond their use exemplified on a small
number of targets in prospective studies, i.e. a proof of concept.[37] For some
tools, it gets even worse as they are validated retrospectively on a handful of tar-
gets.[37] Most of these tools have not been widely used and there seems to be no
apparent acceptance in the community.[61], [62] It is either the lack of synthetic
accessibility, which is mostly not covered by a wide range of computational
methods, or due to their limited usability that hampers their usage. Another
conceivable reason could be the absence of a large retrospective validation.[37],
[51] An exception is the tool SPROUT[63]–[65], which is steadily extended[66],
[67] (SynSPROUT[68]). Its importance is proved by numerous publications and
success stories over the past twenty years.[69] Nevertheless, SPROUT is also not
validated on a large scale data set[70] that would statistically proof its reliability
on a wide range of different protein families.

In 2007 Vangrevelinghe and Rüdisser analyzed different computational ap-
proaches used for fragment optimization, namely de novo drug design, com-
binatorial docking, and interactive fragment optimization.[41] By summary
publications from 1996 to 2006 they revealed that most of the successful frag-
ment optimization projects were a combination of interactive optimization and
structure-based design. Besides, Kumar and co-workers also recommend the
combination of computational and experimental approaches.[19] FBDD is per-
fectly suitable for such an interactive approach. Fragment optimization is a
key aspect of FBDD as experimentally discovered hits (fragments) have a low
affinity and need to be further optimized into potent leads, i.e. fragment-based
lead generation (FBLG).[71] Using in silico methods for fragment optimization
enables efficient generation of potential lead series.[36], [72] The success of
interactive optimization may be based on the interaction of experimental and
computational methods in an iterative design cycle. Thus, the effect of each
computationally predicted small modification on the compound’s affinity is
estimated quantitatively and unexpected binding mode changes are recog-
nized immediately. Hence, facilitating an accelerated more rational drug design
process.

Besides the inclusion of experimentalists into the computational design pro-
cess, the graphical representation of results displays another important aspect.
Providing scientific data in a graphical way is much more intuitive since the
human brain processes images in parallel while writing is processed sequen-
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tially.[73] The interactive inclusion of medicinal chemists in such a design cycle
makes further demands on the software, especially considering the user inter-
face. Scientific software does not only need to provide medicinal chemists with
new ideas, the software itself needs to empower users to integrate their ideas
easily into the software workflow. Thus, the software needs to be “well-thought-
out, suitable for their needs, [and] able to generate useful, timely and valid
results”[74]. To provide medicinal chemists with a valuable tool, NAOMInext
has been developed. NAOMInext is an interactive software which provides
an easy to use GUI. The software is based on the robust chemical model of
the NAOMI framework, which is documented by numerous publications in
the literature.[75]–[84] The newly implemented algorithms are validated on a
large-scale data set to provide users with reliable results.

1.3. Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes the background of
FBDD and key methods of fragment optimization. Chapter 3 describes state-of-
the-art chemistry driven computational lead optimization methods and tools.
Since the methods for lead optimization are mainly based on methods from
de novo drug design, this chapter also reviews parts of the de novo drug design
field. Chapter 4 describes the used methods from the NAOMI framework.
Hereafter, the made extensions and developed methods and algorithms in the
course of this thesis are outlined. Chapter 5 describes the performed evaluation
strategy and experiments. The results of this evaluation and any knowledge
arising therefrom, are further analyzed and discussed in chapter 6. In chapter
7 the most important design decisions and implementations of NAOMInext
are outlined. Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the described achievements and
provides future prospects for NAOMInext.
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The work presented here is located in the field of fragment-based drug discov-
ery (FBDD) or more precisely in the area of fragment-based lead generation
(FBLG).The origins of the underlying technique go back to the 1980s, but expe-
rienced a rebirth in the mid 1990s.[25] At about the same time HTS reached its
peak as productivity did not improve as expected while costs increased enor-
mously.[15]–[18] Researchers started to question the success of High-throughput
technologies (HTT) and searched for more rational alternatives to the often
referred to as anti-intellectual and irrational HTS.[85] Considering the vast
chemical space of possible drug-like molecules, which was estimated to be
about 1063[86], screening millions and millions of compounds will never be
more than scratching the surface. A large HTS screen contains 105 − 106 com-
pounds, which samples only a fraction of the possible chemical space.[87] More
actual estimations of the drug-like chemical space suggest it to be in the range
of 1030 compounds.[24] Nonetheless, the number of leads obtained by HTS is
still far from a real breakthrough.[85] Given the vastness of chemical space,
finding good starting points is a key to the drug discovery process.

In this chapter, an introduction to FBDD is given alongside with the corre-
sponding requirements. The basics of a fragment are given together with an
introduction of the FBDD pipeline. Parts of this pipeline that are important for
this thesis are further outlined.

2.1. Introduction

FBDD has emerged as a promising new approach to cover the chemical space
more efficiently and suggest novel lead compounds, i.e. novel chemical entitiess
(NCEs). Using small molecules, or just fragments of molecules as starting points
and then optimize/elaborate the fragment into a lead like molecule with higher
potency is the initial idea behind FBDD. The chance of finding a more promising
starting point using fragments is based on the assumption: “the smaller the
molecule, the fewer the possibilities.”[88] In 2007 Fink et al. virtually explored
the chemical universe for molecules with “up to 11 atoms of C, N, O, F”.[89]
The tangible number of 100 million molecules is significantly smaller than
the possible drug-like chemical space of larger molecules. Even just a smaller
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fraction, 13.9 million compounds, follow the rule of three (Ro3)[90], [91] for
lead-likeness. Hence, screening just 10.000 fragments “captures substantially
more chemical diversity space than a conventional high-throughput screen.”[17]
Another advantage of using fragments is the higher hit rate compared to
traditional HTS. For decades the pharmaceutical industry has been seeking for
new approaches in order to increase the rate of finding new starting points
for lead discovery, thus, enhancing its productivity.[92] In 2001 Hann et al.
showed theoretically, by using a simple model of ligand-receptor interactions,
that the chance to observe a useful interaction drops significantly as the system
complexity increases.[27] Thus, supporting the initial hypothesis of the key
premise of FBDD. Luckily, several years later the Novartis group and Teotico
et al. corroborate the hypothesis with experimental data where they showed
significantly higher hit rates for fragment screens.[26], [28] One of the most
important aspects is the extensibility of fragments. Due to a better binding
efficiency, fragments with a molecular mass below 250 Da are easier to optimize
and may improve the H2L design cycle.[41] FBDD is highly linked to SBDD
but also used in solely ligand-based scenarios. However, structural information
facilitates the fragment elaboration cycle by guiding the fragment optimization
process to increase binding affinity as well as other properties.[93]

2.1.1. Definition of a Fragment

A fragment is simply a smaller part of a small molecule. Researchers at Astex1

characterized fragments to be within the Ro3[90], [91] which is derived from
the famous Lipinski rule of five (Ro5)[94].

1. Molecular weight <300 Da
2. Number of hydrogen bond donors ≤ 3

3. Number of hydrogen bond acceptors ≤ 3

4. cLogP (predicted) ≤ 3

5. Number of rotatable bonds ≤ 3

6. polar surface area (PSA) ≤ 60 Å
2

Fragments typically used in FBDD have molecular masses from 150 to
250/300 Da or a maximum heavy atom size of 18.[17], [30], [95] Depending
on the context, a fragment may fulfill further restrictions considering other
chemical or physicochemical properties like solubility.[96] In an attempt to
increase the screening hit rate and the variety of chemotypes the Klebe group
compiled a small fragment library not strictly following the use of the Ro3.[97]

1Astex Pharmaceuticals
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During library construction they considered further chemical expansion of
the library candidates using growing and merging techniques. Therefore, an
increased number of functional groups, needed for chemical expansion, is
required within the fragments. Strictly applying the Ro3, the authors would
have missed seven out of eleven successfully crystallized fragments. It should
be noted, that most of the introduced functional groups have hydrogen-bond
donor and hydrogen-bond acceptor properties and perform interactions with
the target. Hence, these groups are mostly not available for chemical extension
using a fragment growing approach, unless the binding mode of the fragment
changes during chemical elaboration.[44] In the context of fragment screening,
fragments need to be more polar and soluble compared to larger “drug-like”
molecules and are often thought to be better optimizable considering physic-
ochemical properties.[72] This circumstance influences the entire drug design
cycle, and thus differs substantially from the traditional drug design cycle.

2.2. The FBDD Pipeline

FBDD has different requirements compared to traditional drug discovery pro-
cesses. An overview of the FBDD pipeline is shown in Figure 2.1. The library
used for screening consists of small fragments which normally perform low
nanomolar inhibition. Thus, specialized assays and techniques to detect such
low affinities are needed (see biophysical toolkit in Figure 2.1 and Section
2.4). Usually, fragment screening is more about detection of binding instead
of measuring affinity.[35] In a next step, the “fragment elaboration cycle”, the
fragment is elaborated into a more potent hit. This step is different to creating
analogues of an HTS hit since structural modifications are mostly much more
comprehensive.[35] In this long lasting way from a potential hit into a lead
compound, different constraints, i.e. structure-based methods and/or synthetic
accessibility consideration, may help medicinal chemists to make the right
decisions to speed up the all over drug discovery process. Starting with the
correct selection of fragments for the fragment library.

2.3. Fragment Libraries

Compiling reasonable fragment libraries is a crucial step for the success of
a screening project. The aim of a screening library is to cover as much of
the vast chemical space as possible and to provide potential starting points
for FBLG.[98] Depending on the research group, a fragment library has to
obey different requirements (see Section 2.1.1 for some examples). Hence, a
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Figure (2.1) FBDD pipeline and available biophysical toolkit used for fragment screening.
Reprinted with permission from Duncan E. Scott, Anthony G. Coyne, Sean A.
Hudson, and Chris Abell. Fragment-based approaches in drug discovery and
chemical biology. Biochemistry, 51(25): 4990–5003, 2012. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society.

single optimal selection of fragments does not exist.[34] For example, Siegal
et al. recommend a lower limit of 150 Da for fragments, and each fragment
should possess a chemical “handle” that can be used for subsequent chemical
elaboration.[99]

Depending on the used screening technique, high fragment concentrations are
needed to detect the weak-affinity hits.[100] Hence, fragments need to possess
high solubility that accompanies with additional functional polar groups. This
may lead to fragments violating the proposed Ro3.[90] Schuffenhauer et al.
described a method of a matching fragment library where each screening
fragment is linked to a corresponding synthesis fragment.[26] Different other
possible requirements on a fragment screening library have been reviewed by
Mazanetz et al. [101] Furthermore, Keserű et al. published a collection of possible
design principles for fragment library design.[93] These reviews exemplify that
fragment library design is a field of ongoing research and is subject to various
requirements. Specifically compiled fragment libraries are subsequently used in
screening campaigns.

2.4. Fragment Screening

Experimental detection of low nanomolar inhibitors (weak binders) requires
other techniques compared to traditional HTS assays which are designed to
detect more or less efficient binders. As a result of the ongoing technological
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Figure (2.2) Different fragment optimization strategies. Reprinted with permission from Dun-
can E. Scott, Anthony G. Coyne, Sean A. Hudson, and Chris Abell. Fragment-
based approaches in drug discovery and chemical biology. Biochemistry, 51(25):
4990–5003, 2012. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

advancement different biophysical and biochemical techniques to detect weak
binders are available today.[101] For example, high-throughput X-ray crystallog-
raphy through soaking, NMR, and adapted biochemical assay methods to detect
weak binding events.[102] Experimental fragment screening techniques have
been extensively reviewed by Mazanetz et al. [101] A potential “hit” of these
experimental methods is then used as input within the fragment elaboration
cycle, i.e. target for fragment optimization.

2.5. Fragment Optimization

Fragment optimization is an important step within the FBDD pipeline with the
aim of improving the affinity of a previously determined hit, e.g. from high
throughput fragment screening or docking.[28], [103] Different optimization
strategies exist, the first mentioned in 1996[25]: fragment linking, fragment
growing, and fragment merging (see Figure 2.2). Additionally, a variant of
fragment growing[104], i.e.“SAR by Catalog”, is also outlined. Either of these
approaches have pros and cons and will be described below.
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2.5.1. Fragment Linking

Fragment linking was the first approach for fragment optimization and was
described by Shuker et al. [25] For an efficient joining procedure, two individu-
ally placed fragments in nearby sites are needed (see Figure 2.2b). Conceptually,
this approach was already described in the early 1980s by the late William
Jencks.[105] He proposed, that the Gibbs free energy (∆G) changes of ligand-
protein binding can be described as the sum of the “individual intrinsic binding
energies” of the components of a molecule and a “connection Gibbs energy”.
Given that, linking two individually placed fragments should increase the over-
all binding affinity of the connected molecule. Howard et al. used this approach
to link a small fragment, namely p-chlorophenlytetrazole with micro molar
affinity on the trypsin-like serine protease thrombin, to another screening hit
bound to an adjacent pocket (see Figure 2.2b). Usage of an amino methyl linker
lead to an 50-fold improvement in affinity and a 1000-fold selectivity increase
over other serine proteases like trypsin.[106] As promising as this approach may
seem, success depends on choosing the right linker. Thus, if the chosen linker is
suboptimal, in case of geometrical constraints, the induced linker strain leads to
a significant potency loss.[38], [39] Therefore, a chemically more straightforward
approach, namely fragment growing, emerged.

2.5.2. Fragment Growing

Growing describes the elaboration of an initial hit via extension at a defined
vector. Fragment growing is the by far most often used H2L optimization
technique[104] as judged by the number of published examples. This concept
is also intuitive for most people since “growing is straightforward and closest
to standard medicinal chemistry.”[22] Growing has several advantages over
other optimization procedures. First, since it is close to medicinal chemistry it
can be combined with synthetic reaction rules to generate synthetic feasible
compounds right from the beginning of the drug design cycle. Furthermore,
most linking studies can also be achieved by growing the to-be-linked fragment.
A successful example for fragment growing has been published by Potter et al.
for a difficult oncology target (see Figure 2.2c).[107] The major problem was the
identification of a promising hit as starting point. Using fragment screening,
putative hits were identified and further elaborated to improve potency. Simple
addition of different functional groups lead to a significant increase in potency.

12
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2.5.3. Fragment Merging

The distinction between fragment growing and merging is mostly more theo-
retically than real, since the same molecule could be created via either of these
approaches.[108] Given two fragments with given binding modes, chemists
often think in enhancing the properties of a molecule by appending parts of the
other molecule. This strategy may be exemplary if already known inhibitors
bind to very close sub pockets and the ligands share a common part. Edink
et al. successfully applied such a fragment merging approach during their de-
signed fragment growing strategy.[109] Protein flexibility was a key issue in
this optimization study. The aim was to induce a tyrosine-flip via fragment
growing to target a sub pocket of an already known binder. To perform the
growing step, the initial fragment was merged with the overlapping moiety of
lobeline to address the desired sub pocket (see Figure 2.2a). In this study, as
well as in many other fragment optimization studies, structural information is
a key aspect for successful fragment optimization. With regard to putatively
new forming interactions, the fragment elaboration may be guided to optimally
match the target binding site. Hence, binding mode changes of the fragment
and protein flexibility strongly influence the optimization result.

2.5.4. SAR by Catalog

Another fragment optimization method is “SAR by Catalog” and presumably
one of the most common used techniques.[19] It can be simply described as
a substructure or similarity search (using the initial hit) in available chemical
vendor catalogs or in-house databases. Based on initial hits from a fragment
screen, Jahnke and co-workers optimized an initial hit via similarity search
using an in-house database and coarse pharmacophore criteria.[110] Further
medicinal chemistry efforts lead to the development of a potent compound that
target farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS) with high potency. However, this
approach is limited to commercially or in-house available molecules and thus,
limited in the outcome of potential NCEs. Nevertheless, it allows for a quick
survey of potential derivatives and has been successfully applied by others.[111]
As a drawback of this method, synthetic accessibility can not be incorporated
into the design cycle from the beginning. Thus, synthesizability of the predicted
compounds needs to be estimated retrospectively.
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2.6. Synthesizability

Synthesizability is an important issue in FBLG especially in the de novo design
context. Since NCEs are generated in silico, subsequently they have to be synthe-
sized and tested for affinity. Synthetic accessibility and feasibility are essential
for efficient and successful follow up lead design. Both terms describe ease of
synthesis and according to Baber and Feher[40] they can be described in the
following way:

1. “Synthetic feasibility will be used to describe whether or not it is possible
to synthesize a compound given a specified set of conditions.”

2. “... synthetic accessibility is defined as the ease of synthesis under a
specified set of conditions.”

Given these definitions it is immediately clear how to distinguish both terms.
Considering time as a condition for synthetic feasibility and if time would be an
unlimited resource, nearly every compound may be synthetic ally feasible even
for complex compounds such as natural products. Hence, including “conditions
in the definition of synthetic feasibility effectively means that a synthetically
feasible compound is one for which synthesis is practical rather than just
theoretically possible.”[40] On the contrary, synthetic accessibility is more of a
measure of ease of synthesis. Baber and Feher mentioned a vivid example for
the necessity of conditions for synthetic accessibility. Considering the scale-up
process of syntheses in the pharmaceutical industry, it turns out that often
simple syntheses in the laboratory are much more difficult or improper for
large scale applications. Hence, synthetic accessibility largely depends on the
underlying conditions.
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This chapter describes state-of-the-art chemistry-driven computational H2L
optimization methods, i.e. hit optimization methods in the field of fragment-
based lead generation (FBLG), and reviews the multiple adopted approaches.
The main focus is put on structure-based methods but most often the described
technique can be used in both fields, ligand-based and structure-based design.
The basis of fragment-based approaches is a good hit as starting point whereas
de novo approaches design new molecules completely from scratch.[112] The
aim of both methods is the generation of potential lead compounds that, in
general, require further optimization. The basis (of both methods) are small BBs
which are used to generate new drug-like molecules.[112], [113] Most of the
optimization techniques used in fragment-based approaches, such as fragment
growing or linking, are adopted from de novo drug design methods.[112] Due to
this overlap in methodology, the terms “fragment-based” and “de novo” will be
used interchangeably and further discussion of methodologies will also cover a
part of de novo drug design techniques.

(Hit-to-)Lead optimization does not only imply improving ligand affinity but
also improving desired PK properties. Synthesis of the predicted compounds is
a prerequisite to perform further experimental testing of compound properties.
In the last years, an increasing interest in synthetic accessibility of optimized
compounds is discernible.[40], [46], [47], [56], [62], [114]–[119] This trend is
supported by the increasing number of vendors of publicly available compound
collections.[93], [120] Hence, using purchasable BBs as starting material for
a fragment screening increases the likelihood that the optimized compound
is synthetically accessible. Numerous de novo and fragment-based approaches
addressing the difficult problem of H2L optimization exist and have been ex-
tensively reviewed.[21], [42], [51], [52], [121] Most of them do not incorporate
synthetic accessibility in the drug design process. Due to the enormous amount
of drug design methods, here, we focus on methods incorporating synthetic
accessibility of the generated compounds. Nevertheless, also important and
fundamental methods in the field (lacking synthetic accessibility) will not be
overlooked. Ligand-based approaches will only be discussed briefly, as they are
mostly based on the same methods as structure-based approaches, however,
ignoring the structural context (e.g. TOPAS[122]). Fragment hit optimization
strategies can be differentiated into two major categories: growing and link-
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ing.[71] Linking is the term used when a potential lead structure originates
from two fragment hits that are combined using a linker (see Section 2.5.1).
A sequential elaboration of an initial hit to obtain a lead structure is called
fragment growing (see Section 2.5.2). A third often mentioned fragment opti-
mization method is fragment merging (see Section 2.5.3). However, merging
can often be performed by fragment growing. Besides the algorithmic strategy,
also the different validation approaches and the usability of the methods are
discussed. Hence, most published workflows describe just a proof of concept or
the usability is hampered due to missing automation or a clear user interface. In
the following, fragment-based (and de novo) approaches and tools, are reviewed
in four different sections:

1. Synthesis (chemical space coverage),
2. Search Strategy (conformational space coverage),
3. Validation Strategy, and
4. Interactive Interface

In addition to published tools and methods, there exist commercial approaches
for fragment growing and linking as well as medicinal chemistry transforma-
tions. Most of the commercial software vendors do not disclose their algorithms
and can not be discussed further here. One prominent commercially available
software is MOETM by Chemical Computing Group (CCG)1. According to their
website, fragment growing and linking can be performed within the protein
binding site. Transformations are applied using reaction transform rules in the
*.rxn file format. Custom transformations can be added to the reaction database.
Since the described methods have not been published in any scientific journal
they can not be discussed in the specific sections mentioned above.

3.1. Synthesis - Structure Generation

The first, and possibly most important step in de novo drug design is the
generation of new molecules (NCEs). In this step, the only difference between
de novo drug design and H2L optimization methods is the starting point used.
In de novo drug design the tool itself places the initial fragment in the binding
site. The fragment is then used for extension. H2L approaches use an already
placed fragment (hit) instead. The fragment is then optimized into a lead
like compound. For example, Chemical Genesis[123] and OpenGrowth[55] are
tools offering both possibilities. The methodologies of both approaches overlap
substantially and are therefore discussed together.[112]

1https://www.chemcomp.com
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Figure 3 | Tree model of search space exploration by an automated structure-

Figure (3.1) Search space exploration depicted as tree structure. Primary target constraints
restrict the search space, either due to clashes or pharmacophore point (derived
from the protein structure) violations. The picture shown here selects a single
node for expansion (DFS), either by score or random. Reprinted with permission
from Schneider, G.; Fechner, U. Computer-Based de Novo Design of Drug-like
Molecules. Nat. Rev. Drug Discov. 2005, 4 (8), 649–663.

Combinatorial explosion in chemical search space is an issue which needs to
be tackled by computational methods. As this problem is NP-HARD combinatorial
search algorithms use HEURISTICS to solve this issue. See Table 3.1 for an
example of different heuristics used to conquer the conformational space. Figure
3.1 exemplifies the search space of a de novo structure generation method as tree
structure. The initial state (root node) is an empty binding pocket. In case of a
H2L optimization method, the initial state would consist of an already placed
small fragment (anchor) that performs key interactions with the binding site.
Fragment evolution is exemplified as grow strategy. Each extension is depicted
as node in the search tree. Green marked nodes represent valid extensions.
Here, a depth-first search (DFS) is used to guide the growing process. Some
tools use a combination of different search strategies to traverse the search tree
much more efficiently, e.g. DREAM++[124], SPROUT[66], and FlexX[125]. Some
combinations are listed in table 3.1. Here, we do not focus on de novo methods,
but rather on H2L optimization methods which are mostly used in an interactive
and iterative structure-based design cycle.[41] Hence, the different methods to
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conquer the search space, either chemically or spatially, are discussed in more
detail in the context of conformational space in Section 3.2. For an overview
of different methods and a detailed analysis of the different search strategies
to conquer the chemical space, the reader is referred to the review of Fechner
and Schneider.[42] In the following section the different methods of structure
generation are compared. According to Kutchukian and Shakhnovich[51] there
exist six general strategies for compound generation:

1. R-group
2. Grow
3. Link
4. Evolve
5. Template
6. Synthesize

Synthetic accessibility assessment of a newly generated compound is an im-
portant issue in drug discovery projects. Some of the first drug design tools used
an atom-based sequential buildup process, e.g. LEGEND[126], GenStar[127],
CONCEPTS[128], and GrowMol[129]. GrowMol uses functional groups as well.
Using atoms or small functional groups during structure generation ensures
chemically diverse compounds but lacks synthetic accessibility. Hence, most of
the designed molecules could not be synthesized which hampers subsequent
experimental binding affinity measurements and PK property determination.
To overcome this drawback the next generation of tools used a recombination of
available fragments to generate NCEs. This procedure enhances the likelihood,
that the new NCEs are synthetically accessible. Still, most of the molecules
proposed by in silico methods are difficult to synthesize or require complex ret-
rosynthetic analysis to provide a putative synthesis route. Hence, other methods
for the design of synthetically accessible compounds are required. Difficult-to-
synthesize molecules need more time and resources and may aggravate the
lead optimization step.[116] Hence, it is worthwhile to incorporate synthetic
accessibility of a compound as early as possible in the drug discovery process to
save time, money, and resources. Different approaches exist to assess synthetic
accessibility of molecules retrospectively but also early on in the development
process. The terms synthetic accessibility and feasibility, have been outlined in
Section 2.6.

Different methods based on retrosynthetic analysis and hard-coded reaction
rules, encoded in a machine readable format, have been developed. For each of
the mentioned compound generation strategies, synthetic accessibility methods
can be integrated during the buildup process (implicitly or explicitly) or applied
as post filter. The different compound generation methods, and possible exten-
sions to increase the likelihood of synthesizability of the generated compounds,
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are explained below. It should be mentioned that some tools use a combina-
tion of different strategies and may be part of more than one of the described
categories. The R-group and grow strategy are discussed together since the me-
thodical part overlaps significantly. Aged drug design methods are not covered
in detail here and have already been reviewed in several publications.[41], [51],
[113], [130]

3.1.1. R-group and Growing Approach

The perhaps simplest and most straightforward approach for compound gen-
eration is the connection of two fragments via single bond formation. This
may be performed either through decoration of a core fragment (scaffold) with
one or more R-groups or by replacing existing hydrogen atoms with a larger
structure (BB, i.e. growing). The R-group approach can be used to enumerate
large ’fragment spaces’[131] but also for lead optimization and de novo drug
design.[53], [55], [129], [132]–[136] For lead optimization the scaffold is either
created manually[53] by replacing unwanted groups and hydrogen atoms with
R-groups or automatically[55], by using a randomly selected hydrogen atom as
extension point. A drawback of this approach, if a fragment-based instead of an
atom-based growing approach is performed, is the limitation of chemical diver-
sity because only exo-cyclic bonds can be formed. Ring formation, introducing
a lot more chemical diversity, is not possible. Thus, complex ring systems have
to be provided as BBs. Compound generation is exemplified using the tool
OpenGrowth[55] and works as follows: In an iterative procedure BBs are added
to an initial fragment (anchor) within the active site of a target protein. The
connection between the anchor and the new fragment is made by removing
a hydrogen atom from each component and refilling the open valence of the
connection atoms with a new single bond. The distance between both atoms is
adapted according to the bond type of the connection atoms. Here, the crucial
step is the selection of the proper fragment from the fragment library.

Synthetic accessibility is realized via the selection of the appropriate building
blocks (fragments) similar to the retrosynthetic combinatorial analysis procedure
(RECAP) approach.[137] OpenGrowth uses the FOG-algorithm[136] and selects
fragments from a fragment library (using a Markov Chain approach) that
have a high probability to form a bond to the anchor. To calculate the needed
probabilities a library of known drugs (ChEMBL Drugstore[138]), called drug
library, is used and cleaned to obtain a subset with desired properties. To
compile a fragment library, the molecules of the drug library are fragmented
by cutting all single bonds between rings and side chains to obtain rings and
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ring systems that are added to the fragment library. Additionally, a predefined
list of non-ring fragments is used.[55] The connection probability between two
fragments is calculated by counting their occurrence in the drug library divided
by the sum of all fragment counts in the training drug library. “Consequently, the
produced molecules will statistically ’look like’ molecules from the initial drug
database”.[55] However, the generated compounds show a similar synthetic
accessibility to the ones used for training.[136]

3.1.2. Link Approach

In contrast to the above mentioned growing approach, other tools like LUDI[139],
CAVEAT[140], BREED[141], CONCERTS[142], and LigBuilder[135] use fragment
linking to generate new compounds. The fragment positions can be determined
either experimentally[25] or computationally via docking. A subdivision of
fragment linking is called ’scaffold hopping’. As this approach is a separate
branch of research and reviewed elsewhere[143]–[151], it is not discussed fur-
ther. Recently developed tools, specifically designed to perform linking, are
not available. Nevertheless, fragment linking is still performed to generate
new inhibitors.[152], [153] LigBuilder[135] uses a growing strategy to perform
linking. Therefore, several preplaced seed structures (core fragments) are placed
within the binding site of the target protein. The used fragments are extracted
from a predefined BB library. In an incremental process a hydrogen atom is
selected from the core as well as from the new fragment. The hydrogen bonds of
either fragment are used to orient the new fragment to the core. Subsequently,
the hydrogen atoms are removed and a new single bond is created to connect
both fragments. This procedure is analog to the described growing approach in
Section 3.1.1. Within LigBuilder, a link operation is performed if the growing
process collides with another pre-placed core fragment in a reasonable way, i.e.
when both fragments geometrically align properly and chemistry of atoms to
be connected is compatible. In this case linking is performed via formation of a
single bond.

A challenging approach of linking is applied in the study of De Fusco and
co-workers.[153] Here, two inhibitors in different sub pockets of a common
binding site should be linked to form a high-affinity inhibitor. Due to the
problem of high flexibility of the needed linker (minimum length of nine atoms)
an incremental growing approach was used instead.

LUDI[139], [154] uses a somewhat different approach which is similar to the
strategy used by CAVEAT[140]. The used procedure is called ’fragment bridging’
and uses small fragments (bridges) to connect two fragments within the binding
site. Thus, the closest hydrogen atoms of both fragments are identified and
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the respective bond to the adjacent heavy atom is used as alignment vector
for the bridging fragment. The alignment is performed “by root-mean-square
(RMS) superposition using the algorithm published by Kabsch[155].”[139] If
the alignment is accepted (root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) below a given
threshold) all fragments are merged into a single molecule.

Another fragment-based tool for de novo ligand design is GANDI[156]. Here,
predocked fragments are also linked using a list of different fragments. How-
ever, the build up procedure uses a random approach, i.e. a genetic algorithm
combined with a tabu search[157], [158].

Synthetic accessibility can also be incorporated during fragment linking using
connection rules or synthetic reactions to join BBs. However, if other connections
than simple single bond formation are used, the geometrical orientation of the
to-be-linked fragment will most probably not be retained. A detailed description
of this approach can be found in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.3. Evolve Approach - Evolutionary Algorithms

Another approach to generate new molecules in the context of de novo drug de-
sign or H2L optimization are evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary algorithmic
techniques may be divided into four major classes: genetic algorithm, genetic
programming, evolutionary programming and evolutionary strategies.[159] All
of theses classes share the basic concept of evolutionary algorithms described
in more detail below. An evolutionary algorithm is an optimization method
inspired by the basic concept of biological evolution, i.e. mutation, selection,
reproduction, and recombination. To simulate the evolutionary process, at first,
a population needs to be defined. The population may be any set of random
candidates (individuals). In the de novo drug design context the individuals
are simple chemical compounds. The initial selection of candidates from the
population can be performed randomized or stochastic and is based on the
used technique to simulate evolutionary pressure of selection.[159] Next, the se-
lected candidates (parents) undergo the evolutionary process using “crossover”
or “mutation” operators and a new variation (child) is generated. A scoring
function, here often called fitness function, is used to assess the quality of the
generated child over the current population. Iteratively using the described
process over several generations, new descendants with different, mostly bet-
ter, variations are obtained and added to the population (depending on the
fitness function). This process will be continued until a user defined termination
criterion is reached, e.g. number of generations. Tools based on evolutionary
algorithms are, for example Chemical Genesis[123], LEA[160], LigBuilder[135],
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[161], [162], SYNOPSIS[163], TOPAS[122], Molecule Evoluator[164], and Auto-
Grow[54], [165]. These tools mostly vary in the evolutionary technique, fitness
evaluation, or selected operators.

One of the first de novo drug design tools incorporating evolutionary algo-
rithms in a structure-based design concept was Chemical Genesis[123]. Chemical
Genesis uses a random or available molecule as starting point and ’grows’ the
molecule within defined constraints using evolutionary operators. The algo-
rithm works on substructures which are combined via single bonds. Crossover
is performed by merging molecules which spatially share overlapping bonds (in
terms of the position vector).[123] Defined constraints, for example scalar con-
straints like molecular weight (ligand based) and spatial constraints (receptor
based) guide the ’growing’ procedure of the new molecules.

Structural sampling may be performed within the evolutionary algorithm
performing random translation and rotation mutations of the molecule (rota-
tions also for single bonds). See Section 3.2.3 for more information. The tool
GANDI[156] is based on an evolutionary algorithm using a genetic algorithm to
join predocked fragments within a protein binding site. A set of 6882 fragments
is available for docking using the program SEED[166], [167]. These fragments
are also used as linkers. Heavy atom - hydrogen atom vectors of the fragments
serve as connection points. Covalent bonds between fragments are generated
using single bonds. In GANDI an individual is a single chromosome with
multiple genes (docked fragments). A new child is generated using mutation
and crossover operators using randomly chosen chromosome positions (genes).
Hereby, crossover is performed using neighboring genes, all, or randomly se-
lected ones. Linking fragments is performed using tabu search[157], [158]. All
pairwise connections of all fragments of an individual are generated and a
randomly selected pair is connected using a suitable linker. The described pro-
cedure is repeated until all fragments are connected or a termination criterion
(maximum number of connections) is reached.

Synthetic accessibility is not considered in the above described workflow,
since covalent bonds between fragments are formed by the replacement of
hydrogen atoms. Similarly, AutoGrow[165] replaces hydrogen atoms with new
fragments to generate ’mutant’ ligands as well. In 2013 AutoGrow was up-
dated[54] to incorporate synthetic accessibility into the drug design process.
Thus, new fragments are added according to “click chemistry” rules (see Section
3.1.5).[114], [168] Of course other approaches like SMiles ARbitrary Target Speci-
fication (SMARTS)[169] encoded synthetic reaction rules, reaction vectors[61], or
using BBs derived from RECAP rules[137] are also possible to facilitate synthetic
accessibility.
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3.1.4. Template Approach

The template approach is based on predefined small hydrocarbon skeletons
called templates. Similar to atom-based tools like GenStar[127] and Grow-
Mol[129], hydrocarbon structures are generated via bond formation and subse-
quent modification through the introduction of heteroatoms. Already in 1989

Lewis and Dean[170], [171] described a template based approach for the design
of new structures within a protein binding site. Herein, spacer skeletons (planar
ring systems) are used to address “the combinatorial problem of structure gener-
ation”.[171] Later, a diamond skeleton is used as spacer to extend this approach
into 3D space.[172] Based on these methods Todorov and Dean implemented
an algorithm for de novo structure generation with the aim of controlling the
diversity of molecular scaffold generation.[173]

SPROUT[63]–[65] uses a similar approach to the method described by Lewis
and Dean[170], [171]. In the first phase hydrocarbon skeletons are generated
fulfilling primary target constraints of the protein. Here, the combinatorial
explosion is controlled using grouped molecular fragments which are repre-
sented by template structures and a combination of depth-first search (DFS)
and breadth-first search (BFS) algorithms to efficiently sample the search space.
Starting from a target site (hydrogen bond donor/acceptor group) of the protein
an initial template structure is placed. Growing of the skeleton is performed via
single bond formation. Cyclic templates are also able to join via fusion, bridging,
and spiro joining to form more complex ring systems. Templates are further
added until the remaining target sites are satisfied. In the second phase atom
substitutions are performed in order to fulfill different constraints, e.g. hydrogen
bond functionality, physical properties, and facilitate ease of synthesis. In most
cases, the resulting molecules of such approaches are synthetically intractable.
Which was, most probably, the cause why most of the programs were not often
used.[61], [62]

Synthetic accessibility can not be incorporated explicitly into this approach,
for example via synthetic reaction rules. Hence, Gillet and co-workers imple-
mented Computer Assisted Estimation of Synthetic Accessibility (CAESA) to
post rank structures based on synthetic accessibility.[66] Other approaches
related to retrosynthetic analysis and synthesis planning are for example:
WODCA[174], SYLVIA[175], [176] and the SAscore[116]. For a generated struc-
ture, CAESA uses a database of available compounds (publicly available or
in-house) and automatically selects potential starting materials. Regions of
the generated structure and selected starting materials are omitted during the
synthetic accessibility estimate. A rule-based expert system (reaction knowl-
edge base) “identifies and quantifies the molecular complexity that results
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from the topology, the stereochemistry and the functional groups contained
within the molecule.”[66] Information about the starting material and the cal-
culated complexity is then used to calculate ease of synthesis using causal
networks[177]. A reasonable validation of the ranked molecules was neither
performed retrospectively nor prospectively.

3.1.5. Synthesis Approach

Ease of synthesis has been an important requirement in de novo drug design
since decades. The first tools incorporating reaction rules to enable peptide
growing were GROW[132] and a special mode in LUDI[154]. In the following
years others followed and incorporated more and more reaction rules into
de novo drug design tools. For example, DREAM++[124] and SYNOPSIS[163].
In parallel with this development, another approach based on retrosynthetic
analysis called RECAP[137] emerged. Based on chemical rules, molecules from
a database of biologically active molecules are fragmented and suitable BBs for
combinatorial library synthesis are obtained. Terminal atoms (interfaces) are
annotated with the previous chemical environment in order to enable buildup
of synthetically accessible compounds. Degen and co-workers improved the
RECAP approach via “a new and more elaborate set of rules” called breaking
of retrosynthetically interesting chemical substructures (BRICS).[178] The rule
approach has been used in several tools like, Flux[179], [180], TOPAS[122],
FlexNovo[181], and FSees[182]. Despite their extensive use and popularity,
ease of synthesis is not ensured “since neither organic chemistry rules nor the
availability of BBs were used during the process”.[37]

A knowledge-based approach for the generation of synthetically feasible
molecules is called ’Reaction Vectors’ and described by Patel and co-workers.[61]
Here, a database of available reactions in the MDL *.rxn file format is used to
automatically derive ’Reaction Vectors’ based on atom pair descriptors. The
procedure automatically identifies atoms which need to be removed or added
based on descriptor differences between the product and reactant site.

LeadOp+R[119] uses a similar strategy. First, for a given reaction the “reac-
tion core” is identified and additional information (neighbor atoms) is gath-
ered to extract a “reactant moiety” and “product moiety”. Corresponding BBs
(from a commercially available product library) are collected and stored in the
LeadOp+R reaction database (DB). For a given molecule to react, the reaction
DB is searched for a matching reactant and corresponding reactions. Appropri-
ate BBs are gathered and the product is generated. The reaction is performed
by joining each participating reactant and remaining parts of the molecule
(excluding the reactant moiety) are reattached to the product molecule.[119]
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A more elegant approach is the usage of organic chemistry rules according
to “click chemistry” that allows explicit reaction handling right from the begin-
ning.[114] De novo drug design tools incorporating such rules are for example,
DOGS[47], AutoGrow[54], Virtual Chemist[56], DOTS[59], and Python in silico
de novo growing utilities (PINGUI)[58].

Click Chemistry

“Click chemistry” rules are designed to follow nature’s lead by linking fragments
via single bond formation.[114] These rules describe reactions which should
lead to substances that are easy to generate. A reaction should be:

• “modular, wide in scope, and have very high yields”
• “stereospecific”
• “simple reaction conditions”
• “readily available starting materials and reagents” and
• “simple product isolation”.[114]

Further requirements have been defined and can be looked up in the publication
of Kolb and co-workers.[114] The “click chemistry” philosophy has been widely
used despite the disadvantage that there is no generic framework to use them
in an in silico drug design approach. The framework AutoClickChem addresses
this problem and facilitates in silico “click chemistry” reactions via a Python[183]
script.[168] However, each “click chemistry” reaction needs to be implemented
manually.[168]

In 2014 Massarotti used “click chemistry” to generate a database of tria-
zoles called ZINClick to investigate the click-chemical space.[184] Just recently
the ZINClick database was updated, thus expanding chemical space of 1,2,3-
Triazoles. Additionally, a new description of the used implementation is pro-
vided.[185] Here, the in silico click reaction is implemented as SMIRKS rule
[186] (SMARTS[169] notation) and performed using RDKit[187]. In conclusion,
“click chemistry” and synthetic reaction rules are not mutual exclusive. In fact,
the philosophy of “click chemistry” can be transcribed into a machine readable
format.

Synthetic Reaction Rules

Synthetic reaction rules encoded in a machine readable format like Reaction
SMARTS/SMIRKS[169], [186], Reaction-MQL[188], or CMLReact[189] provide
easy access to synthetically accessible compound generation. Many recently
published drug design approaches incorporate the Reaction SMARTS based
organic reaction rule collection published by Hartenfeller and co-workers[43] or
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use at least Reaction SMARTS/SMIRKS to perform in silico organic chemistry.
Examples are DOGS[47], AutoGrow[54], VIRTUAL CHEMIST platform[56],
PINGUI[58], DOTS[59], and ZINClick[185]. Furthermore, also new software
modules to support synthetic reaction rules based on SMIRKS have been de-
veloped recently, e.g. Ambit-SMIRKS.[190] Synthetic reaction rules are mostly
handcrafted rules describing real-world chemistry.[43] For more information
about the functionality of synthetic reaction rules on the example of Reaction
SMARTS the reader is referred to Section 4.3.2.

The first published de novo drug design tool incorporating several reaction
expressions in a machine readable format was SYNOPSIS (70 different reaction
types).[163] Molecule generation in SYNOPSIS is based on a functional group
approach. For example, a NH2 group may be oxidized to NO2 if it is not part
of a N − NH2 group. Thus, an estimate of group reactivity is implemented
through different rules. The reaction applied to a given molecule is selected by
chance as well as the appropriate BB (if required). Thus, performing a broad
sampling of chemical space. In later stages of the algorithm, if a given molecule
should be optimized, a backtracking operator is used to generate analogues
of a specific compound. Most of the predicted molecules could be synthesized
without much effort, thus, proving the usefulness of the incorporated reaction
rules.

Summary

Each of the described synthesis approaches have their Pro’s and Con’s. For
example, synthetic reaction rules are hard to use during rescaffolding. Thus, an
implicit consideration of synthetic feasibility using the RECAP approach is
advantageous.[191] A disadvantage of this approach is the need to pre-process
the generated fragment DB each time a new reaction is incorporated or new
BBs are available. Furthermore, the algorithm may still generate compounds
which may not be synthetically accessible, thus wasting (computer) time and
resources. Using synthetic reaction rules has the advantage that each generated
compound is served with a synthesis route. Although the generated compounds
have a high likelihood of being synthetically accessible, it can not be assumed.
Moreover, the generation of reaction rules is a time-consuming task and is
mostly done by hand.[43]

3.2. Search Strategy

In SBDD different search strategies are used to conquer the conformational
space of the newly designed molecules. As already mentioned earlier, struc-
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ture generation (described in Section 3.1) and the used conformational search
strategy are closely intertwined. For example, genetic algorithms (described
in Section 3.1.3) can be extended to sample the conformational space whilst
structure generation.[192]

3.2.1. Incremental Construction - Systematic Search

The initial idea of incremental growth algorithms was already described by
Moon and Howe in the early 1990s and incorporated into a software package
called GROW.[132] GROW uses precalculated conformations of amino acids to
incrementally build up peptides from a user defined starting point. Compared
to this, Leach and Kuntz use the incremental construction approach to explore
the conformational space of a flexible ligand in greater detail.[193] Similarly to
GROW, the incremental construction starts from a predefined anchor fragment
which is placed using a variant of the DOCK algorithm.[194] Keeping the initial
anchor fragment coordinates fixed, a systematic search algorithm (DFS) is used
to search the conformational space. Using the concept of rigid rotor (RR) approx-
imation, where bond lengths and angles are kept fixed[195], different dihedral
angles for acyclic bonds and precalculated ring and ring system conformations,
are used to cover the conformational space. Since the incremental construction
approach can be described as a tree search problem[125], [132], [193], different
search strategies can be applied (see Table 3.1 for a short overview).

Table (3.1) Overview of some published algorithms using incremental construction and corre-
sponding search strategies.

Search Strategy Algorithm or Author

Incremental construction (BFS)
with greedy heuristic

GROW[132]

Backtracking (DFS) Leach and Kuntz[193]

Incremental construction (BFS)
with greedy heuristic

FlexX[125]

Hybrid algorithm combination
of DFS and BFS algorithm

DREAM++ [124]

BFS in combination with DFS TCG[196]

BFS (abort if a user-defined
number is reached)

CONFECT[197]
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Since the conformational space is vast and can not be enumerated exhaus-
tively, different heuristics are used. For example, GROW and FlexX[125] (used
in FlexNovo[178]) use a greedy heuristic where only the k best intermediate
results are retained and used for further elaboration. Due to the incorporated
heuristic, most of these algorithms can not be sorted into a certain category
since mostly a combination of techniques is used. Most of the incremental
construction algorithms are based on a BFS algorithm but use a specific heuris-
tic to improve performance and trim the search tree as early as possible. For
example, DREAM++ uses a combination of BFS and DFS to perform a hybrid
conformational search.[124]

Incremental construction approaches benefit from the additional constraints
present in SBDD. Each stage of the construction approach is stored as node in
the search tree. Different strategies and/or binding site constraints, like clash or
score contributions, can be used to guide the search space exploration and trim
branches as early as possible. Thus, improving conformational search coverage
and reducing computing time.

3.2.2. Metropolis Monte Carlo Algorithm

The Metropolis algorithm[198] is a stochastic method and used for different
approaches in CADD, for example docking.[199], [200] Additionally, the Grow-
Mol tool uses a Metropolis sampling criterion to decide if the newly grown
atom will be retained.[129] On the other hand, SPROUT uses the Metropolis
criterion to decide if a newly generated conformation, that is higher in energy,
should be accepted.[63] Additionally, SPROUT uses the Metropolis Monte Carlo
(MC) method to rapidly minimize high energy structures via simulated anneal-
ing.[201] Thus, a global energy minimum of the conformational space can be
approached. Other tools using MC methods are: SMoG[202], FOG[136], and
OpenGrowth[55].

Metropolis MC methods begin with an initial state of a conformation that
is randomly altered. Each alteration (change of bond length or torsion angle)
depends on a random number between -1 and 1.[198] Subsequently, the energy
of the change is calculated. If the alteration leads to a state of lower energy
(∆E < 0), the alteration is accepted. Otherwise (∆E ≥ 0), the acceptance of
the move depends on a probability which in turn depends on a user defined
temperature value. If the probability is larger than a randomly chosen number
between 0 and 1 the state is accepted else the algorithm returns to its old
position. For more information on the Metropolis algorithm, the reader is
referred to the work of Metropolis et al. [198]
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3.2.3. Genetic Algorithm

Another stochastic approach is the use of a genetic algorithm to perform confor-
mational sampling.[203] Different docking tools like GOLD[204], AutoDock[205],
[206] used in AutoGrow[54], S4MPLE[192], and rDock[207] used in AutoCou-
ple[57] use genetic algorithms to perform molecular docking, i.e. conformational
sampling within a protein binding site. In a conformational sampling approach,
Parent et al. encode a chromosome (used within the genetic algorithm) as a list
of angles of the molecule.[203] Additionally, a weighting factor is assigned to
each torsion angle to encode the impact of its rotation, because larger moving
fragments have a higher influence. A start population is initialized with random
torsion values. Descendants are generated using both, crossover and mutation
operators. To perform crossover, the fittest individual selects a random partner
and random chromosome locations. Furthermore, a tunable mutation rate con-
trols the frequency of one-point mutations (random torsion angle change). To
ensure optimization of the fittest members of a population, a tabu search[157],
[158] is used. As usual for genetic algorithms, members of the final population
are selected based on their fitness. Here, fitness is calculated as similarity to a
reference individual using a geometric fingerprint-based similarity score.[208]
If an individual is too similar to the reference individual, it is discarded due to
its lower fitness. Convergence of the evolutionary approach is controlled by a
user-defined similarity threshold. Docking tools like AutoDock[205], [206] and
S4MPLE[54] extend the described approach by adding additional values for the
ligand translation and orientation (rotation) within the Cartesian coordinate
system.

3.2.4. Combinations in Structure-Based Designs

Different H2L optimization tools combine one of each of the described ap-
proaches to conquer the chemical space and the conformational space respec-
tively. However, there are differences considering the type of combination.
Some approaches combine individual tools in a script-based manner, e.g. using
Python[183], whereas others integrate different approaches in a condensed
workflow provided as user-friendly application.

User-friendly Application

An example for a tool which provides fragment optimization and de novo drug
design is the tool SPROUT[63]. SPROUT uses a template based approach to
generate new compounds from scratch (i.e. de novo drug design) directly within
the protein binding site. The chemical search space is represented as search
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graph. Each attached template is a node part of this graph. Thus, primary target
constraints (clashes) can be used for early pruning of the search graph. The
search for new compounds is directed by a cost score that is used to decide
which node of the graph should be extended next: either using BFS or DFS. This
heuristic is used to find the best solutions first. In a later version of SPROUT,
synthetic accessibility of the generated compounds is incorporated using the
CAESA program.[66] Hence, the generated compounds are ranked according to
a synthetic accessibility estimate. The advantage of such a fused workflow is
based on the increase in information in each step and the improved performance,
since no conversion between different tools is necessary, which is mostly an
error prone step.[75]

Workflows

Most of the implemented workflows for structure-based lead optimization are
script-based and combine different tools to conquer the chemical and conforma-
tional space. Most of them use docking tools to transfer the structure generation
process into 3D space. For example, the tool TOPAS uses the docking tool
FlexX[125] to perform automated docking of de novo designed compounds.[122]
The PINGUI toolbox uses two different docking tools (SEED[166], [167] and
DOCK 3.6[209]) in a Python[183] workflow to perform fragment growing via
merging of two individually docked fragments (BBs).[58] A robust collection of
synthetic reaction rules[43] is used to conquer the chemical space and ensure
synthesizability of the generated compounds to facilitate experimental valida-
tion hereafter. DOTS[59] also uses the reaction set from Hartenfeller et al. to
generate a library of new compounds with desired physicochemical properties.
Subsequent constraint docking using S4MPLE leads to a target focused library.
The tool AutoCouple uses the tethered docking functionality of rDock[207] to
efficiently dock the results of three implemented reaction schemes.[57] Tethering
the core ensures compliance with the initial binding mode of the co-crystallized
core fragment. AutoGrow implements several reactions following the rules of
“Click Chemistry” and uses the docking tool AutoDock Vina to perform virtual
screening.[54], [165] There exist also other “tools” which are based on different
individual developments: LeadOp+R[119], DREAM++[124]

3.3. Validation Strategy

In this section, the different performed validation strategies of H2L (and de
novo) algorithms are discussed. A fair comparison of each of these methods
is not possible since most algorithms focus on different aspects of the de novo
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drug design problem. For example, physicochemical property optimization[62],
synthetic accessibility[43], bioisosteric replacement[47], energetic complemen-
tarity to a protein binding site[63], [129], a combination of several (but not
all) optimization features (i.e. multiobjective optimization[62]), and different
other constraints.[42] Moreover, an established validation strategy as it exists
for docking[210], [211] is not available. Key aspect for a clean validation is a
large-scale data set of diverse high-quality structures.[212] Several high-quality
data sets in the context of docking or scoring function validation have been
compiled.[212]–[215] Just recently Malhotra and Karanicolas[44], [216] pub-
lished a large-scale data set of “related ligand pairs solved in complex with
the same protein partner”.[44], [216] In this data set, a smaller ligand (hit) and
its putative successor (elaborated ligand) are analyzed for occurring binding
mode changes during chemical elaboration. As traditional H2L optimization is
based on the premise that the binding mode of the initial hit is preserved upon
chemical elaboration, this data set is perfectly suitable as benchmark set for H2L
optimization algorithms. Just last year Drwal and co-workers performed a large
scale analysis of the PDB[217] to analyze fragment binding mode conservation.
The data set (1832 drug-like ligands and 1079 fragments crystallized within 235

different proteins) is significantly larger than the data set published by Malhotra
and Karanicolas.[218] As a drawback, the compiled data set is not available for
download but can be queried via a web interface. Since the data set of Malhotra
and Karanicolas is relatively new, none of the discussed H2L approaches was
validated using a large-scale data set. Although some parts of a H2L approach
may have been validated on a large-scale data set (e.g. the used docking tool),
a thoroughly performed validation of the whole workflow in a real test sce-
nario is missing. For example, the docking tool S4MPLE[192] from Hoffer and
co-workers was validated on the Astex/CCDC ’clean’ subset[213] and on the
Astex Diverse Set[214]. In this validation the authors performed a re-docking
experiment to assess success and compared the results to other common used
docking tools like FlexX[125], GOLD[204], and Plants[219]. Moreover, S4MPLE
is also able to successfully perform fragment docking[220], which supports its
applicability in FBDD studies. However, a more realistic test scenario for H2L
optimization approaches would be a cross-docking validation (see Section 5.2).
Despite the above mentioned differences, the different performed validation
approaches are summarized and discussed in the following section.

3.3.1. Proof of Concept

Most tools dealing with H2L optimization are validated using only a couple of
examples (see Hoffer et al. [37] for a recent review of H2L tools incorporating
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synthetic accessibility). As correctly stated by Hoffer et al., this is more of a proof
of concept.[59] In most cases the authors of a new algorithm/workflow have
profound knowledge about the targets used for validation.[119], [124] Thus, the
validation may be biased. Nevertheless, a prospective validation demonstrates
the applicability of the algorithm to find a putative newly designed ligand (with
similar properties/scaffold to a known ligand or experimentally determined
binding affinity) for a specific target. A retrospective validation on the other
hand, may use a known inhibitor and exerts the developed workflow to generate
analogs of reference compounds or rebuild the reference compound. However,
an experimental validation is not performed.[37]

Prospective Validation

The majority of the published H2L algorithms are validated prospectively on
one or several (barely more than five) targets.[37] For example SYNOPSIS
was used to design twenty eight new compounds where eighteen could be
synthesized and tested. Ten out of eighteen tested compounds showed in vitro
inhibitory activity at the human immunodeficiency Virus 1 (HIV) receptor. Other
tools belonging to this class are for example, SPROUT[63], LeadOp+R[119],
AutoCouple[57], and DOTS[59].

To validate the PINGUI toolbox Chevillard and co-workers computationally
extended new ligands for the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR). Subsequently, the
ligands are synthesized based on the proposed chemical reaction scheme and
the binding affinity of the ligands is experimentally defined. Five fragments
with experimentally determined binding affinity were initially docked into the
binding site of the active (PDB id 4DLE[221]) and basal (PDB id 2RH1[222])
conformation of the receptor using DOCK 3.6.[209] Computational growing
(PINGUI toolbox) was then started from each of the docked poses (hits) in-
dividually using BBs extracted from the fragments now data set of the ZINC
database[223], [224]. To ensure synthesizability of the predictions and preserva-
tion of the reaction center (user constraint), reductive amination was used as
exclusive organic reaction scheme. Visual inspection and manual selection of the
best derivative products lead to eight auspicious ligands that were synthesized.
50 % of the predicted ligands showed an improved binding affinity compared
to the initial core fragment. Furthermore, the binding mode of the initial core
fragment was retained in all cases.

A special case is the tool SPROUT[63]. Although it was validated prospectively
using four receptor-ligand complexes[70], beyond that several user publications
(different protein targets) validate its usefulness for the community (list of
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publications provided by Keymodule Ltd.2).

Retrospective Validation

A retrospective validation is performed by applying the developed workflow
to a specific target and using available experimental data to evaluate success
of the predictions. AutoGrow[54], [165], E-Novo[53], OpenGrowth[55], and
LeadOp+R[119] are evaluated performing a retrospective validation. For exam-
ple DREAM++[124], i.e. the program REACT++ and SEARCH++, was validated
retrospectively by regenerating binding modes of HIV protease inhibitors.
Therefore, the orientation of the anchor fragment was derived from the crystal
structure of a reference compound (carbonyl group of inhibitor from PDB id
9HVP[225]), thus skipping the docking part (the program ORIENT++).[124]
Conformational search and reactions of the attached fragments have been
performed under defined user constraints (specific desired hydrogen bond
interaction requested). Subsequently, the reference compounds with known
activity have been docked to compare affinity and scores of these inhibitors.
DREAM++ was able to find “most of the active compounds by the number of
possible conformations.”[124] RMSD values have not been specified.

Additionally, DREAM++ was used to find new types of inhibitors for HIV
protease, thus testing the ability of the REACT++ module to design synthetically
accessible ligands. Again, additional constraints have to be fulfilled during the
validation.

The recently published tool LeadOp+R[119] was validated using two different
targets to demonstrate its ability to optimize a compound and providing a
potential synthesis route at the same time. A reference compound with high
nM affinity was docked into the Tie-2 binding site (PDB id 2P4I[226]). The
aminobenzoic fragment was manually selected as anchor fragment due to an
important hydrogen bond. Application of the LeadOp+R[119] approach led
to several newly designed compounds. Among these (rank 38 and higher out
of 631), nine compounds were already published in the literature.[226] Three
of these compounds have been investigated further because they have higher
potency than the query compound and also a published synthesis route has
been available.[226] Just like in the validation of DREAM++[124] no RMSD
values of the designed compounds have been specified. The suggested reaction
rules of LeadOp+R[119] matched the synthetic reaction steps in the literature.
Hence, LeadOp+R[119] was able to optimize the anchor fragment providing a
valid synthesis route.

2http://keymodule.co.uk/library/user-publications/sprout.html
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3.3.2. Large-scale Analysis

As discussed in Section 3.3.1 a retrospective validation using just one or only a
few examples has only little informative value about the applicability domain
and performance of the tested approach. As described in the publication of
DREAM++[124], the authors also set many conditions which need to be fulfilled
in the validation experiment. Hence, an “unsupervised” large-scale analysis
facilitates a more thorough validation. The data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas
provides 297 ligand pairs incorporating 87 different proteins (i.e. unique UniProt
IDs[227]). Thus, providing enough data to validate tools for a large applicability
domain. Furthermore, an automated validation procedure hinders the usage of
target specific constraints, thus allowing objective validation without bias.

Large-scale Validation of Docking Tools

Several de novo and H2L approaches use external docking tools. For example
the toolbox PINGUI[58] depends on the fragment docking tool SEED[166], [167]
and the molecular docking tool DOCK 3.6[209]. The DOTS workflow from
Hoffer and co-workers incorporates the docking tool S4MPLE[192], [220] to
perform conformational search of the grown ligands.[59] Both tools (PINGUI
and DOTS) have been validated on a large-scale data set using a re-docking
strategy. Although the findings of Shoichet and co-workers support the usage
of docking tools for molecular docking of fragments[103], their usage in a H2L
optimization scenario has not been validated using a large-scale data set.

In this work, the docking tool Glide[228]–[230] was evaluated in a re- and
cross-docking study using the large-scale data set from Malhotra and Karan-
icolas[44], [216] (for further reading see Section 5.1.3). The analysis revealed
a significant performance loss if cross-docking is used. Hence, to the best of
my knowledge, a large-scale validation of docking tools (besides the work of
Bursulaya et al. in 2003[210] and Li et al. 2018[215]) in a real H2L optimization
scenario (i.e. cross-docking see Section 5.2 for a detailed description) has not
been published.

Large-scale Validation of Fragment Optimization Tools

Common structure-based in silico H2L approaches use experimental data of a
protein structure with a co-crystallized small fragment (hit) as starting point.
This hit is then elaborated into a more lead like molecule. Either through
growing or linking (see Section 2.5). Hence, the protein structure, co-crystallized
with the initial hit, should be used to validate H2L optimization approaches.
The data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas provides “related ligand pairs solved
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in complex with the same protein partner”.[44] A smaller ligand (hit) and a
putative elaborated larger ligand. Their analysis revealed that in some cases
chemical elaboration of the initial hit is leading to sterical clashes or new
stronger interactions induce a different binding mode.[44] To the best of my
knowledge no H2L optimization tool exists, whose workflow is validated on
a large-scale data set. Please refer to chapter 5 for a detailed description of
the validation strategy and Section 5.2 for the description of the cross-growing
strategy.

Summary

The data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas is relatively new (published in 2017).
Hence, older tools were not able to validate the H2L optimization approach
on a previously published large-scale data set. Besides, the different validation
strategies makes it difficult to compare one tool to another. Thus, a generic
validation strategy (as available for docking) is of utmost importance. Chapter
5 contains a description of a validation strategy that could also be applied to
other H2L optimization tools.

3.4. Interactive Interface

Nowadays computers provide great potential in all fields of current research.
As an example, interactive workflow design using PipelinePilot[231] or KN-
IME[232], facilitates users without or little programming experience to com-
pile workflows which automatically perform a specific task. For example,
the structure-based lead optimization protocol E-Novo was prepared through
Pipeline Pilot.[53] The E-Novo protocol facilitates “all-in-one” lead optimization
which only requires a set of ligands, an anchor ligand with docked 3D coor-
dinates and a target protein. In addition to academic and in-house solutions
from pharmaceutical industry, there exist also commercial standalone tools
from Schrödinger3 or MOE4 from CCG5. Here, the focus is placed on tools
originating from academia. For example, SPROUT/SynSPROUT was developed
in academia and can now be licensed from Keymodule Ltd.6. Commercial soft-
ware will be discussed on the example of Schrödinger’s Maestro Suite in the
context of fragment growing, i.e. tethered cross-docking.

3https://www.schrodinger.com
4http://www.chemcomp.com/MOE-Molecular Operating Environment.htm
5https://www.chemcomp.com
6http://www.keymodule.co.uk
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3.4.1. OpenGrowth

OpenGrowth is an open-source software implemented in C++ for the purpose of
de novo drug design and H2L optimization. If an initial fragment is provided,
growing is performed using this fragment as anchor, otherwise de novo ligands
are generated using a user-defined BB library.

Installation

To use OpenGrowth, Open Babel[233] needs to be installed first to fulfill needed
dependencies. Moreover, no pre-compiled binaries of OpenGrowth are provided
(version 1.0.1), it has to be compiled by the user. Thus, only expert users are
able to use the software.

User Interface

The provided GUI is used for automatic creation of files necessary to run
OpenGrowth. No fragment growing is performed.[55] OpenGrowth is based
on the FOG algorithm.[136] Thus, a training database is needed to calculate
transition probabilities for the fragment extension process that increases the
probability of synthetic accessibility. This training database can be generated
using the provided GUI (see Figure 3.2). Generation of the training database is
a crucial step because transition probabilities, based on the connection statistics
of the fragments, are used to generate new compounds. For example, pyridine
must be described three times in the final library (for each hydrogen position
relative to the nitrogen in ortho, meta, and para position).[55] Hence, generation
of a training database is a crucial and complicated step.

Usage of OpenGrowth is performed solely on the command line. Program
control is made via a list of parameters, e.g. path to the input file, growth
mode, etc., which is provided as input text file. Prior to the growing process
the receptor needs to be pre-processed: completion of missing residues, water
removal, and the addition of hydrogens. This can be done, for example, by
the use of the Protein Preparation Wizard[234] of Maestro[235]. To define the
center of the active site, the ligand needs to be extracted using Open Babel[233].
Next, a tool called “CenterOfMolecule.exe”(provided with OpenGrowth) should
be called with the ligand file to define the center of the molecule. The center
coordinates are used as parameter in the input file to define the active site.
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Figure (3.2) OpenGrowth graphical user interface for database generation. Non-ring fragments
are provided but editable by the user. Ring fragments are extracted from a
database of shredded drugs, e.g. from ChEMBL Drugstore7[138].

3.4.2. Schrödinger Maestro Suite

Maestro[235] is a molecular modeling environment based on Python[183]. The
user interface is modern and provides a wealth of functionality for a medicinal
chemists day-to-day work. Furthermore, the provided Python[183] application
programming interface (API) enables automatic workflows through Python
scripts.

Installation

The Schrödinger Maestro Suite[235] is provided as a state of the art install
package for windows and macOS and as tar archive for linux. Installation is
straightforward and no further requirements are needed with the exception
of a license server, which most likely needs to be installed by a computer
administrator. This step is not examined further.

User Interface

As most commercial software suits, a lot of functionality is provided within one
tool. Hence, it can sometimes be hard to find the desired button or workflow.
Nevertheless, the user interface is well organized and a search function makes
it easier to find the desired workflow (see Figure 3.3). To use Maestro in the
context of fragment growing, tethered docking of a larger lead like ligand based
on the input structure of a co-crystallized small fragment can be performed. A
“Combine Fragments” GUI (CombiGlide) is available to elaborate pre-positioned
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Figure (3.3) The user interface of the Maestro suite[235] is well organized and provides a
search function to facilitate the usability.

fragments, either co-crystallized or derived from docking experiments. More-
over, Maestro provides several scripts that can be used to work with fragments.
For example, tethered docking can be performed using the following steps:

1. Prepare complex (including the co-crystallized core fragment) using the
Preparation Wizard[234]

2. Grid generation that defines a box to perform docking (extend box size to
dock larger ligands)

3. Define atom mapping between ligand and core
4. Ligand docking using the defined grid and the smaller ligand as core

Using the described steps, tethered docking can be performed manually for
an elaborated ligand based on a given core structure. A screening approach is
hardly possible. For this purpose, the Python[183] API can be used to perform
an automated core matching (e.g. MCS) and allow screening of larger libraries.
Therefore, the ligand library to be screened must be compiled beforehand, if
possible, including synthetic accessibility.

3.4.3. SynSPROUT

SPROUT[63] and its extension SynSPROUT[68] is a widely used de novo drug
design tool, which is successfully used in the community in a number of
publications.[69]
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Installation

The installation of SynSPROUT needs to be performed on the command line.
Afterwards, a shortcut, which opens a shell and starts SynSPROUT, is available
on the desktop. SynSPROUT is available for Linux and macOS. No further
requirements or additional software is needed.

User Interface

The user-interface of SynSPROUT is based on an ancient interface design and
does not fit into the operating systems look-and-feel. The main purpose of the
GUI is the connection of the different modules and pre-processing steps. Initially,
a new job file needs to be generated and loaded. Then, the CANGAROO module
is activated which indicates which step needs to be done next. After loading a
complex in *.pdb file format, selecting a ligand defines the cavity which is used
to constraint the position of newly generated structures. This needs to be saved
as *.pdb file. Additionally, a receptor file needs to be defined which extracts
the protein in a defined radius around the ligand. The result is saved as *.pdb
file and is also used in the next module called HIPPO that becomes active if all
necessary files have been defined. HIPPO defines important target sites (donor
and/or acceptor groups) which may be used for the placement of the starting
fragments. In this stage, the co-crystallized ligand is no more available in the
3D-view, which makes selecting the desired target sites tedious. Once target
sites have been selected, they are used in the module EleFANT which docks
initial fragments according to the selected target site(s). User-defined fragments
can be loaded in PDB and MDL format. The docked orientations are visualized
as a search graph at the bottom of the GUI (see Figure 3.4).

In Figure 3.4 the PDB id 5CVP[236] is loaded and processed as described
above. The ligand, extracted with UNICON[237], is loaded in structure-data
(SD) file format and docked using EleFANT. Unfortunately, during evaluation
of the software, a crash occurred prior to docking (on macOS), which prevented
to dock the standard fragment library (provided within SynSPROUT) and
subsequent steps. In conclusion, SPROUT/SynSPROUT is one of the few drug
design tools providing a GUI and whose methods are published. The search
graph representation makes it easy to navigate through the chemical space.
Interactively, individual branches can be deleted by the user to direct the search
to a desired optimum.
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Figure (3.4) SynSPROUT user interface with docked start template (ligand from PDB id
5CVP[236] using the EleFANT module. The search graph is depicted at the bottom
of the GUI displaying four start orientations at the first node level. Individual
nodes can be deleted interactively.
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4. Methods

This chapter describes both, the used and newly implement methods (and
profound extensions made) during this thesis. First, previously developed con-
cepts of the NAOMI framework used within NAOMInext, are shortly described.
Second, newly developed methods besides the core methods - the constraint
based sampling algorithm and the reaction workflow - are elucidated com-
prehensively. The sections describing existing functionality, which has been
extended substantially during this thesis, contain the word ’Extended’ in the
subsection description to easily distinguish between existing and new/extended
functionality. From section 4.2 down to the end of the chapter mainly own im-
plementations are described except for subsection 4.2.6. In general, all used and
newly implemented functionality deals with fragment growing, incremental
construction within protein binding site, and synthesis reactions for in silico
molecule design. Thus, a significant part covers the distinction between rigid
and flexible molecule regions and their general representation (see Figure 4.1).

This distinction is needed in several areas such as: incremental construction,
side chain torsion sampling, and in silico organic reaction chemistry.

Figure (4.1) Depiction of a molecule divided into an anchor/unchanged part (schematic
representation in grey) and a variable part (hand drawn labels). Multiple arrows
in the same color are intended to illustrate possible variability in terms of different
torsion angles, thus intimate the conformational space.
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4.1. NAOMI Software Library

NAOMI is a well tested software library specifically designed to answer ques-
tions in the field of computer-aided drug design (CADD). Numerous publica-
tions validate its usefulness for accurate scientific research.[75]–[77], [79], [238],
[239] Based on the published molecule model, new implementations benefit
from a well validated basis. Besides own algorithmic implementations like
ASCONA[240], the NAOMI library includes and makes use of several pub-
licly available and well tested software packages and algorithms. For example,
Eigen[241], nanoflann[242], InChI[243], and the Qt framework[244] to name just
a few.

4.1.1. PDB Ligand Perception

The PDB1[217] provides experimentally derived protein structures and is the
largest source of publicly available structural data in this field. The file formats
(*.pdb and *.mmCif[245]) provide atom entries with coordinates in the Cartesian
space including element types and sometimes additional connection entries
between atoms. Hydrogen atom positions are mostly not provided in X-ray
crystallographic data. Besides, experimental conditions and additional meta
information is given in the header section. The atom entries are grouped
based on their amino acid or ligand membership. Atom type and bond order
information is not included in the file format and must be derived from the
given atom coordinates solely. The basic procedure used for molecules was
described by Urbaczek et al. [77] A somewhat extended version is used for
macromolecules (proteins) and was described by Bietz et al. [80] First, atom
types and covalent bonds are assigned based on spatial criteria, i.e. distance
and geometry. Second, an internal scoring scheme is used to derive the most
probably correct valence state for each atom. In a final step, a heuristic is used
to separate the identified macromolecules into protein chains and small isolated
molecules, which do not meet the underlying requirement of being a protein
chain. Next, hydrogen atom positions are determined using Protoss to optimize
the all over hydrogen bond network.[80], [246]

The categorization of ligands and protein chains is based on an internal
heuristic and may not coincide with the provided meta information in the PDB
file. A shortcoming of this procedure is the identification of covalently-bound
ligands, i.e. sugar molecules but also known inhibitors. This issue has been
solved by Therese Inhester and was described in her PhD thesis.[247] Here,
non-standard amino acids, connected to a protein chain, are identified and

1www.rcsb.org
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grouped into connected components (covalent ligands) using a BFS algorithm.
Covalent-bond formation is based on close atom contacts, thus, this procedure
may be error prone since it can not differentiate between a real covalent-bond
and shortcomings of the provided input data due to inadequate resolution
of atom coordinates. Of course, errors in the provided data due to modeling
failures are also possible.

4.1.2. Molecule Representation

The molecule library is the core of the NAOMI library. A molecule is represented
as an undirected graph and comprises detailed bond and atom information.
Consistent handling of molecules from different input file formats is ensured
due to different layers of the implemented chemical model.[75], [81] Functions
to check molecules for validity are provided by the NAOMI library, as well as
initialization functions which calculate valence states, atom types, aromaticity,
functional groups and so forth.

Chemical Model

The heart of NAOMI is an atom-centered chemical model.[75] This model
ensures consistent handling of molecules from different input formats. Based on
the valence state (VS) combination model, even handling of different tautomeric
forms and protonation states is possible.[79] The valence state layer is of most
importance considering modifications of molecules or when their validity has
to be ensured. Each atom has a predefined set of valid valence states which are
used to refuse incompatible valence state combinations of the molecule. Since
molecule modifications, such as single bond cuts or more complex reactions, are
possible, the modified molecule instance again needs to meet the requirements
of the underlying model to ensure validity and consistency in subsequent steps
and throughout the CADD workflow. Given that, invalid molecules are easily
identified and discarded.

Atom Canonization

Atom canonization is used for several use cases, the most obvious one would
be the canonical representation of a molecule like USMILES.[248] More im-
portant, the atom canonization procedure can be used to obtain an invariant
representation of the input data for the used algorithms. Based on a variant of
the Morgan extended sums algorithm[249], atoms are sorted in a canonical way.
The implemented procedure in NAOMI differs only in the used CANON[248]
algorithm, and has been published by Urbaczek et al. [79]
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Superimposition of Atoms

A superimposition of atoms in the Cartesian space is often used in computa-
tional drug design, e.g. for evaluation purposes. The NAOMI library provides a
function to perform the superimposition of molecules, as well as atom vectors,
using the algorithm of Umeyama[250] provided via the Eigen library in version
3.4.[241] For symmetric molecules a simple canonical representation as de-
scribed in section 4.1.2 is not sufficient. Hence, an isomorphism/automorphism
analysis is performed to calculate the minimum RMSD (see formula 4.1) over
all possible mappings of the molecular graph onto itself.[251] In formula 4.1,
V and W are the two sets of atoms with the same length n, vi is the currently
considered atom from the set V matching to atom wi from the set W. ~vi and ~wi

are the position vectors of atom vi and wi, respectively. Based on the number of
different automorphisms, the function 4.1 may be evaluated several times.

RMSD(V, W) =

√

1

n
∗

n

∑
i=1

||~vi − ~wi)||2 (4.1)

4.1.3. NAOMI Database Concept

NAOMI provides an interface to a Structured Query Language (SQL) based DB
to store molecules including additional properties.[252] The DB uses an internal
unique molecular string representation, the MolString, to identify different
molecule-instances as the same molecule based on their respective topology. A
description of the MolString can be found in the PhD thesis of Stefan Bietz.[251]
Thus, different instances (conformations) of the same molecule can be stored
and accessed efficiently. Furthermore, the canonical representation based on
the atom canonization (see Section 4.1.2) allows to store different tautomeric
instances as the same molecule.

4.1.4. Nearest Neighbor Search

The NAOMI library provides an interface to the nanoflann library.[242] Nanoflann
indexes a set of points for nearest neighbor (NN)-matching via construction
of a KD-tree and is optimized for two-dimensional (2D) or 3D point clouds.
The interface allows for efficient parallel range queries in n-dimensional space
(in this thesis solely 3D queries in the Cartesian space are used). Based on its
template based design, the nanoflann library can be used with different data
types such as atoms or interaction points. Range queries are performed using
the euclidean (L2) metric.
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4.1.5. Substructure Concept

NAOMI provides the concept of substructures, which is heavily used and
extended substantially during this thesis. A substructure comprises atoms,
bonds, and exo-bonds representing only a subset of a whole molecule. Exo-
bonds describe bonds where only one atom is part of the substructure. Thus,
describing an artificial barrier of the molecular sub-graph on the basis of a
complete molecular graph. An example can be seen in Figure 4.2 where the
substructure is marked in green and the exo-bond is depicted in purple.

Substructure Matching Method

The NAOMI software library supports the SMARTS[169] language to provide
substructure searches and substructure mapping. A representation as line no-
tation is able to sufficiently describe extensive molecular patterns. Recursive
SMARTS enable detailed description of atom environments, for example de-
scribing specific neighboring groups. The assignment of labels facilitate the
identification of specifically matched atoms to perform an atom-to-atom map-
ping between different substructures. The matching procedure first transforms
the linear SMARTS representation into a topological graph structure. Atoms
are transformed into nodes and bonds into edges. Available information like
labels or bond types are mapped onto the corresponding nodes and edges,
respectively. In the following thesis the terms graph, node, and edge may be
used to describe SMARTS graphs and molecular graphs as well. This graph can
then be used to perform a substructure search in a molecular graph using the
VF2 algorithm.[238], [253] The functionality to interpret and apply SMARTS
pattern to molecular graphs has already been published by others.[239], [254]

4.1.6. 3D - Coordinate Generation Procedure

Basic 3D-coordinate generation functionality for most organic compounds is
also provided in NAOMI and is based on the master thesis of Therese Inhester.
[255] The 3D-coordinate generation process is based on a tree structure, the
so-called Component Tree.[197] Starting from a defined root node (part of the
Component Tree) in the center of a molecule, new coordinates are recursively
generated applying the RR approximation using fixed bond lengths and angles
(valence-shell electron-pair repulsion (VSEPR)) of the NAOMI library.[255] A
statistically relevant pose is achieved by the use of torsion angles derived from
small-molecule crystallographic data.[78], [82] Possibly occurring clashes during
the molecule buildup are solved using alternative torsion angles.
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The Component Tree

To build up the Component Tree the molecular graph first needs to be converted
into a tree structure (see Figure 4.7). Therefore, each rotatable acyclic bond
represents an edge between rigid components (a so called node). A node
contains a single atom or a complete ring (system). During the coordinate
generation process, rings and ring systems, are treated as rigid components,
and pre-calculated ring conformations (for rings with up to nine atoms) are
applied.[197] Molecules with rings larger than nine atoms are discarded.

Node Torsion Data Concept

Transformations (ring conformations) and rotations (torsions), are annotated
to each node of the Component Tree. For ease of use, the torsion angle data
and ring conformation data is stored in a dynamic struct. The struct stores
the derived peak angles including their score (relative frequency) and corre-
sponding tolerance values deduced from statistically derived torsion angles.[78],
[82] Additionally, a torsion flag comprising the values PeakAnglesOnly, In-

cludeTolerance1, IncludeTolerance2, and AllTolerances is stored to allow
for node specific torsion angle extraction. Based on the enabled flag, all available
torsion angles are generated on demand. For example, a struct containing two
peak angle entries returns ten angles for the flag AllTolerances and two angles
for the flag PeakAnglesOnly. Occurring duplicate angles are removed implicitly
using a default threshold of 5.0◦.

Incremental Construction Approach

For complete molecules, the coordinate generation starts from a root node
(central node of the component tree). Default coordinates (1.0, 1.0, 1.0) in the
Cartesian coordinate system are set if the root node is a single atom. If the root
node contains a ring, pre-calculated coordinates, extracted from the internal
ring template DB are used. Incrementally, new coordinates are assigned for
each child node. Based on a recursively implemented DFS algorithm VSEPR
geometries[256] and Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)[257] derived bond
length for the correct geometry and distance between two atoms are used,
respectively.[197], [255] If required, statistically derived torsion angles[78], [82]
are assigned to each torsion bond to obtain statistically relevant 3D-coordinates.
This process is performed until all heavy atoms are processed. Subsequently,
valid hydrogen coordinates are generated based on each atoms geometry in 1 Å
distance.
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Clash Tester

During incremental construction of a molecule potential clashes are detected and
solved based on the underlying Component Tree and torsion data. For each valid
node pair, which is connected via at least three bonds, an internal clash value
is calculated (see formula 4.4). An atom-atom clash (between non-hydrogen
atoms) is detected if the interatomic distance is less than the sum of both van
der Waals (vdW) radii multiplied by a constant softening factor k (0.7, which
means 30 % vdW radii overlap allowed). The internal clash is summed up for
each valid clash pair ij.[255]

4.1.7. Extended Coordinate Generator for Substructures

In the context of fragment growing, the anchor fragment already possesses valid
3D-coordinates, which also should not change dramatically during chemical
elaboration. Thus, generating new ones would be a waste of time and resources
and also a source of errors. Hence, a strategy to generate valid coordinates
for just the attached part is implemented. The attachment type may be subdi-
vided into the categories: ’Single bond attachment’ and ’Ring fusion’. A special
handling is needed if the connection point at the anchor fragment is a ring
system. Even small changes in the ring system conformation can lead to signifi-
cant changes of the growing vector orientation. Hence, these ring systems are
incorporated into the coordinate generation and subsequent sampling process.

Covalent Bond Formation

Since the 3D coordinate generation procedure is based on a tree structure,
implementing a substructure coordinate generation strategy is straightforward.
Nevertheless, some hurdles have to be taken. First, the root node is modified and
assigned to the target atom of the anchor fragment (unchanged part). Second,
the substructure has to be extended to account for torsion bonds connected to
the root node (see Figure 4.2 for an example). For the marked substructure in
green, new 3D-coordinates are generated. The exo-bond (marked in purple)
is used as connection bond between the part with valid 3D-coordinates (root
atom in orange) and the substructure with invalid 3D-coordinates. To apply a
valid torsion angle to this bond, the substructure is extended with additional
atoms (marked in blue and orange). Finally, the recursive coordinate generation
procedure proceeds as usual starting from the root atom (orange) in direction
of the exo-bond marked in purple.
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Figure (4.2) Example for a substructure extension to correctly perform root rotations. The
substructure with invalid coordinates is marked in green. Needed extension atoms
are marked in blue and orange (root atom). The bond and atom marked in purple
connect the invalid substructure part and the root atom with valid 3D-coordinates.

Ring Fusion Attachment

NAOMInext provides the possibility to perform in silico chemical reactions. This
also includes complex ring closure reactions. For a list of examples please refer
to the Supporting Information of Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] To generate
valid 3D-coordinates for the attached reactant after a ring closure reaction that
leads to a more complex ring system (e.g. Pictet-Spengler reaction), the already
existing ring coordinates serve as template. Using a given ring as template for
the 3D-coordinate generation of a ring system was not intended in NAOMI
and therefore not part of the implementation. Hence, the interface of the ring
conformation generator class was extended and needed modifications have
been realized.

First, the available ring conformation from the template ring is transformed
into an internal ring template DB structure. Second, all rings that are part of the
ring system are sorted by order of highest connectivity. The provided ring is
used as starting point for the 3D-coordinate generation procedure regardless of
its connectivity. Finally, as usual during the ring assembly step, remaining ring
templates are aligned iteratively to the initial ring template orientation, until
the complete ring system is constructed. Rings, except spiro connected rings,
are always connected at two atoms and share a common bond. Therefore, the
second ring template 3D-coordinates are translated to the connecting atoms
(common bond) of the initial ring. Based on the atoms geometry, the ring planes
are aligned accordingly. The initial implementation of the RingAssembler class
was not able to properly align the rings of a ring system using given template
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coordinates. In case two identical templates should be aligned, e.g. benzene ring,
an invalid rotation vector was derived from the template coordinates, which
was then used during the ring alignment procedure. This issue was fixed using
an orthogonal vector of the initial ring plane as rotation vector.

4.1.8. Fragment Combination Approach

Fragment combination is an important feature in this thesis. The NAOMI
library just provides a function for simple single bond connections. For a given
molecule with a defined target atom, another fragment can be attached via
covalent single bond formation. This requires, that both atoms have at least one
hydrogen or a linker atom each. Combinations are only possible without local
atom geometry and bond count changes.

4.1.9. Extended Fragment Combination Approach

Organic synthesis is much more complex than only covalent single bond forma-
tion. Even if performed in silico, for example, to perform a grignard carbonyl
reaction (see Supporting Information of Hartenfeller and co-workers [43]) in
silico, the linear geometry of the carbon (part of the nitrile group) needs to
be changed into a trigonal planar geometry. Moreover, bond types have to
be adapted. Ring closure reactions are even more complex and need further
treatment.

The input for a fragment combination is a number of fragments to be com-
bined, and pre-calculated connection and modification rules. These rules may
include connections between individual fragments, but also modifications of
initial bond types. Connections can be created manually, as they are based
on simple atom labels, but typically, they are derived from reaction rules (see
Section 4.3.2). Initially, all fragment atoms and bonds are combined within
one molecule object. Then, connections are processed consecutively and to be
connected atoms are pre-processed to adapt charges or hydrogen count based
on the new bond type. Afterwards, bonds between connection atoms are created
and atom valence states are recalculated using preset bond types. In case of
aromatic ring closures, additional adaptations are necessary. Atoms between
two newly formed connections are gathered and checked for ring membership.
If the ring count increased, bond types between those atoms is set to aromatic
and valence states are adapted accordingly. Finally, the molecule is re-initialized
assigning missing ring information, aromaticity, stereo descriptors, and so forth
using existing NAOMI functionality.
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4.1.10. Scoring Function

A ChemScore[258] based scoring function, implemented in the NAOMI library,
is adapted and used in this thesis. See formula 4.2 for the original scoring
function and used regression coefficients in table 4.1.

∆Gbinding = ∆G0 + ∆Ghbond ∑
i,l

g1(∆r)g2(∆α) + ∆Gmetal ∑
aM

f (raM)

+ ∆Glipo ∑
IL

f (rIL) + ∆GrotHrot

(4.2)

Table (4.1) Original ChemScore coefficients (in kJ/mol obtained by multiple linear regres-
sion.[258]

Coefficient Value

Hydrogen bond coefficient -3.34

Metal coefficient -6.03

Lipophilic coefficient -0.117

Rotatable bond coefficient 2.56

Intercept -5.48

For a detailed explanation of the ChemScore function the reader is referred
to the publication of Eldridge et al. [258].

The ChemScore empirical scoring function uses simple terms to estimate the
free energy of binding. It is built from pairwise interaction contributions like a
lipophilic term, metal-binding term, and a hydrogen bond term. Additionally,
bond terms like a rotatable bond freezing term, and an internal strain term are
used. The bond terms are only evaluated during the final scoring of compounds.
All other (atom based) terms are used during the incremental construction
process of the molecule. The scoring function was adapted to use NAOMI
internal scoring contributions, i.e. the hydrogen bond interaction score and
the general clash score. The NAOMI hydrogen bond interaction score function
differs in terms of: distance, angles, and identified chem types of the interacting
atoms. Moreover, additional scoring terms, needed for this thesis, have been
implemented and are described below. These additional scoring terms are used
to constrain the design of new compounds during the incremental construction
process within the protein binding site. The individual scores are combined
using the weighted-sum approach.[259] Therefore, the individual scores are
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multiplied with trained regression coefficients. These coefficients were fitted
based on the data set of the original ChemScore publication[258] (see table 4.2
for determined coefficients).

The Constraint Score function described in formula 4.3 is implemented to
constrain the start pose sampling (see Section 4.2.2) and is also used for addi-
tional user defined constraints.

HconstraintScore =
1

2
∗

n

∑
i=1

ki(x − x0)
2
i (4.3)

The constraint term is based on a harmonic-oscillator model often used in
force fields to model a bond in a molecule as a spring connecting two atoms.
The potential energy HconstraintScore is calculated according to formula 4.3 using
the following variables: k is a proportionality constant, x is the interatomic
distance between two atoms, and x0 is the equilibrium distance (in case of
a hydrogen bond constraint the optimal length of a hydrogen bond[83]). For
ranking the initial start poses large deviations to the crystallized structure are
penalized using the described constraint term (based on formula 4.3). Here, large
deviations between the 3D-coordinates of the input pose and the sampled pose
were penalized using an optimal distance of zero between corresponding atoms.
The poses are then ranked according to their calculated score and increasing
RMSD value compared to the initial (input) pose.

The Clash Score formula 4.4 is solely needed to evaluate the incremental
construction algorithm, to check for internal clashes during the molecular build
up process. The internal clash term is restricted to atoms, which are at least
three covalent bonds apart. An atom-atom clash (between non-hydrogen atoms)
is detected if the interatomic distance is less than the sum of both vdW radii
multiplied by a constant softening factor k (0.7, which means 30 % vdW radii
overlap allowed). The internal clash is summed up for each valid clash pair
ij.[255]

HinternalClash = max(0,
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

k ∗ (vdW(xi) + vdW(xj))− distance(xi, xj)) (4.4)

The obtained regression coefficients for the implemented scoring function are
as follows:

• Linear Regression, training R2: 0.61

• Linear Regression, cross validation (CV) R2: 0.46
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Table (4.2) Trained coefficients for the ChemScore based scoring function implemented in the
NAOMI software library. Training was performed on structures from the original
ChemScore publication[258] using linear regression. Clash and constraint terms
are not trained and a coefficient of 1.0 is used.

Coefficient Value

Hydrogen bond coefficient -2.89

Metal coefficient -6.38

Lipophilic coefficient -0.16

Rotatable bond coefficient 0.85

Intercept -4.83

4.2. Conformational Sampling Algorithm

NAOMI provides a conformational sampling implementation, which is based on
the procedure described by Schärfer et al. [197] but completely re-implemented
using a template based software design concept and a DFS search algorithm
instead of the initially described BFS algorithm. The implementation uses the
RR approximation keeping bond length and atom angles fixed, solely modifying
torsion angles and ring conformations from existing template libraries. The ring
conformation library contains pre-calculated conformations for rings with up to
nine heavy atoms. Molecules with larger rings are omitted. Using a predefined
knowledge base of allowed torsion angles like the torsion library [78], [82] and
pre-calculated ring conformations, systematically reduces the conformational
space to cope with its complexity.[260]

The implemented recursive backtracking algorithm follows the incremental
construction approach as described in section 4.1.6. Hence, for each torsion
bond or flexible ring multiple potential spatial orientations are possible. Thus,
the emerging sampling tree (describing the conformational sub space) leads to
an ensemble of different conformations. Because of the combinatorial explosion
persistent use of the DFS algorithm leads to results fast, but highly flexible
molecules cannot be handled in appropriate time. Due to a maximum step limi-
tation (recursive sampling steps), the algorithm may abort without enumerating
all available conformations, thus, it may occur that the conformational space is
not adequately sampled. Moreover, the development of a more sophisticated
sampling algorithm is inevitable due to persistent constraints based on fragment
growing within protein binding sites:
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Figure (4.3) Different phases of the constrained sampling workflow. Comprehensive pre-
processing is performed to reduce the needed sampling time, which is the time
critical step.

• Anchor fragment constraint
• Primary target constraints (protein clashes)

4.2.1. Extended Conformational Sampling Algorithm

Within the protein binding site additional degrees of freedom, namely transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom, play an important role and further
enhance the available conformational space. To handle difficulties with the
anchor fragment constraint, together with primary target constraints, the initial
pose is not treated strictly rigid and slight rotations of the anchor are allowed
(see Section 4.2.2). This leads to an increase in the degrees of freedom in the
sampling algorithm that enhances its complexity. Hence, this increase needs to
be limited using a qualified set of symmetric free torsion angles (see Section
4.2.3) and, if required, a heuristic to further restrain the number of torsion
angles to be probed (see Section 4.2.4). Figure 4.3 depicts the different phases
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of the constrained sampling algorithm. The preparation phase is very impor-
tant to reduce the needed runtime. First, removal of torsion angles leading
to symmetric duplicates significantly reduces the number of to-be-generated
poses. One duplicate torsion angle leads to a doubling of the possible number
of poses (clashes are not considered). Second, the preparation of the atom index
(primary target constraints) is used to trim branches of the search tree leading
to unimportant poses for the given target.

The mentioned limitations and constraints significantly reduce the needed
runtime (see Section 6.6) but do not necessarily lead to accurate results. Hence,
a more sophisticated sampling strategy is needed. In consideration of the
circumstances, sampling within the protein binding site, existent constraints
facilitate the development of a dynamically adapting algorithm which probes
the conformational space fast and exhaustively at once (see Section 4.2.5).

4.2.2. Start Pose Generation

Initial experiments revealed that treating the anchor fragment as a rigid con-
straint does not lead to the desired results (see Section 6.2.1). Hence, a small
number of slightly modified poses is incorporated into the workflow. For frag-
ments within the Ro3[90], [91] context - which means a molecular weight lower
than 300 Da - rotations from −180◦ to 180◦ on each axis of the coordinate system
are applied using a 15◦ step size around its centroid. If the molecular weight
is higher, the allowed rotations are reduced to the interval from −5◦ to 5◦

(and a step size of −5◦ is used) because we assume that larger rigid fragments
perform more favorable interactions with the binding site and therefore will not
change their binding mode significantly when a smaller fragment is attached.
This assumption is supported by the findings of Malhotra and Karanicolas.[44]
Their statistical analysis of related ligand pairs revealed, that compounds with
fewer heavy atoms are more likely to change their binding mode. The rotations
are performed using Tait-Bryan angles and lead to 27 start poses for a larger
anchor fragment. The number of start poses for a smaller fragment would be
significantly higher (7488) and are clustered to the best n scored poses (default:
50 and user customizable) to prevent excessive long runtimes. The anchor poses
are scored using the scoring function described in section 4.1.10. Additionally,
an additive harmonic potential (see formula 4.3) to calculate the RMSD to the
crystal structure is used as a penalty term to privilege poses near their initial
position. In Figure 4.4 examples for both cases are shown. a) shows start poses
for a molecule with a MW lower than 300 Da. The blue sphere indicates a linker
atom where the building block will be attached and additionally clarifies the
large variation of the start poses. b) represents start poses for a ligand beyond
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the Ro3. The linker atom placement indicates a much smaller variation of the
start poses.

(a) Molecules within the bounds of the Ro3 (b) Molecules beyond the Ro3

Figure (4.4) Exemplary generated start poses for different types of molecules. a) molecule
with MW below 300 Da and many distinct start poses. b) only slight rotations are
allowed for molecules with a MW of more than 300 Da.

4.2.3. Pre-processing

The conformational sampling workflow uses pre-defined torsion angles and
applies them in a defined order based on the used algorithm, for example DFS.
Hence, modifications of the torsion angle data directly influences the outcome
of the sampling algorithm.

Local Symmetry Detection Algorithm

A pre-processing step to remove torsion angles, which would otherwise lead to
local symmetric duplicates, is performed prior to the sampling. At first, for each
heavy atom of the molecule the symmetry class is determined in a canonical way
using a variant of the Morgan extended sums algorithm (see Section 4.1.2).[249]
Since torsion angles are applied in a DFS order based on the Component Tree
the symmetry detection algorithm uses the same underlying data structures.
Hence, starting from the root node of the Component Tree the symmetry classes
of each child node are compared. In this step only nodes with symmetric VSEPR
geometries — trigonal planar and tetrahedral — are considered. Because angles
with a distance of 180◦ and 120◦ could lead to duplicate results in terms of
symmetry (for identical child atoms or nodes). For example, if the angle 60◦ is
used as torsion angle for an atom with a tetrahedral geometry the angle −60◦

would be omitted. In Figure 4.5 a simple example is shown where rotations
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Figure (4.5) Exemplification of the symmetry detection algorithm. Considering the nitrogen
atom as root and processing the C-N bond (marked in orange) in DFS order start-
ing with the fluorinated carbon atom. Since all fluorine atoms (child nodes) are in
the same symmetry class rotations of 120◦ and all multiples lead to symmetric
duplicates. (Fluorine atoms are only used for simplification and may of course be
replaced with larger groups having the same symmetry class, e.g. ethyl or phenyl
group.)

of the C-N bond (marked in orange) in 120◦ steps would lead to symmetric
duplicates using the nitrogen atom as root node.

However, using the fluorinated carbon atom as root node the symmetry detec-
tion cannot be applied because no rotation is performed for the trifluoromethyl
group since torsion angles are applied in a DFS manner into direction of the
child nodes. Hence, for the nitrogen node considering the ethyl moieties of the
nitrogen atom as child nodes, no symmetry is detected. Since the nitrogen atom
has a tetrahedral geometry the present lone pair is also considered as child node
which would not match into the same symmetry class as the ethyl moieties.
Thus, torsion angles which are multiples of 120◦ do not lead to symmetric
duplicates.

Ring Symmetry Checker

A newly implemented algorithm that considers more complex symmetries of
planar aromatic ring systems (see Figure 4.6) further reduces the number of
duplicates during conformational sampling, thus, significantly reducing the
needed runtime. Furthermore, reducing duplicate torsion angles leads to better
results since more torsion angles are probed and a more diverse set of poses is
obtained.

For a given ring and start atom, which is part of the ring and connected
to the parent node (marked in red) of the Component Tree, the symmetry of
the attached ring system is checked using a BFS algorithm. Initially, all ring
atoms are traversed and atoms of the same level (distance to the start atom) are
gathered. Then, the symmetry class for atoms of the same level are compared
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Figure (4.6) Exemplification of the ring symmetry checker algorithm. Starting from the root
atom (marked in red) each level of the ring system is traversed using a BFS
algorithm. Each level of the ring system is marked in equal colors as well as
substituted exo-cyclic atoms of the same level.

as well as for substituted exo-cyclic atoms. If each level of the ring system is
processed successfully, i.e. equality of the symmetry classes on each ring level,
the ring system is marked as symmetric, asymmetric otherwise. The ring in
Figure 4.6 has two meta substituents part of the same symmetry class. Thus, the
complete ring is identified as symmetric and rotations around 180◦ are removed.
para only substituted six-membered aromatic rings are also treated as planar.

4.2.4. Heuristic Approach

Finding an optimal solution in the conformational space is mostly impossible
or impractical.[42] A heuristic is therefore used to speed up the search process
of the solution space. The here described heuristic starts with a rough estimate
of the molecules flexibility. This estimate is based on the number of possible
conformations resulting from the enumeration of all pre-defined torsion angle
values without considering potential clashes. Figure 4.7 shows annotated torsion
data values for two rotatable bonds of a derived Component Tree. Using an
iterative process, the possible number of conformations is altered through
modifications of the pre-calculated and annotated torsion angle data for each
node (see Section 4.1.6). For small inflexible molecules (possible number of
conformations is lower than 500) the torsion data flag is altered to include
tolerance values to enable a more subtle sampling. For highly flexible molecules
the procedure is more complex. If the estimated number of conformations is
larger than 10.000, we omit the first tolerance values and if still larger than
allowed, we use the statistically most relevant peak angles only. In most cases
this is sufficient to adequately reduce the required runtime. In cases where
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Figure (4.7) Example molecule with marked components of the Component Tree in different
colors. The anchor fragment is marked in cyan. The processing order (DFS) of the
attached fragment (depicted in hand-drawn font style) is marked with arrows
starting from the root node (atom). Grey arrows mark non-rotatable bonds to
terminal or linearly connected nodes where applying different torsion angles does
not lead to a change in 3D-coordinates. Rotatable bonds are marked in color of
the corresponding child node. Exemplary torsion angle data, extracted from the
torsion library[78], [82], are shown.

this step is not sufficient and still more than 100.000 conformations could be
generated (e.g. for the crystallized ligand in PDB file 1H22[261] at this stage
∼ 12 billion poses are possible), the peak data points are limited by score
(relative frequency of occurrence). Each peak angle, whose score is lower than
the half of the best scored angle, is discarded. Using this strategy, statistically
least relevant torsion angles are removed and sampling molecules with many
rotatable bonds in reasonable time is feasible.

The heuristic approach is not limited to adaptations of torsion data only. The
start conditions, more precisely the number of available start poses, are also
incorporated into the decision making step. In case the number of start poses
multiplied by the possible number of conformations exceeds one million, the
algorithm switches into a reduced sampling mode using at the very most the
ten highest scored start poses. Since the torsion angle limitation is performed
on a global level (all torsion data are treated equally) the sampling of larger
flexible molecules is very coarse-grained and the conformational space may
not be covered appropriately. Hence, the algorithm needs to adapt dynamically
depending on the flexibility of the molecule and the condition of the binding
pocket (large binding pockets lead to more start poses).

4.2.5. Dynamic Adaptation Procedure

As already mentioned above, processing the Component Tree and consistently
sticking to the DFS order does not lead to sufficient results. Besides, the usage
of primary target constraints enables the development of a more sophisticated
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4.2. Conformational Sampling Algorithm

Figure (4.8) Workflow of the extended conformational sampling algorithm. The dynamic
adaptation is implemented as feedback loop. The implemented heuristic is not
represented in the workflow since it modifies the available torsion angles in the
preparation phase (see Figure 4.3).

algorithmic procedure. Using a recursive backtracking algorithm (DFS) and
starting from the root node, available torsion data values (defined during
the pre-processing step see Section 4.2.4) are evaluated for subsequent child
nodes following a BFS approach. For example, considering the molecule in
Figure 4.7, initially the torsion peak angles 0.0◦ and 180.0◦ are evaluated for
the pyrazole node (green). If both angles lead to clashes, the algorithm first
probes tolerance 2 angles, which means peak angle ± 60◦ leading to additional
angles −60◦, 60◦, 120◦, and −120◦. Generated angles are normalized to be in
the interval (−180.0◦...180.0◦]. If required, subsequently tolerance 1 angles are
evaluated until at least two valid angles are available or all angles have been
tested. Applicable torsion angles are then sorted by score and used in the next
recursion step. If not a single angle fits, the branch of the search tree is trimmed
at the current state (node of the Component Tree).

Figure 4.8 depicts a schematic overview of the sampling workflow. For each
state available torsion angles are applied in a recursive procedure, which extends
the search tree using a specified search algorithm, for example BFS. Evaluation
of primary target constraints may trim the search tree for the current state. The
dynamic adaptation procedure is implemented as feedback loop to influence
the selection of the search algorithm (top of Figure 4.8). If the primary target
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constraints (clashes) require are more subtle sampling of the current state, all
available angles are probed using a BFS algorithm. Subsequently, the dynamic
adaptation algorithm switches back to a DFS algorithm in order to keep the
running times short.

The Early Bird Trims the Branch

Early branch trimming of the conformational search tree is important to improve
the runtime of the algorithm. Therefore, clash and score values are calculated
after applying torsion angles to each node. Clash values contain both, intra- and
inter molecular clashes. Intra molecular clashes are calculated using the Clash
Tester also used during 3D-coordinate generation (see Section 4.1.6). During the
incremental construction an additional abort criteria, the convex hull, is used to
prevent the algorithm from growing into solvent direction.

The Protein Clash Tester is a newly implemented inter molecular clash de-
tector and implemented analogously to the already mentioned intra molecular
Clash Tester. Based on internal data structures (the Component Tree) an effi-
cient NN search is performed (see Section 4.1.4) using ligand atom coordinates
as query to gather nearby protein atoms. For each atom in vicinity of the query
atom the clash value is calculated according to formula 4.4. To account for valid
close atom contacts due to strong polar interactions, for atoms generating valid
polar interactions like donor-acceptor or metal-acceptor pairs, the allowed sum
of vdW radii is reduced to 2.6 Å and 1.5 Å, respectively.[262] An interaction
is valid if the calculated interaction score is above zero. [83], [251] All other
contacts are treated as clashing atoms whereas a 15 % vdW overlap is allowed
to mimic a soft-docking approach.[263], [264]

The Convex Hull Border is used to prevent the molecule to grow into the
solvent during incremental construction (see 4.1.6). Since there might exist
application scenarios where this behavior is desired, this parameter is user
customizable. Besides, for shallow active sites on the protein surface (distance of
the molecule’s center of mass to convex hull surface is below 5 Å) the algorithm
itself might deactivate convex hull usage to improve sampling results. For all
other active sites the convex hull is used as sampling border to trim sampling
branches as early as possible. Consequently, if a placed atom is outside the
calculated convex hull, the sampling branch is trimmed immediately. The
implemented convex hull is calculated via the QuickHull algorithm of Barber
and co-workers based on protein atom spheres represented as icosahedron with
80 corners.[265], [266]
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4.2.6. Sphere Exclusion Clustering

The sphere exclusion method is a clustering algorithm that selects compounds
which most effectively cover the available property space.[267] The currently
implemented version in NAOMI is optimized to reduce the needed pairwise
comparisons between generated conformations.[268] Starting from a selected
compound the RMSD distance to all other compounds is calculated. All com-
pounds within a defined exclusion radius are removed. The remaining closest
compound is used as a new cluster center. The described steps are repeated
until no more compounds remain or a predefined maximum compound thresh-
old is exceeded (number of cluster centers). If the threshold is exceeded, the
exclusion radius is increased using a predefined step size. All clustering steps
are repeated using the new threshold until no more compounds remain and
the number of cluster representatives is below the given threshold. Otherwise,
the exclusion radius is increased again in order to generate compound sets that
do not exceed the set cluster size threshold.

Extended Constrained Sphere Exclusion Clustering is performed to optimize
the clustering outcome for the specific use case of incremental construction
within protein binding sites. As initial experiments have shown, that using
the sphere exclusion clustering algorithm described above did not lead to the
desired results. Hence, the algorithm needed to be restrained to efficiently work
for this specific application. Normally, the clustering algorithm proceeds until
the cluster limit is reached (maximum number of compounds), regardless of the
used exclusion radius. Clustering compounds from ten thousands of conforma-
tions down to several hundreds is very common and the exclusion radius easily
rises to more than 5 Å. Since the generated conformations are build up within
a protein binding site and scored, the constrained version of the clustering
uses the score of each conformation to ensure, that high scored conformations
are privileged over low scored conformations. Thus, the restrained sphere ex-
clusion clustering comprises an upper limit for the exclusion radius which is
incorporated as follows. First, conformations are sorted according to their score.
This guarantees, that the best scored conformation is always used as cluster
representative. Second, the clustering proceeds as usual until the exclusion
radius is exceeded. Consequentially, the cluster radius is increased stepwise
until the predefined upper limit is reached. Then, the clustering is aborted and
the intermediate cluster result is returned. All remaining conformations (not
clustered ones) have a lower score and are putatively worse binders.
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4.3. The in silico Reaction Flask

Synthetic accessibility is, and has been, an important factor in CADD.[269] In
the following section, the implementation of a rule based procedure, by the
example of SMIRKS, is described in detail. The described reaction algorithm is
implemented in a separate library part of the NAOMI framework. The reaction
procedure intensively uses the provided SMARTS library of NAOMI. SMIRKS
are able to define simple transformations like nitrogen to oxygen or inverting
stereo centers. These type of transformations, i.e. simple atom modifications, are
not considered in this implementation. Here, only genuine organic chemistry
reactions, which may be performed in vitro, are considered, i.e. reactions of the
form 2 → 1 or 2 → 2. The following section is split in consecutive subsections
alike the implementation of the algorithm is split in different independent work
packages. First, the basic concept of SMIRKS is described.

4.3.1. The SMIRKS and Reaction SMARTS Concept

SMIRKS[186] is a publicly available reaction transform language used to de-
scribe chemical reactions in a computer readable format. The name is an
acronym of the underlying technology Simplified molecular-input line-entry
system (SMILES) and SMARTS. In the field of de novo drug design SMIRKS are
used to manipulate existing molecules or to perform reactions to generate new
molecules. Although SMIRKS is a hybrid of SMILES and SMARTS it is restricted
by the supported SMARTS features. For example, the recursive feature in the
described example (see 4.9) is not allowed in the SMIRKS language since the
connectivity and bond order changes. The main SMIRKS rules are defined as
follows:

• Pairwise atom mapping (equal number of labels on both sides of the
reaction)

• Non-mapped atoms may be added or deleted (depending on the reaction
side)

• No bond queries allowed

For a complete list of SMIRKS rules consult ref [186]. To overcome the lim-
itations of SMIRKS, all available SMARTS features for reaction descriptions
are supported in the here developed implementation. These extended SMIRKS
are called Reaction SMARTS and have already been described and used by
Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43], [169] In the following, the term SMIRKS is
used to describe both variants. Nevertheless, both work in the same way and
one has to discriminate between different types of atoms:
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Figure (4.9) Example for illicit atomic expressions in the SMIRKS language where the connec-
tivity of the described atom changes. However, this is a valid Reaction SMARTS.

1. Matched and labeled atoms
2. Matched but not labeled atoms (different treatment in reactant and product

context) and
3. Unmatched and unlabeled atoms.

Figure 4.10 exemplifies the reaction process for a thiazole reaction from
the publication of Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] The first row shows the
reactants with the different types of atoms. Atoms of the first type are marked
with blue dotted circles and are part of the reaction center. For these atoms the
connectivity and the bond order may change during the reaction. Atoms of the
second type are marked with red dotted circles and are, since they are on the
reactant site of the SMIRKS, removed during the pre-processing step. These
atoms are either terminal heavy atoms or the complete branch is removed. If
these type of atoms occur on the product site of the SMIRKS they are added to
the product molecule and do not need to be terminal.

4.3.2. The in silico Chemical Reaction Implementation

In vitro preformed organic chemical reactions can be very complex and the in
silico realization may be complex as well. A consistent molecular representation
is important during this step. Therefore, a straightforward workflow with
consecutive intermediate steps is implemented.

The SMARTS Matching Procedure

Already the first step in this workflow tends to be error prone. The SMARTS
language is very flexible and different SMARTS pattern may describe one and
the same substructure. Working with a discrete chemical representation of
molecules may therefore lead to false negative (FN) matchings. Hence, the
SMARTS matching procedure provided in NAOMI[239], [254] is applied to
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Figure (4.10) Thiazole SMIRKS slightly modified from Hartenfeller and co-workers to ex-
emplify the implementation of the rule based chemical reactions.[43] In the
first row the reactants are shown. Matched but unlabeled atoms are marked
with a red dotted circle (corresponding SMARTS substring is also marked in
red), matched and labeled atoms are marked with a blue dotted circle, and
unmatched atoms are marked with a magenta dotted circle. The second row
shows an intermediate state of the reactants after the pre-processing step. New
covalent bonds are formed between linker atoms. Compatible linker atoms are
depicted with dotted lines. The next stage of the reaction process (third row)
shows the connected product as topological graph structure in a temporarily
invalid state. Finally, NAOMI’s molecule initialization procedure is applied to
assign the correct valence states, ring membership and so forth.
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Figure (4.11) SMARTS tautomer and protonation state matching example extracted from a
Niementowski quinazoline reaction from Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] The
given SMARTS pattern does only match the structure on the right (protonated
form of the carboxyl group). Though it is known, that this group has delocalized
electrons, the provided SMARTS pattern does not incorporate this information.
A more generic SMARTS representation that matches both shown variants would
be [c:1](-[C;$(C-c1ccccc1):2](=[OD1:3])-[OD1]):[c:4](-[NH2:5]).

different tautomer- and protonation states of the molecule (see Figure 4.11).
Since the chemical molecule representation is based on a VS combination model
(see Section 4.1.2), different VS combinations of a molecule can be enumerated
efficiently. To be able to perform a SMARTS matching, the line notation of the
SMARTS pattern is converted into a topological graph structure (see Section
4.1.5 and Figure 4.11 for an example). This graph structure is then used to
extract all necessary information for subsequent pre-processing steps.

Derive Connections from Product SMARTS Graph

For each specific reaction covalent bonds (connections) to be formed are derived
from the SMARTS graphs of the reactants and products either. Therefore, all
edges of all available product graphs are iteratively processed. The nodes of each
edge are checked for existing labels, since, based on the definition of SMIRKS
(see Section 4.3.1), labeled and matched atoms describe atoms in the reaction
center and the reactant side needs to provide the same number of labels. If the
extracted labels originate from different reactants, the edge describes a to be
formed covalent bond during the chemical reaction process. The corresponding
atoms are extracted from the particular reactant, and bond type and available
charges are extracted from the product graph as well.

The Surrogate Derivation (Provide Free Valences)

The next important step is the derivation of surrogates out of reactants and
reaction information. This concept is also used within the PINGUI toolkit.[58]
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Here, it is implemented differently and only used within intermediate steps.
To ensure a consistent molecule representation, based on the underlying VS
combination model, VSs and bond types may change based on the given
SMARTS pattern. First, edges to-be-cut are determined based on the provided
labels of the SMARTS pattern. Each edge from a labeled node to an unlabeled
node is cut and unlabeled nodes are replaced using dummy nodes (linker).
For example, the matched oxygen atom in Figure 4.10 is cut due to a missing
label and replaced with a linker. The VS of the connected carbon atom is
adapted accordingly. Linkers represent free valences for new covalent bonds
and ensure a valid molecule representation during the pre-processing step.
Subsequently, each node is checked for sufficient free valences to perform
the needed number of connections. If there are more connections than free
valences, different tautomers and protonation states are enumerated for the
given molecule and the variant which provides a valid bond type (i.e. mostly
a single bond to a hydrogen in case of a different tautomer) is then used to
perform the reaction. The disposed hydrogen bond is also cut and replaced
with a single bond to a linker (see thioacetamide reactant in Figure 4.10 row
one to two). If still not enough free valences are available, as a fallback, bond
types are modified (triple to double bond and double to single bond) and VS
are adapted accordingly. For example, this fallback is used for the urea and
thiourea reaction from Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] The derived surrogate
molecules are used within the subsequent step and are combined to form a new
molecule.

The Surrogate/Fragment Combination

After the successful surrogate derivation, the surrogates/fragments are com-
bined to build up a new molecule. Due to the build up of surrogates, all needed
and complex modifications like valence state, bond type, and even geometry
changes have been already performed. Combining fragments via a single bond
is straightforward and an already implemented function in NAOMI is used.
For more complex combinations, i.e. ring forming reactions, a completely new
fragment combination procedure is implemented.

Ring Closures

Prior to the covalent bond formation, the connecting atoms are prepared. Based
on annotated charges in the SMARTS pattern, the atom is either protonated or
de-protonated and available stereo information is removed. At this point, the
molecule is in a temporarily invalid state for the first time. Next, the covalent
bonds are formed between the target atoms using the SMARTS derived bond
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type. Subsequently, the valence states for the target atoms are invalidated and
attached hydrogens are removed (see Figure 4.10 row 3). The correct VSs are then
recalculated using the build-in molecule initialization function of the NAOMI
library.[75] If the algorithm detects an aromatic ring closure, intermediary
(yet unprocessed) atoms are gathered and incorporated into the recalculation
procedure.

The Post-processing step

A successful fragment combination does not necessarily imply the correct
reaction result. Therefore, the product SMARTS is used to verify the product.
Hence, the applied SMARTS has to match the product molecule, otherwise the
result is invalid and discarded. Finally, potential stereo isomers are generated if
the reaction leads to a new stereo center or stereo bond.

Coordinate Invariance after Reaction

In this thesis, the described reactions are performed on molecules with a par-
ticular geometric orientation within a protein binding site. Hence, the initial
fragments orientation is not allowed to change significantly during H2L opti-
mization, i.e. fragment growing. For single bond forming reactions, the newly
formed bond connects the anchor fragment with the attached fragment. Thus,
the single bond also serves as border to discriminate fixed atom coordinates to
retain and atom coordinates that should be re-sampled (exo-bond of a substruc-
ture see Section 4.1.5). For more complex reactions, like the thiazole reaction
exemplified in Figure 4.10, the coordinate retention step is by far more com-
plex. Atoms that are part of the reaction center may change their geometrical
structure after a reaction is performed. For example, in Figure 4.10 the carbon
atom that is connected to the chlorine changes its geometry from tetrahedral
to trigonal planar. Hence, attached atoms need to be transformed to ensure
validity of each atoms geometry. Every atom that is part of the anchor fragment,
and whose geometry is kept during the reaction step is gathered. Moreover,
aliphatic atoms becoming part of a ring are marked as changed and are not
part of the invariant moiety of the molecule. Afterwards the largest connected
component of the gathered atoms is determined. Finally a substructure with a
single bond exit vector is build (see Section 4.1.5) for all atoms which are not
part of the largest component (unchanged anchor part) and new 3D-coordinates
are generated ensuring the invariance of the unchanged anchor atoms (see Sec-
tion 4.1.7). About 50 % of the incorporated reaction rules from Hartenfeller and
co-workers[43] are ring closure reactions. For those reactions, extending existing
ring systems, a simple 3D-coordinate generation step via a single bond is not
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Figure (4.12) Ring template usage for 3D-coordinate generation exemplified on a Pictet-
Spengler reaction from Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] New 3D-coordinates
for emerging ring systems are generated using the initial unchanged ring as
template (marked in red) for the substructure coordinate generation procedure.
Remaining attached atom coordinates at the ring template are kept (fluorine
atoms and methyl groups).

possible since the derived substructure includes two exo-bonds that are part of
the newly formed ring. In this case, the unchanged ring serves as template for
the 3D-coordinate generation process (see Section 4.1.7 and Figure 4.12 for an
example).

In Figure 4.12 the invariant part, i.e. the ring template, of the emerging
molecule is marked in red. Attached unchanged atoms (the fluorine atoms
and methyl groups) are not modified. During the 3D-coordinate generation
procedure the new formed heterocyclic ring is aligned to the ring plane of the
ring template.

Performed Adaptations and Extensions

The data set from Hartenfeller and co-workers provides many commonly used
organic synthesis reactions.[43] Most of the described reactions can be per-
formed using the described workflow above. However, to perform the de-
scribed 3-nitrile-pyridine reaction, an additional reactant needs to defined, since
the implemented reaction library is not able to extract the complex reactant
([?3?]N=C(-O)-C([?1?])-C#N) from the product SMARTS (see appendix E for the
performxed adaptation). The additional reactant is described as surrogate (see
Section 4.3.2) and contains linkers to perform the needed connections. Hence,
NAOMInext is able to perform such complex reactions with implicitly defined
reactants. However, to definition is very complex and specific to NAOMInext,
i.e. no standard SMIRKS.
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4.4. Constraints

In de novo drug design constraints can be used to guide or restrict the develop-
ment process for a specific use case. Most often, they are used to optimize the
outcome of a method and or to improve the needed runtime. In the following
the different types of constraints are described shortly and their integration into
the H2L optimization workflow in NAOMInext is outlined. Two main classes
of constraints can be differentiated: implicit constraints (no user interaction is
needed) and user defined constraints.

4.4.1. Implicit Constraints

Implicit constraints are invariant and can not be influenced by the user. Nonethe-
less, they are helpful to facilitate usage and configuration of the algorithm and
facilitate ease of use.

Primary Target Constraints

In a SBDD study, the primary target constraints are derived from the 3D-
structure of the target protein.[42] The binding site is defined by the co-
crystallized or docked anchor fragment. To define the binding site, by default, a
radius of 20 Å around all ligand atom spheres is used to query the surrounding
of the ligand for nearby protein atoms. The binding site atoms are then used
within the protein clash tester for early branch trimming of the sampling tree
(see Section 4.2.5). This improves the runtime of the conformational search and
additionally, guides the sampling process into a target specific local optimum.

The Anchor Fragment Constraint

The anchor fragment is constrained by design since the developed algorithm
uses the co-crystallized or docked fragment in its bound state. To consider for
strain during the fragment growing process, the anchor fragment is used in
slightly different start orientations (see Section 4.2.2) but its conserved binding
mode is ensured.

4.4.2. Interactive User Defined Constraints

User defined constraints allow to influence the sampling workflow for a specific
(target specific) use case, e.g. sub pocket targeting. Using modern scientific soft-
ware, user defined constraints need to be provided in a simple intuitive way.[74]
Here, a GUI facilitates users to provide their knowledge interactively and thus,
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Figure (4.13) User defined constraints may be provided interactively via the GUI. Hydrogen
bond constraints (inter molecular) are depicted in green and distance constraints
in blue (intra molecular).

allows to influence the decision making step of the automated workflow. The
constraint is evaluated as part of the scoring function (see Section 4.1.10) using
the described formula 4.3. Compared to primary target constraints, user defined
constraints are not discriminative, they are just used to higher rank poses which
fulfill the desired constraint. Hence, poses with unexpected binding modes are
not missed and can be inspected in the results.

Hydrogen Bond Constraints Part 1

Hydrogen bond constraints can be used if the anchor fragment should be further
constrained at specific positions in the binding site. (see Figure 4.13 green lines).
This type of constraint can be set by just click and hold the left mouse button
on a residue atom (don/acc) and move the mouse to the specific ligand atom
(don/acc) and release the left mouse button. This constraint can of course only
be set for the already crystallized or docked anchor fragment.

Hydrogen Bond Constraints Part 2

A potentially more often used constraint is the second type of hydrogen bond
constraint. This constraint can be placed by clicking on a residue atom with
a don/acc functional group. During the incremental construction process the
constraint is used as an additional positive contributing scoring term. Which
means, if the constraint can be fulfilled, i.e. a hydrogen bond may be formed, the
constraint score is calculated, otherwise 0.0 is returned. The optimal distance for
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a hydrogen bond is derived from Nittinger and co-workers.[83] This constraint
may be useful to higher rank results targeting a specific sub pocket or favor
results which perform a desired interaction to increase specificity.

Distance Constraints

These constraints (see Figure 4.13 blue lines) are used to favor sampled poses of
a desired user specific geometrical orientation. The set constraint is implemented
using the user defined Euclidean distance as an optimum and are evaluated
using formula 4.3. Hence, the relative atom position may change as long as the
relative distance of the defined atoms stays the same.

The Reaction Rule Constraint

Strictly speaking, the incorporated reaction rules are also a certain type of con-
straint, since using predefined reaction rules constrains the available chemical
space. The reaction rules are a mixture of implicit and user defined constraint.
Only reactions which match the anchor fragment are performed. Additionally,
the user may select only a subset of the reactions using the Reaction View of
the GUI (see Figure B.4).
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5. Evaluation Strategy and
Experiments

This chapter comprises the used data set and performed experiments used
to evaluate the formerly described methods. The evaluation chapter can be
divided into two main parts. First, the coverage of the conformational space
by using the developed sampling algorithm and second, the combination of
the chemical reaction rule implementation and the sampling approach. For the
latter, the focus is put on the implementation and testing of these rules since
the coverage of bioactivity-relevant chemical space has already been proved by
others.[46], [47] Additionally, a number of case studies are shown and discussed.
The automatic evaluation workflow is implemented in Python[183].

5.1. Sampling Performance - Conquering the

Conformational Space

A large-scale analysis of the conformational space coverage is performed using
an already published data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas.[44] The sampling
algorithm is evaluated in a self-docking and a cross-docking setting (see Figure
5.1 for a visual depiction of the workflow). A self-docking experiment is used
to measure the sampling performance without any effects of the protein, like
side chain flexibility and protein backbone flexibility due to possible induced
binding. The cross-docking experiment is a more realistic use case since the
initial fragment (hit) is used in its bound state. Moreover, this test incorporates
the ability of the algorithm to consider protein flexibility within the evalua-
tion procedure. Both experiments are also performed with the state-of-the-art
docking tool Glide for comparison.[228], [270] The current measure of success
of conformational sampling algorithms is the RMSD (see formula 4.1) to the
reference crystal structure. As the reference ligand is crystallized within an-
other structure of the same protein, a pairwise superimposition of the protein
structures as well as the ligands is performed using SIENA[271] beforehand.
All computations are carried out on a workstation with an Intel R© CoreTM i5
processor (i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz) and 16 GB random-access memory (RAM).
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The files are stored on the internal hard drive and no other disk or central
processing unit (CPU) intensive jobs were running during computations.

5.1.1. Data Set Preparation

In 2017 Malhotra and Karanicolas examined in a large-scale study, when chem-
ical elaboration of a small ligand induces a binding mode change.[44] The
compiled data set contains 297 related ligand-pairs where the smaller ligand
is a putative precursor of the larger lead-like ligand. Since fragment growing
is a method used for chemical elaboration, this data set is perfectly suitable
as benchmark for a fragment growing approach. The data set is published
in the Supporting Information of Malhotra and Karanicolas [44], [216] as Mi-
crosoft Excel file of PDB id’s and corresponding ligand identifiers including
additional experimental data and information. For an example, please refer to
Table A.1 (only relevant data is shown). The data set needs to be downloaded
from the PDB server2[217]. Thus, interpretation of the PDB files depends on the
used cheminformatics toolkit (see Sectiontion 4.1.1 for further information on
PDB file format interpretation). Using the PDB ligand perception method of
NAOMI[77], fifteen pairs (at least one ligand of each pair) have been identified
as covalently bound to the protein. This circumstance was not mentioned in
the original publication from Malhotra and Karanicolas although the authors
performed a visual inspection of all pairs using PyMol[273].[44] Despite the
detected covalent bound ligands, several inaccuracies have been detected consid-
ering the provided ligand identifier. Table 5.1 lists the ligand pairs which have
been changed. A complete list of identifiers, which have been used to extract the
data from the PDB server, is provided in the appendix in section F. To perform
an automatic evaluation of a fragment growing approach the provided data set
needs to meet further requirements (discussed in the following sections). Thus,
leading to a final subset of 271 ligand pairs for the evaluation procedure.

PDB Ligand Perception

At first, the data set was downloaded from the PDB2[217] using the provided
PDB ids and interpreted using the build in chemical model and PDB ligand
perception functionality of the NAOMI library shortly described in section 4.1.1.
This procedure identified several covalently bound ligands in the data set, which
have not been mentioned in the original publication[44] (see Table A.1 for a list
of invalid ligand pairs). Hence, these pairs are removed from the validation set.
The tautomeric form of the co-crystallized ligand may be altered, since Protoss

2https://www.rcsb.org
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PDBid 5i5v

Smaller ligand

PDBid 5i5x

Larger ligand

SIENA/ASCONA

Active Site Overlay

Smaller ligand

Active Site

PDBid 5i5v

Larger ligand

Active Site

PDBid 5i5x

Cross-growing

experiment

Re-growing

experiment

Figure (5.1) Exemplified data set preparation workflow for re-growing and cross-growing
experiment. The PDB structures of the related ligand pair are superimposed using
ASCONA[240] integrated in the tool SIENA.[271] Cross-growing/cross-docking is
performed using the PDB structure of the smaller ligand. The MCS derived anchor
fragment is superposed onto the smaller ligands coordinates. Re-growing/re-
docking is performed using the PDB structure of the larger ligand. The MCS
derived anchor fragment is used in its co-crystallized position. The pictures have
been made using the ProteinsPlus1[272] server.
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Table (5.1) Changed ligand identifiers from the published data set of Malhotra and Karanico-
las.[44], [216]

Changed Row Changed Column Performed Change

24 Smaller Ligand WI3 → ZZ3

32 Smaller Ligand NWA → CHH

151 Larger Ligand 4GF → 4GE

183 Smaller Ligand JAK → 1RS

219 Smaller Ligand DDM → DMJ

is used to calculate hydrogen atom positions and optimizes the hydrogen bond
network.[80], [246] The corresponding ligand of the input structure is extracted
using the provided ligand name from the published data set.[44], [216]

Binding Site Superimposition

In a next step, the binding sites of the ligand pairs are superimposed using
ASCONA[240] integrated in the tool SIENA[271]. See figure 5.1 for the exem-
plified workflow. The superimposition of the binding sites is performed, based
on the assumption that the anchor fragment and its counterpart in the larger
ligand superimpose as well. Build up of the larger ligand, starting from the
anchor fragment, should then match the larger ligand structure. Hence, the
superimposition is necessary to be able to evaluate the sampling performance
of both used methods (fragment growing and docking) using the RMSD as
measure of success. Therefore, the larger ligand is extracted from the PDB file
via the provided ligand identifier using UNICON[237] and stored in a single
SD file. The extracted ligand file and the corresponding PDB file are then used
as input for SIENA[271] and the protein file (PDB file) of the smaller ligand as
template for the superimposition. Since SIENA identifies the binding site using
the provided ligand SD file, this procedure failed for the ligand pair with PDB
ids 1L2S[274] and 2HDQ[275] due to a failure during ligand extraction (see Ta-
ble A.1 for more information). All other pairs have been processed successfully.
SIENA is used with default parameters except for the shown parameters in
Table 5.2.
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Table (5.2) Used SIENA parameters for binding site superimposition of related ligand pairs.

Parameter name Value

--identity 0.8

--filter unwanted ligands false

5.1.2. Experimental Workflow - NAOMInext Fragment
Growing

For the evaluation of a fragment growing approach at least one ligand is needed
with a pre-defined anchor moiety and the remaining moiety to be re-attached
to the anchor. Here, we use pairs of related ligands from a previously published
data set[44], [216]. One smaller ligand, a putative precursor fragment, and
a larger, more lead-like ligand (see Figure 5.3 for an example). The smaller
ligand is used to identify and extract an anchor fragment (MCS between larger
and smaller ligand). The extracted anchor fragment is used in its bound state
and the difference of the larger ligand is extracted and used as BB during the
fragment growing workflow. Initial 3D-coordinates of the BB are recalculated
using UNICON.[237]

Maximum Common Subgraph Conundrum

The aim of the MCS calculation is to extract a substructure of the larger ligand
to be used as anchor based on the smaller ligand. Some of the provided ligand
pairs are based on real H2L optimization studies. Thus, the initially used core
structure may be altered. Additionally, most ligand pairs in the data set do
not share a large common substructure, hence, the MCS calculation is far from
trivial (see Figure 5.2 in the middle). In this example a pyridine ring needs to
be matched onto a phenyl ring. A simple MCS matching would not lead to
the correct matching (see bottom in Figure 5.2) Therefore, several extensions to
influence the atom matching are made and an additional spatial filter is used
(see Paragraph 5.1.2).

The Extended Atom Matching is necessary to facilitate the MCS calculation
for all the different types of related ligand pairs. For compatibility reasons to
the NAOMI library the MCS algorithm is not modified. Hence, all modifications
are performed on the basis of the vertex mapping only. The initial mapping
is performed using the element type as identifier. To enable differentiation
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Figure (5.2) Ligand pair from PDB ids 1F0T[276] (larger ligand) and 3RXG[277] (smaller lig-
and). Top: Refined matching using the spatial filter (matching atoms are marked
in light blue). Middle: 3D-view of superimposed ligands (ligand from PDB id
3RXG[277] superimposed in yellow stick model). Bottom: Ligand matching with-
out spatial filter. The extracted anchor between both ligands is highlighted in light
blue (anchor fragments are extended to match complete ring systems). The exit
vector (connection bond) connecting the sampling fragment (BB) is marked in
red.
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between ring and chain atoms, a simple bit shift of the identifier is performed
and 1 is added to the identifier if the atom is part of a ring. For example, the
element identifier for carbon is 6. Bit shifted by 6 bits leads to the value: 384.
Consequently, a carbon atom in a ring is assigned the identifier 385. The bit
shift is needed to prevent collisions with existing element identifiers. For some
ligand pairs, the core structure is altered through integration of a heteroatom
(see Figure 5.2 in the middle). This is mostly done during H2L optimization
for a number of reasons. Therefore, a ring topological MCS is provided, that
ignores the element types of ring atoms to perform a topological ring mapping.
A topological MCS is used as fallback if no initial mapping was found. Of
course, this is a heuristic and may be invalid for some pairs. However, for
some pairs there may not exist a single or optimal solution. Nevertheless, this
procedure facilitates automatic processing of most of the provided pairs in the
data set. Subsequently, a topological refinement step is performed to remove
potential invalid matches. Since the MCS matching is only used for evaluation
purposes, a runtime critical implementation is not necessary.

The Matching Extension for Ring Systems is performed to derive complete
and valid substructures for the used anchor. As can be seen in Figure 5.2 at the
top, only five out of six aromatic carbon atoms of the 4-Aminopyridine structure
are matched to the benzene moiety of the larger ligand. This match is achieved
using the extended atom matching functionality described above. Since this
match does not cover a complete ring, a refinement procedure is performed to
incorporate missing ring atoms. In figure 5.2 at the bottom, another example for
ring system extension can be seen. Since a valid fragment growing evaluation
example needs a single bond to correctly differentiate between anchor moiety
and BB, incomplete matched ring systems are extended to incorporate the
complete ring system. Hence, a valid substructure is derived, which can be used
as anchor fragment in the subsequent described fragment growing evaluation
workflow.

The Spatial Filter is implemented to avoid ambiguities during the matching
procedure. This spatial filter is used to extract the most likely correct substruc-
ture from the ligand pair. This is based on the premise of FBDD, that fragments
do not change their binding mode during chemical elaboration. The anchor
fragment should, in theory, be a substructure of the larger molecule. Since the
ligand pairs are superimposed, each atom sphere of the smaller molecule is
used to query its surrounding performing a NN search (see Section 4.1.4). All
neighboring atoms from the larger ligand, which overlap with an atom radii of
the query ligand, are extracted (figure 5.2 within the red circle). The extracted
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Figure (5.3) Example ligand pair (PDB ids 2H4K[278] and 2QBP[279])from the compiled evalu-
ation data set (see Section 5.1.1). The MCS between both ligands is highlighted in
light blue and used as anchor fragment for the conformational sampling workflow.
The exit vector (connection bond) to the sampling fragment (building block) is
marked in red.

subset of atoms is subsequently used to perform the MCS mapping as described
in section 5.1.2. In figure 5.2 an example match is shown that exemplifies the
different outcomes between using and not using the spatial filter.

Building Block Extraction

The MCS derived moiety is used to extract a rigid anchor fragment from the
larger ligand. The remaining part of the larger lead like ligand is extracted as
BB. Therefore, the atom mapping from the MCS calculation is used to identify
bonds where one atom is part of the matched anchor and the other is not. These
bonds are called exo-bonds (see red marked bond in Figure 5.3). This exo-bond
is cut from the larger ligand and the unmapped part of the molecule is stored
as BB alongside with a mapping to the target atom of the anchor fragment
for later re-attachment. The 3D-coordinates of the BB are recalculated using
UNICON[237]. Based on the derived anchor fragment, multiple extracted BBs
are possible.

Subgraph Mapping

Symmetric subgraphs are a problem during the substructure matching proce-
dure because there are multiple possibilities for the subgraph placement and
hence, may lead to an erroneous growing vector. For example, the ligand pair
with PDB ids 1ROS[280] and 2WO8[281]. Due to a differently placed hydroxy
group in the carbon chain that performs a backbone interaction, the whole struc-
ture is slightly shifted. Thus, the MCS (derived using the spatial filter) between
both ligands contains a single aromatic six-membered ring (benzene). Benzene
can be overlaid in multiple ways, due to symmetric substructure definition
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(see Table A.1 for similar examples). Hence, pairs with ambiguous symmetrical
substructures are excluded from the evaluation set.

Protein Preparation

Protein preparation is performed prior to the BB attachment and the subsequent
sampling process. First, the binding pocket is extracted using a 20 Å radius
around the anchor fragment. This large radius is used, because the anchor
fragment is elaborated using BBs of unknown size. Hence, the ligand may get
much larger. Finally, Protoss[80] is used to optimize the hydrogen bond network
of the binding pocket including the anchor fragment.

Recursive Attachment Procedure

As a final step, the BBs are appended in a recursive procedure. First, they
are sorted in increasing size, so that the largest BB is attached last. For each
appended BB, the sampling method described in section 4.2 is applied. Due to
possible emerging stereo centers, each attachment may result in two different
intermediate molecules. Both intermediates are then used in the subsequent
attachment step. Finally, the result poses for each molecule are rescored and
ranked in increasing score (worst score last). The best 128 poses are used for
evaluation purposes and an RMSD calculation against the reference pose (larger
ligand) is performed.

5.1.3. Experimental Workflow - Glide Docking

An automated evaluation on a large-scale data is performed using Glide[228]–
[230] via the Python[183] API of the Schroedinger MAESTRO Suite in version
2017.01[235]. Of course Glide can also be used with different constraints like
tethering. Here, it is used without constraints and used as state of the art
docking tool. The scripted docking workflow is implemented analogue to the
workflow performed through the GUI and described in more detail below.

1. The protein including the crystallized ligand is optimized using the prepa-
ration wizard[234]. Here, water molecules are removed and the protein
structure is minimized. See appendix C.1 [prepwizard] for the used
python command. Hydrogen coordinates are calculated

2. The co-crystallized ligand (reference ligand) is removed from the processed
input structure. See appendix C.1 [extract ligand schrodinger] for the
used python command.
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3. To prepare the docking workflow, the active site needs to be cleaned.
Therefore, the volume overlap of each crystallized ligand in the input
structure to the reference ligand (formerly extracted co-crystallized ligand)
in the active site is calculated. If the volume overlap to the reference
ligand is larger than 50 % the ligand is removed from the input structure.
See appendix C.1 [prepare docking schrodinger] for the used python
command.

4. To perform docking the active site needs to be represented via a grid.
For this purpose the extracted reference ligand is used to define the di-
mensions for the GridSite needed to perform the Glide docking. The
GridSite class is defined in $SCHRODINGER/mm share-v3.7/python

/scripts/glide gridgen gui dir The grid center consists of a center, in-
ner box, and an outer box. The grid center is set to the center of the
reference ligand coordinates. The inner box has a fixed size of 10 Å around
the grid center. The outer box size (default: 20 Å not user customizable)
is added to the inner box size, thus leading to an outer box size of 30 Å.
See appendix C.1 [ref lig site schrodinger] for the used python com-
mand.

5. The grid file is generated using the glide sif.py script. The Glide sim-
plified input file (SIF) script aids in automating Glide workflows. The
calculated grid dimensions from the former step are used to generate
the grid file. See appendix C.1 [glide grid input] for the used python
command.

6. Finally, the Glide input file is prepared, again using the glide sif.py

script providing all former generated files: grid file and reference lig-
and file. Further parametrization consists of: output type (SD file), to be
used scoring function (SP), and the number of poses per ligand (32). See
appendix C.1 [glide docking input] for the used python command.

7. Glide docking is simply performed using the generated input file from
the former step. See appendix C.1 [glide] for the used python command.

5.2. Cross-Docking Evaluation

The cross-docking evaluation is performed analog to the described self-docking
procedure including two differences:

1. The 3D-coordinates of the extracted (MCS derived substructure from
larger ligand) anchor fragment are transformed onto the corresponding
atom coordinates of the smaller ligand. Thus, simulating a real fragment
growing experiment based on co-crystallized fragment coordinates.
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2. The binding site of the smaller ligand is used to perform inter molecular
clash calculations (see Section 4.2.5).

This evaluation is a more realistic use case since important input data from
the smaller ligand (anchor fragment) is used as would be the case in a prospec-
tive study. The initial coordinate transformation of the atom coordinates is
performed using a build in function of the NAOMI library.

5.3. Start Pose Evaluation

The influence of the used start poses on the outcome of NAOMInext is analyzed.
Thus, experiments with different numbers of start poses are performed to
estimate an upper limit of the individual sampling parts (start pose sampling
and torsion driven sampling of the attached building block).

5.3.1. Sampling Performance

To evaluate the influence of the initial start pose sampling on the performance
of the growing results, the above mentioned experiments 5.1 and 5.2 are per-
formed without probing the conformational space (torsion driven sampling).
Thus, performing the above described workflows but skipping the growing
part described in section 5.1.2. Furthermore, only clashing start poses are re-
moved without explicitly reducing the number of generated poses to a specific
limit. Hence, an estimate of the upper limit of the possible performance of
NAOMInext is gained. The performance of the pose sampling is then measured
via RMSD calculation of the anchor fragment part only (substructure RMSD).

5.3.2. Scored Start Poses

To test the influence of the initial start pose sampling in combination with the
scoring function and pose reduction, the above mentioned experiments 5.1 and
5.2 are performed without probing the conformational space. Thus, performing
the above described workflow but skipping section 5.1.2. The performance of the
pose sampling is then measured via RMSD calculation of the anchor fragment
moiety only (substructure RMSD)

5.4. Statistical Analysis

The Mann-Whitney-U-test (as implemented in the SciPy package[282]) is used in
IPython[283] to compute the significance of difference between distributions, e.g.
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statistical difference between the RMSD result sets using different parameters.
Depending on the tested hypothesis, either a one-sided or a two-sided test
is performed. For example, to test if the result sets of the sampling output
are significantly different if either one start pose is used or 50 start poses, a
one-sided test was performed. Because it is expected that the obtained RMSD
values decrease if the conformational space is probed more extensively.

5.5. Validation of Reaction Rule Implementation

The incorporated reaction rule implementation is evaluated in combination
with the implemented sampling approach. To perform the validation, the used
evaluation data needs to meet several requirements. First, a related ligand pair
needs to be identified, where one ligand is a precursor, i.e. a substructure of the
larger ligand, which can subsequently used as anchor fragment. Second, the
anchor fragment needs to provide a reaction center for a supported reaction
to perform an in silico chemical reaction. Third, the matching reaction product
needs to be identical to the larger ligand. Last but not least, the binding mode
of both ligands must be determined experimentally to be able to evaluate the
sampling performance of NAOMInext based on a performed in silico chemical
reaction.

The incorporated reaction rules from Hartenfeller and co-workers[43] serve
as a basis for the challenge to generate synthetically accessible compounds.
The ability of the reaction rules to cover the bioactivity-relevant chemical space
has already been described earlier.[46] Here, the implementation of the in
silico reactions is evaluated for its correctness. To evaluate the reaction mecha-
nism implemented in NAOMInext, some case studies from the literature are
performed in a retrospective study. Therefore, the MCS between the anchor
fragment and the result molecule is extracted and used to perform an artificial
fragment growing example. Thus, the difference between the MCS derived
anchor fragment and the reference molecule is used as BB (see Figure 5.4 for
an example). Additionally, the co-crystallized anchor fragment is used in its
genuine form and a putative reaction, available as incorporated reaction rule, is
applied to generate the related lead compound within the protein binding site.
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+

Anchor fragment

(PDBid 4X8T)

Building block

(difference between 

PDBid 4X8T and PDBid 4X8V)

Result molecule

(PDBid 4X8V)

Figure (5.4) Validation case study to test the reaction implementation. The anchor fragment
and the BB are used in two different forms. First, an artificial growing is performed
using an MCS derived anchor fragment (without the chlorine atom marked with
red sphere) and the extracted BB with an attached linker atom (linker added at the
nitrogen atom marked in red). Second, the anchor fragment is used in its genuine
form and the extracted BB as depicted. Synthetically accessible fragment growing
is then performed using build in reaction rules (in this case a Buchwald-Hartwig
reaction).
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In this chapter the results of the performed experiments described in chapter 5

are shown and discussed. More specifically:

• Re-growing,
• Cross-growing,
• Start pose sampling,
• Runtime, and
• Organic synthesis reactions

are evaluated and discussed. At first, the sampling results are discussed in its en-
tirety and compared to the baseline results generated with Glide. Furthermore,
the torsion driven sampling and the start pose sampling are evaluated sepa-
rately since both sampling algorithms are independent parts of NAOMInext’s
sampling strategy.

An important aspect in fragment growing, are binding mode changes of the
initial hit during H2L optimization. Malhotra and Karanicolas analyzed related
ligand pairs in terms of binding mode changes.[44] The compiled large scale
data set contains additional information such as annotations about changes of
the binding mode. Thus, this data set is used to analyze NAOMInext’s sampling
strategy and results in relation to binding mode changes. Several case studies
are discussed in more detail and the sampling performance in terms of runtime
is discussed depending on the flexibility of the used BB, i.e. number of rotatable
bonds. Finally, the implementation of the reaction library is discussed based on
hand crafted examples.

6.1. Sampling Performance - Re-Growing

Experiment

In the first experiment (described in Section 5.1) the large-scale data set of
Malhotra and Karanicolas is used to evaluate the sampling performance (con-
formational sampling) and compare it to a state of the art docking tool. Success
is measured as a predicted pose with an RMSD to the crystal structure below
2 Å on the first 32 ranks.
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(a) NAOMInext self-growing results on 271

related ligand pairs
(b) Glide self-docking results on 271 related

ligand pairs

Figure (6.1) Self-docking results from NAOMInext and Glide on a subset of the data set from
Malhotra and Karanicolas. Both, docking and fragment-growing were performed
using the protein structure of the larger ligand. Each bar shows the achieved
percentage of the test set (y-axis) for the best n ranked poses (n = 1, 8, 16, and 32)
for a given RMSD threshold (x-axis).

In Figure 6.1 the results for both tools are shown individually. NAOMInext
predicts over 90 % of the data set correctly and Glide about 80 %. The perfor-
mance of both tools drops significantly (about 15 %) if just the highest ranked
pose is used to measure success. This indicates, that both scoring functions can
be improved in terms of pose ranking.

Docking using Maestro’s[235] Glide[228]–[230] failed for four out of 271

ligand pairs from the data set. The targets with PDBids 4HV7[284], 2W8Y[285],
1YHS[286], and 1O5F[287] could not be processed using the Maestro[235]
protein preparation wizard[234] due to failures during the protein minimization
step. NAOMInext was able to process all ligand pairs from the data set. The
superior performance of NAOMInext is expected, since a growing approach
starts from an already optimally placed anchor fragment. Whereas docking
approaches need to perform the initial placement by themselves (within a user-
defined area (box)). Nevertheless, docking tools are often used in fragment
growing studies to dock the formerly grown ligand. Subsequently, result poses
are post-filtered using RMSD filters with respect to the anchor fragment. In the
following, individual results will be further outlined and the results of both
approaches are compared.

Beta-glucosidase Results for PDB ids 2VRJ[288]/2J77[289]

This pair of related ligands with PDB ids 2VRJ[288]/2J77[289] is complexed
within Beta-glucosidase. The derived building block (BB) of this pair is an
octane-carbothioamide moiety. The n-octyl chain of the reference ligand has
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(a) Crystal structure of PDB id
2VRJ[288] with co-crystallized lig-
and in grey and superposed sam-
pling results.

(b) Crystal structure of PDB id
2VRJ[288] with co-crystallized lig-
and (alternate location) in grey and
superposed sampling results.

Figure (6.2) Sampling analysis including alternate location of PDB id 2VRJ[288]. The co-
crystallized ligand is shown in grey including torsion bond quality (green: within
first tolerance, orange: within second tolerance, red: outside statistically derived
torsion angle tolerances).[78], [82] Poses of Glide and NAOMInext are depicted in
yellow and magenta, respectively.

two different conformations, each with an occupancy of 0.5, which reflects
the inherent flexibility of the chain.[290] In Figure 6.2 sampling results for
both conformations are shown. Both, Glide and NAOMInext predict each pose
correctly (below 2.0 Å RMSD to the reference crystal structure). The rotatable
bonds of the reference ligand (grey) are color coded and reflect the statistical
likelihood of the actual torsion angle, i.e. the torsion bond quality.[78], [82] In
both conformations statistically unlikely torsion angles exist (marked in red).
In Figure 6.2a Glide predicts a pose with an RMSD of 1.5 Å (yellow) whereas
NAOMInext predicts a slightly more accurate pose (RMSD of 0.9 Å in magenta).
Here, a smoother sampling approach which generates conformations on the fly,
as incorporated in NAOMInext, seems to be superior to methods using a defined
number of pre-calculated poses. Although NAOMInext does not generate poses
with unlikely torsion angles (outside tolerance 2), the combination of the start
pose sampling and using statistically less likely torsion angles (incorporating
tolerance 2) is sufficient to achieve appropriate results, even for molecules with
statistically less likely torsion angles.

Both approaches, Glide and NAOMInext, predict the alternate conformation
of the reference ligand (see Figure 6.2b) accurately, although the n-octyl chain
has a completely different conformation. This suggests that the available con-
formational space, within the protein binding site, is sampled efficiently and
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(a) Ligand pair with PDB ids
2VMF/2VOT and MCS derived
anchor fragment marked in green.

(b) Crystal structure of PDB id 2VOT
with co-crystallized ligand in grey
and superposed sampling results.

Figure (6.3) Sampling analysis for ligand pair with 2VMF/2VOT[291]. a) MCS derived anchor
fragment of the related ligand pair is marked in green. b) Crystal structure of PDB
id 2VOT[291] with best pose of Glide and NAOMInext in yellow and magenta,
respectively.

diverse poses are obtained for both approaches.

Beta-mannosidase Results for PDB ids 2VMF/2VOT

The following ligand pair is a good example for a genuine FBDD study, because
both, the anchor fragment and the BB, obey the Ro3.[90] In the underlying
study, the anchor fragment, a Mannoimidazole, was substituted with several BBs
to generate new inhibitors.[291] The ligand from PDB id 2VOT[291] (see Figure
6.3a), is an example for a substituted mannoimidazole. The mannoimidazole
fragment is highly strained within the β-mannosidase binding site performing
several hydrogen bond interactions to surrounding residues. This tight binding
may be the cause for the wrongly predicted pose of Glide since placing the
anchor fragment in this small sub pocket may lead to close atom contacts,
i.e. clashes. Thus, Glide predicts a completely different binding mode with
an RMSD of 5.5 Å to the reference structure (see Figure 6.3b yellow pose). As
already reported in the literature, finding new mannosidase inhibitors through
HTS or in silico docking were unsuccessful.[291], [292] Thus, using a fragment-
based H2L approach, e.g. fragment growing, seems to be an obvious alternative
to generate a series of potential lead compounds ensuring the experimentally
predicted binding mode of the anchor fragment. Performing fragment growing,
as provided by NAOMInext, leads to a valid pose with an RMSD of 0.75 Å to
the reference structure (see Figure 6.3b magenta pose).
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6.1.1. Analysis of the Torsion Driven Sampling

In this section the re-growing results are analyzed considering the torsion
driven sampling only. Therefore, the re-growing experiment is performed
using the derived anchor fragment position only (without generating addi-
tional start orientations), i.e. the anchor fragment is tethered and no move-
ment is allowed. In this scenario, NAOMInext was able to find at least one
valid pose for all fragment pairs from the data set except for the pairs with
PDBids 1P57[293]/1O5F[287], 2XDL[294]/4AWQ[295], 2XM2[296]/2WCA[297],
3FUH/3FUK[298], and 3VOZ[299]/3UO9[300]. For example, the pair with PDB
ids 1P57[293]/1O5F[287] (hepsin) could not be processed due to close protein
ligand atom contacts of the crystallized ligand (PDB identifier CR9), which
was recognized as clash and no sampling was performed. Another pair, PDB
ids 3FUH/3FUK[298] (Leukotriene A4 hydrolase), is crystallized within a very
narrow, banana shaped binding site. The ligand from PDB id 3FUK[298] (PDB
identifier 58Z) contains statistically less likely torsion angles, which differ sig-
nificantly from the available angles in the used torsion library.[78], [82] Hence,
the sampling algorithm was not able to enumerate a valid, non-clashing pose
without altering the start pose orientation. It should be noted that the EDIA[301],
[302] score (determined using the ProteinsPlus1 server[272]) of the ligand is far
from satisfying, hence, the ligand may be modeled wrongly into the binding
site. This might be an explanation for the statistically unusual torsion angles.
However, Glide is able to place the ligand within the binding site with an RMSD
of 0.8 Å with respect to the reference structure.

Another interesting example is the pair 2XM2[296]/2WCA[297]. The to-be-
sampled fragment contains an ester bond that, according to the torsion library
statistics, should have an angle of 0◦. However, the crystallized ligand has an
angle of 180◦. Such grossly distorted angles can only be compensated through
introducing more flexibility to the anchor fragment, here, via incorporation
of several start poses. Moreover, the shown case studies reveal the drawback
of the torsion library approach. Even though the usage of a torsion library
reduces the complexity of the conformational space to an amount which is
negotiable, it is still a heuristic approach and not all possible solutions may be
found. Using additional start poses during the fragment growing workflow,
NAOMINext is able to process all of the 271 extracted ligand pairs form the
data set. Subsequently, some interesting results are further outlined.

1https://proteins.plus
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(a) PDB id 1H22 including anchor fragment
from PDB id 1GPN (yellow)

(b) Ligand from PDB id 1H22 colored by
EDIA score

Figure (6.4) The ligand pair with PDB ids 1GPN[226]/1H22[261] crystallized within AChE is
used to exemplify the torsion driven sampling performance of NAOMInext (using
a tethered anchor fragment position). NAOMInext is able to grow the fragment
including the long carbon chain in under 10 seconds considering binding site
constraints. Several unlikely torsion angles are emphasized by EDIA calculations.

Acetylcholinesterase Results for PDB ids 1GPN/1H22

An interesting example is the ligand pair with PDB ids 1GPN[226]/1H22[261]
complexed in Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) (see Figure 6.4). The difference to-be-
attached, is a large fragment consisting of a long carbon chain with 13 rotatable
bonds in a row and a flexible ring system. The carbon chain has statistically
unusual torsion angles (see Figure 6.4a), which is hard to hit for an approach that
is based on statistically derived torsion angles.[78], [82] The flexible ring system
performs hydrogen bond interactions to the backbone of residue phenylalanine
(PHE)288 and to a crystallized water molecule (see Figure 6.4a on the right).
The best predicted pose (on rank 32 at most) consists of a relatively straight
carbon chain comprising mostly, but not exclusively, statistically highly relevant
torsion angles. The ring system is placed nearby its crystallized position but
does not perform the earlier mentioned backbone interactions (see Figure 6.7a).
The atoms of the flexible chain have a slightly worse EDIA score compared
to the remaining atoms, indicating a highly flexible region (see Figure 6.4b).
Hence, the most important molecule part to-be-placed, is the ring system which
is achieved more or less reasonable.

Tyrosine Phosphatase 1B Results for PDB ids 1BZJ/2FJM

The ligand pair discussed here (PDB ids 1BZJ[303]/2FJM[304]) is crystallized
within a protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B). The anchor fragment (a
(difluoronaphthylmethyl) phosphonic acid derivative) performs important in-
teractions to the catalytic site of the WPD loop (see Figure 6.5a).[303] The WDP
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(a) PDB id 2FJM including anchor frag-
ment from PDB id 1BZJ (yellow)

(b) PDB id 2FJM including MCS
derived anchor fragment
(yellow), reference pose (ma-
genta), and NAOMInext re-
sult in grey

Figure (6.5) The ligand pair with PDB ids 1BZJ[303]/2FJM[304] illustrates efficient and ac-
curate results for fragments incorporating statistically highly relevant torsion
angles (green marked bonds in Figure 6.5a). Slight bond angle deviations from
statistically relevant ones hamper an otherwise nearly optimal sampling result.

loop is a conserved loop and important for catalysis of PTP1Bs.[305] The to
be attached fragment has nine rotatable bonds. The observed torsion angles
of the larger reference ligand are all statistically highly relevant (see Figure
6.5a). Hence, the sampling result from NAOMInext has a low RMSD of just
0.9 Å to the reference crystal structure (see Figure 6.5b), although the grown
fragment is very flexible (nine rotatable bonds). The observed RMSD deviations
are mainly based on bond angle deviations of the fourfold substituted carbon
atom. The 3D-coordinate generation procedure in NAOMI (which is used to
generate initial 3D-coordinates for used BBs) uses standard bond angles based
on the VSEPR theory.[256]

Heat shock protein 90 Results for PDB ids 2XAB/2XJX

Heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) is an interesting target in the treatment of cancer
and of great interest in FBDD.[96], [294] The generated result pose has an
RMSD of 1.5 Å to the crystal structure although the attached fragment has
only two rotatable bonds with statistically relevant torsion angles. However,
the N-piperazine group of the reference structure has an EDIA score of nearly
zero since there is no electron density available (see Figure 6.6b). This may be
caused either due to high flexibility or the absence of the N-piperazine group.
Such data inaccuracies make exact statements about the sampling quality, which
is based on RMSD calculations, impossible. Nevertheless, NAOMInext does
generate a valid pose at 1.0 Å RMSD to the crystal structure on rank 34. Since
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(a) PDB id 2XJX including anchor fragment
from PDB id 2XAB (yellow) and best
NAOMInext result pose (grey)

(b) Ligand from PDB id 2XJX colored by
EDIA score

Figure (6.6) Ligand pair with PDB ids 2XJX/2XAB[96] performing strong interactions in the
adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP)ase site of HSP90. The best predicted pose of
NAOMInext differs in the position of the highly solvent exposed N-piperazine
group which has little impact on enzyme activity.[96] Thus, different orientations
are hard to detect for scoring functions.

the N-piperazine group is solvent exposed, the scoring function is not able
to properly distinct poses with high RMSD differences. Another factor for the
relatively high RMSD value is the differing ring system conformation of the
1,3,-dihydro-2H-isoindole moiety which is part of the anchor fragment. The
attached fragment is connected to a non-aromatic ring system (at least not
completely planar). Flexible ring systems may have a high influence on the
relative orientation of attached fragments. Hence, if a fragment is attached at a
flexible ring system, NAOMInext includes the ring system into the sampling
process to increase the variability during the sampling. In this case, available
ring system conformations differ from the co-crystallized form and lead to a
higher RMSD.

Summary

Despite some pitfalls, the torsion driven sampling as implemented in NAOMInext
is able to determine crystal structure poses within a short time frame even for
BBs with many rotatable bonds (see ligand pairs with PDB ids 1BZJ[303]/2FJM[304]
in Section 6.1.1). However, a prerequisite for good results is the quality, i.e.
statistical significance, of the torsion bonds (see ligand pairs with PDB ids
1GPN[226]/1H22[261] in Section 6.1.1). Since this prerequisite is not always
fulfilled, additional orientations of the anchor fragment, i.e. start poses, are
used to improve the performance of NAOMInext’s sampling strategy.
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6.2. Influence of the Start Pose Sampling

An implicit constraint used in NAOMInext is the relative orientation of the
anchor fragment within the protein’s binding site. In this section the influence
of additional orientations of the anchor fragment on the sampling performance
is analyzed. First, the results discussed in Section 6.1.1 are taken up again and
compared to obtained results using 50 start poses (default value). The analysis
addresses two different questions:

• Are multiple start poses necessary?
• Does introducing more variability (degrees of freedom) worsen the pose

ranking?

6.2.1. Are Multiple Start Poses Necessary?

To address the above mentioned question, experiments with different number
of start poses are performed. Therefore, the results from Section 6.1.1 are taken
up again. Finally, results of the whole data set are discussed and extensively
analyzed.

Acetylcholinesterase Results for PDB ids 1GPN/1H22

Using one start pose NAOMInext is able to generate a pose with an RMSD of
2.6 Å but fails to place the flexible ring system (huperzine B derivative) in its
co-crystallized position. Hence, important hydrogen bond interactions to the
backbone of residue PHE288 are missing (see Figure 6.7a).

(a) PDB id 1H22 including NAOMInext re-
sult in grey (1 start pose) and reference
ligand (magenta)

(b) PDB id 1H22 including NAOMInext re-
sult in grey (50 start poses) and refer-
ence ligand (magenta)

Figure (6.7) Sampling results of ligand pair with PDB ids 1GPN[226]/1H22[261] based on
different number of start poses. Using multiple start poses improves the confor-
mational sampling result. The placed flexible ring system performs important
hydrogen bond interactions to the backbone of residue PHE [288].
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Incorporating different start orientations of the anchor fragment into the
sampling process, improves the performance and a RMSD of 1.6 Å to the crystal
structure is obtained. But more importantly, the flexible ring system is placed
in such a way, that it can perform hydrogen bond interactions to the backbone
of residue PHE288 (as performed by the reference crystal structure). Thus,
ensuring the binding mode of the crystallized reference ligand.

Tyrosine Phosphatase 1B Results for PDB ids 1BZJ/2FJM

In this example, introducing more start poses does not significantly improve
the pose result, since using one start pose already lead to a valid pose with an
RMSD of just 0.9 Å. Nevertheless, using 50 start poses leads to the best pose
with an RMSD of 0.84 Å on rank seven. Although the RMSD does not change
dramatically, the benzotriazole group performs an additional hydrogen bond
interaction to the backbone nitrogen atom of residue aspartic acid (ASP)548

(figure 6.8a) (just as the reference pose (see Figure 6.5a)).

(a) PDB id 2FJM including NAOMInext re-
sult in grey (50 start poses) and refer-
ence ligand (magenta)

(b) PDB id 2XJX including NAOMInext re-
sult in grey (50 start poses) and refer-
ence ligand (magenta)

Figure (6.8) Sampling results for ligand pairs with PDB ids 1BZJ[303]/2FJM[304] and
2XAB/2XJX[96] using 50 start poses.

Heat shock protein 90 Results for PDB ids 2XAB/2XJX

Using one start pose, the best obtained pose (on rank 15) has an RMSD of
1.5 Å to the crystal structure. A slightly better pose is found on rank 34 with an
RMSD of 1.0 Å. Performing the same experiment using 50 start poses, leads to
an RMSD of 1.0 Å on rank three, thus improving the rank performance although
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6.2. Influence of the Start Pose Sampling

the used start pose that leads to the better RMSD value is only slightly different.
As already mentioned above, slightly deviating ring system conformations
have a significant influence on the obtained result pose. Here, a minor rotation
of the start pose is enough to overcome the problem of the slightly different
ring system conformation (compared to the reference crystal structure). This
example shows that an initial pose minimization step may be beneficial and
may lead to better overall results.

Overall analysis

The discussed case studies imply that using more start poses leads to better
results. To test if both calculated RMSD sets (using either one start pose or
50) are statistically significantly distinct, the null-hypothesis is defined as: ’H0

= No RMSD change’. This means, increasing the number of start poses has
no significant influence on the results. Here, α = 0.05 (5 %) is used as level
of significance, which is a typically used threshold.[306] Performing a Mann-
Whitney U-test leads to: P = 0.35. Thus, the null-hypothesis is not rejected, i.e.
the data sets do not differ significantly (0.35 ≥ α). Consequently, increasing the
number of start poses does not improve the results significantly.

For 124 of the 271 test cases the RMSD to the crystal structure improves, in
case 50 start poses are used. For 115 test cases the RMSD values deteriorated
(see Figure 6.9). For the remainder no RMSD change is detected. These numbers
emphasize the results of the Mann-Whitney U-test. Considering RMSD changes
of ±0.5 Å as acceptable variation (see Figure 6.9 orange points), only seven
cases got worse (see Figure 6.9 red points) but 63 cases improved (see Figure
6.9 green points). This shows that the use of additional start poses leads to an
improvement of the overall outcome of NAOMInext. However, this improvement
is statistically not significant. In the following, interesting results are analyzed
and discussed.

Serine Protease Hepsin Results for PDB ids 1P57/1O5F

In this serine protease case study (PDB ids 1P57[293]/1O5F[287]), increasing
the number of start poses leads to a valid result. The sampling algorithm
failed if only one start pose is used. The co-crystallized ligand performs very
short hydrogen bonds to the protein.[293] As a result, the ligand is strongly
pulled to the protein surface and the implemented scoring function determines
the initial growing step (fluorine attachment, see Figure 6.10) as clash. Using
additional start poses, a slightly different start pose is sufficient to perform a
valid growing step (see Figure 6.10 magenta overlay). To address such issues,
an initial minimization procedure, slightly optimizing the molecule/anchor
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Figure (6.9) NAOMInext re-growing analysis between one and 50 (default) used start poses.
The RMSD difference is color coded. If using more start poses leads to a more
than 0.5 Å RMSD increase, the RMSD difference is plotted in red. If the RMSD
decreases by more than 0.5 Å the difference is plotted in green. Changes between
−0.5 Å and 0.5 Å are treated as acceptable variations and marked in orange.
Unchanged RMSD values are marked in black.

fragment position according to the used scoring function, may prevent such
numerical inaccuracies.

BACE-1 Results for PDB ids 3L5B/3L5D

Using only one start pose and performing a re-growing experiment (ligand pair
with PDB ids 3L5B/3L5D[307]), the best NAOMInext result pose has an RMSD
of 7.4 Å (figure 6.11a) compared to 1.6 Å if 50 start poses are used (figure 6.11b).
Starting from the optimally placed anchor fragment NAOMInext grows into the
S1’ pocket of BACE-1 (figure 6.11a), which is a conventional binding site.[307]
The highest ranked pose (using 50 start poses) has also a high RMSD, namely
9 Å. Again, the S1’ sub pocket is targeted. Thus, high RMSD values originate,
because the used scoring function (see Section 4.1.10) seems to prefer ligands
targeting the S1’ sub pocket due to better binding site complementarity. This
result shows that depending on the binding site, a detailed inspection of result
poses is inevitable for the success of subsequent optimization steps.

CAII Results for PDB ids 3SBI/3MYQ

In this example, a human CAII protein structure, the common core is a ben-
zenesulfonamide group performing strong interactions with the zinc(II)-atom
which is ligated by histidine residues.[308] Here, increasing the number of start
poses also increases the RMSD value of the best found pose. Key interactions
to the zinc(II)-atom, threonine (THR)199, and THR200 are kept. One possible
issue may be the used scoring function. Since the NAOMI framework does not
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6.2. Influence of the Start Pose Sampling

Figure (6.10) Start pose analysis for ligand pair 1P57[293]/1O5F[287]. The serine protease
performs strong interactions to the crystallized ligand, thus, leading to immediate
clash detection of the anchor pose during fragment growing of the fluorine atom
(grey pose) and thus, abortion of the growing step. Using a slightly different start
pose (magenta) allows growing the fluorine atom into the binding site without
detection of clashes.

(a) NAOMInext result using one start pose
(RMSD: 7.4 Å)

(b) NAOMInext result using 50 start
poses (RMSD: 1.6 Å)

Figure (6.11) Start pose analysis for BACE-1 enzyme using the ligand pair with PDB ids
3L5B/3L5D[307]. Using 1 start pose the scoring function prefers targeting the S1’
sub pocket of the protein binding site. Using 50 start poses NAOMInext nearly
finds an optimal solution performing key interactions within the S1 sub pocket.
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(a) NAOMInext result using 1

start pose (RMSD: 1.3 Å)
(b) NAOMInext result using 50

start poses (RMSD: 2.3 Å)

Figure (6.12) Start pose analysis for CA II using ligand pair with PDB ids
3SBI[309]/3MYQ[310]. Anchor fragment (yellow), reference pose (magenta),
and best NAOMInext result (grey) are shown. Increasing the number of start
poses also increases the RMSD of the best obtained pose to the reference crystal
structure.

determine the metal coordination geometry, interactions to metal atoms are
calculated using a simple distance term. Including an angle term to the metal
scoring may improve the pose ranking and most probably, will prefer the initial
position of the anchor fragment.

6.2.2. Does Introducing more Variability (degrees of freedom)

Worsen the Pose Ranking?

Incorporating more start poses into the sampling inevitably leads to more
results, hence, places increased demands on the pose ranking ability of the
scoring function. Figure 6.13 shows re-growing results for different number of
used start poses. Using 50 start poses leads to the best overall RMSD to the
crystal structure on rank 32 at most and is used as default in NAOMInext.
To investigate the performance of the implemented sampling algorithm in
dependence of the number of used start poses the experiment described in
Section 5.3 is performed. As default, 50 start poses are used as described in
Section 4.2. Here, additional numbers of start poses: 1, 10, 25, 75, and 100 are
tested. The results are shown in Figure 6.13. It should be noted, if only one
start pose is used, the extracted anchor fragment is based on coordinates of the
reference crystal structure. Thus, the anchor part is already placed optimally
(considering a re-growing experiment) and the results completely depend on
the performance of the torsion driven sampling algorithm. For all other cases,
the procedure described in Section 4.2.2 is applied. As can be seen in Figure
6.13, considering an RMSD of 2 Å as a threshold of success, using 50 start poses
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6.2. Influence of the Start Pose Sampling

Figure (6.13) Re-growing results for the 32 best ranked poses using different number of start
poses. The RMSD thresholds to the crystal structure are shown as bins on the
x-axis. The ratio of the correctly predicted poses of the data set from Malhotra
and Karanicolas[44] is shown on the y-axis.

leads to the best results.

Considering the results below 0.5 Å RMSD (see blue bar in Figure 6.13) using
only one start pose seems to be superior compared to more start poses. An
explanation could be the fact, that the crystallized pose (anchor fragment) is not
part of the initial start poses and hence, the sampling algorithm only generates
less good poses. This fact would point out the poor ranking ability of the scoring
function. Regarding higher RMSD thresholds, this effect is compensated and
even using a larger number of start poses leads to better results compared to
one start pose. But this advantage has a peak at about 50 start poses. Further
increasing the number of poses worsens results, which can be explained with the
pose impaired ranking ability of the scoring function. Since the scoring function
is not able to rank the crystal structure at the highest position, introducing more
conformations further decreases the pose ranking performance.

This issue is compensated via clustering the result poses to maintain diversity.
The clustering, described in Section 4.2.6), extracts diverse but still highly
ranked poses. Omitting the clustering step deteriorates the results by 10 % (not
shown). Nevertheless, considering the results on the whole data set, the use of
multiple start poses is highly recommended. However, in specific cases it might
be advantageous to just use the crystallized pose to improve the result ranking.

NAOMInext does not provide or use a pose minimization procedure. Hence,
the generated poses are completely based on the available torsion angles of the
underlying torsion library[78], [82] and the used start pose. For performance
reasons, highly similar torsion angles are clustered to reduce the needed runtime.
Furthermore, the derived angles from the torsion library, i.e. peak angle and
tolerance values, describe only the area in which torsion angles are statistically
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significant. Hence, a fine adjustment of individual angles is not intended in
the workflow of NAOMInext. Therefore, using slightly varying start poses
compensates for the downside of a stepwise torsion angle sampling.

Summary

The sampling performance of the implemented sampling algorithm, mainly
driven by applying torsion angles to rotatable bonds, is sufficient to reproduce
the reference structure within its protein binding site for over 90 % of the
data set (see Figure 6.13). The combination of the heuristic approach and the
dynamic adaptation lead to results fast, but still with an acceptable performance.
Incorporating different start positions of the anchor fragment is important for
the performance of the algorithm. Compared to state-of-the-art docking, the
described approach is superior considering the generated poses and using the
described measure of success. The docking results may be improved using a
constrained docking approach, e.g. tethered docking. Moreover, this requires
profound knowledge of the used tool and usually has to be done manually. At
least for Glide, this could not be performed (without a tremendous amount of
scripting) in an automated fashion to perform a large scale analysis.

6.3. The Influence of the Spatial Filter

The initial step of the fragment growing experiment is a MCS calculation be-
tween the related ligand pair. The aim is a MCS derived anchor fragment, which
is then used as starting point for the growing experiment (see Section 5.1.2).
The implemented spatial filter (Section 5.1.2) facilitates a correct substructure
determination (see figure 5.2 for an example). Figure 6.14 shows an example,
where the derived anchor fragment omits a phenyl moiety which would be part
of a correct MCS. The related ligand pair is shown in Figure 6.14a with the MCS
derived anchor fragment marked in green. Because a spatially corrected MCS is
calculated here, the correctly matching atoms of the phenyl moiety are omitted
due to large distance error (see figure 6.14b).

In Figure 6.15 the EDIA score of both ligands is shown. The phenyl moiety
of the ligand from PDBid 3L5B (Figure 6.15a) has a really low EDIA value
indicating, either a wrong molecule, or a highly flexible part of the molecule.
Considering the related ligand from PDBid 3L5D, depicted in Figure 6.15b, it’s
more likely that the phenyl moiety is highly flexible and may also point into the
opposite direction. Reducing the MCS derived anchor fragment seems logically
in this specific case. Moreover, this molecule does not obey the Ro3 for fragment
like molecules as it has four rotatable bonds. Nevertheless, anchor fragments
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PDBid 3L5D PDBid 3L5B

(a) Ligand pair from PDB ids 3L5B and 3L5D with marked substructure
(green) and extension vector of the extracted BB in red.

(b) Binding site superimposed related
ligands from PDB ids 3L5B and
3L5D.

Figure (6.14) Binding site superimposed related ligands from PDB ids 3L5B and 3L5D[307].
a) The derived anchor fragment is highlighted in green b) 3D-view and corre-
sponding anchor fragment atoms are highlighted using red spheres. A simple
topological MCS between both structures would include the phenyl moiety.
Here, a spatially corrected MCS is calculated which filters out strongly deviating
atoms.

(a) Ligand BDO from PDBid 3L5B colored
by EDIA score.

(b) Ligand BDV from PDBid
3L5D colored by EDIA score.

Figure (6.15) Related ligand pair from PDBids 3L5B and 3L5D colored by EDIA[302] score.
The phenyl moiety from ligand BDO (PDBid 3L5B) has a really low EDIA score
as there is barely electron density available. This indicates that the phenyl ring
may be very flexible and a rigid positioning is kind of arbitrary. Pictures created
with ProteinsPlus2.[272]
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(a) NAOMInext cross-growing results on
271 related ligand pairs

(b) Glide cross-docking results on 271 re-
lated ligand pairs

Figure (6.16) Cross-docking results a) NAOMInext and b) Glide on a subset of the data
set from Malhotra and Karanicolas[44]. Each bar shows the achieved ratio of
the test set (y-axis) for the best n ranked poses ( n = 1, 8, 16, 32) for a given
RMSD threshold (x-axis). Both, docking and fragment-growing experiments, are
performed using the protein structure of the larger ligand.

incorporating flexible side chains should be avoided, because NAOMInext
does not incorporate torsion flexibility of the anchor fragment during the
optimization workflow. In such cases, tools performing docking of the complete
structure may be advantageous. In other cases, i.e. using ligand pairs of non-
conserved binding mode, the spatial MCS filter may prevent the algorithm
from finding a valid anchor fragment. This does not falsify the results since
NAOMInext is not able to predict binding mode changes anyway.

6.4. Cross-Growing/Cross-Docking Experiment

Besides the re-docking/re-growing experiment cross-growing and cross-docking
experiments are performed. This experiment is a much more realistic scenario
and incorporates putative changes of the protein conformation due to ligand
elaboration. The test uses data from the smaller ligand of the related ligand
pair, i.e. the protein structure and the binding mode. Therefore, the MCS
derived anchor fragment is superimposed onto the smaller ligand coordinates to
simulate a real fragment growing scenario. Furthermore, the soft-docking ability
of both approaches is tested as well as their ability to work with experimental
data from fragment screening experiments of FBDD projects.

Here, the performance compared to the re-docking results drops significantly
for both tools (see Figure 6.16). The pose ranking seems comparable to the
re-docking results with the exception of the larger drop between the best and
best eight poses (on average 20 %). In this evaluation Glide and NAOMInext
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Figure (6.17) Cross-Docking results for trypsin and ligand pair with PDB ids
1G36[311]/3GY4[312]. The reference structure, the best Glide pose, and the
best NAOMInext pose are shown in grey, yellow, and magenta, respectively.

failed in 17 and 21 out of 271 test cases, respectively. A failure is, for example,
a pair with a very different binding mode, hence, the growing could not be
performed due to possible clashes with the binding site. For about 70 % of the
test cases NAOMInext is able to predict a valid pose below 2.0 Å RMSD to the
crystal structure on rank 32 at most. Glide correctly predicts about 50 % of the
test cases using the same rank criteria. In the following, several case studies are
discussed.

Trypsin Results for PDB ids 1G36/3GY4

Open spaced binding sites, such as in the case of trypsin (see Figure 6.17), are
more difficult for the sampling approach of NAOMInext since the conforma-
tional space is much larger and only less binding site constraints can be used
to guide the sampling procedure into a local optimum. In the example shown
in Figure 6.17, Glide obtains a valid pose with an RMSD of 1.5 Å (NAOMInext
2.8 Å) with reference to the crystal structure. NAOMInext misplaces the central
benzimidazole group inverted by 180◦ performing a different hydrogen bond
interaction to a water molecule (not shown).

Acetylcholinesterase Results for PDB ids 1GQS/1DX6

This ligand pair from the data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas is complexed
within AChE and marked as binding mode changed.[44] Here, both ligands
share a phenyl moiety as common core. Since NAOMInext uses the position of
the MCS derived core structure, the phenyl moiety is misplaced and thus leads
to a large RMSD with respect to the crystal structure of 4.3 Å. Nevertheless, the
most important groups, performing hydrogen bond interactions, are placed in
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(a) AChE structure from
PDB id 1DX6

(b) AChE structure
from PDB id
1DX6

Figure (6.18) Ligand pair with PDB ids 1GQS[313]/1DX6[314] annotated with binding mode
change. a) PDB id 1DX6[314] and co-crystallized ligand in yellow. Larger ligand
from PDB id 1GQS[313] superposed in grey. b) PDB id 1DX6[314] and co-
crystallized ligand in yellow. Best glide pose in grey and NAOMinext pose
in purple. The best Glide pose has an RMSD of 0.75 Å and the best pose of
NAOMInext has an RMSD of 4.3 Å

the right positions of the binding site (see Figure 6.18a). Glide does not use any
information about the ligand binding position and perfectly docks the ligand
into the binding site maintaining the binding mode of the reference structure
with an RMSD of 0.75 Å.

Aurora Kinase A Results for PDB ids 2W1D/2W1C

This ligand pair is the result of a FBDD study for the development of an Aurora
kinase A inhibitor starting from a pyrazole-benzimidazole fragment.[315] The
pyrazole-benzimidazole fragment performs strong hydrogen bonds to the kinase
hinge region (residues alanine (ALA)213 and glutamic acid (GLU)211 in PDB
id 2W1D[315]) within the ATP-binding site of Aurora A kinase (see Figure
6.19).[315]

The elaborated ligand (PDB id 2W1C) contains an additional fluorinated
benzamide group and a morpholine group (see grey structure in Figure 6.19a).
The morpholine group (of the best NAOMInext pose) shows the largest RMSD
deviation to the crystal structure. Since it is solvent exposed, several placements
of the morpholine ring are possible. However, the morpholine ring in the
reference structure performs a hydrogen bond interaction to the protein that is
not targeted by the NAOMInext pose. Nevertheless, The introduced benzamide
group is placed correctly within the ATP-binding site.

Glide predicts a completely different pose with an RMSD of 7.1 Å to the
crystal structure. None of the key interactions to the hinge region is performed.
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(a) Reference ligand from PDB id
2W1C in grey and fragment in
yellow in crystal structure of
PDB id 2W1D.

(b) Best poses of Glide and
NAOMInext in magenta and
grey, respectively.

Figure (6.19) Ligand Pair with PDB ids 2W1D/2W1C annotated with no binding mode change
in crystal structure of Aurora A kinase (PDB id 2W1D[315]). a) Reference ligand
from PDB id 2W1C[315] in grey and fragment in yellow. b) The best Glide pose
(magenta) has an RMSD of 7.1 Å and the best pose of NAOMInext (grey) has
an RMSD of 1.5 Å with respect to the reference structure (ligand from PDB id
2W1C[315]).

6.4.1. Start Pose Analysis

Analog to the re-growing evaluation, the influence of the number of start poses
is also analyzed for the cross-growing scenario. Here, the usage of different
start poses has a much bigger influence on the results as compared to the re-
growing analysis (see Figure 6.20). Using the same α value as level of significance
(α = 0.05 (5 %)), the calculated p− value of the performed Mann-Whitney U-test
( P = 3.2 × 10−3) is two orders of magnitude lower as the calculated p − value
of the re-growing analysis ( P = 0.35), i.e. both sets are significantly different.
Hence, using more start poses is advantageous over one start pose.

Using 50 start poses improves the results for 2
3 of the data set and worsens

the results for 1
3 . Again, considering only RMSD changes above 0.5 Å, about

37 % of the results improve (see green dots in Figure 6.20) and only 4 % (ten
ligand pairs) of the results deteriorate (see red dots in Figure 6.20). In the
one start pose scenario NAOMInext failed to generate a result for 52 ligand
pairs. After increasing the number of start poses, cases that cannot be handled
dropped to 17 only. Thus, the incorporation of different start orientations of the
anchor fragment significantly improves the outcome of NAOMInext and is an
important component of the sampling algorithm. In the following, several case
studies are discussed in more detail.
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Figure (6.20) NAOMInext cross-growing analysis between one and 50 (default) used start
poses. The RMSD difference is plotted color coded. If using more start poses
leads to a more than 0.5 Å RMSD increase, the RMSD difference is plotted
in red. If the RMSD decreases by more than 0.5 Å the difference is plotted in
green. Changes between −0.5 Å and 0.5 Å are treated as acceptable variations
and marked in orange. Unchanged RMSD values are marked in black. Cases
where no difference could be calculated (no result in one case or the other) the
difference value is set to 10 Å or rather −10 Å.

Ligand LZI PDBid 2VWM Ligand ME1 PDBid 2P93

Figure (6.21) Ligand pair (PDB ids 2VWM/2P93) with marked MCS in green.

Factor XA Results for PDB ids 2VWM/2P93

The here discussed ligand pair is crystallized within the protein Factor XA,
which is an important target for the treatment and prevention of thrombotic
diseases.[316] Figure 6.21 shows both ligands side by side including the MCS
derived anchor fragment marked in green. Besides the marked ring system,
additionally both ligands share a 2-chloro-5-carboxamide-thiophene group that is
buried deeply inside the S1 pocket of the factor XA binding site (see Figure
6.22a).[316] Due to variation of the central chain (introduction of a L-prolinamide
group), the 2-chloro-5-carboxamide-thiophene group is not part of the derived
anchor fragment, so this part must be sampled in the current evaluation. Figure
6.22b shows the obtained results using different number of start poses. Using
only one start pose, NAOMInext is not able to correctly place the 2-chloro-5-
carboxamide-thiophene group within the S1 pocket (see Figure 6.22b yellow pose
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(a) Overlay of related ligand pair from PDB
ids 2VWM/2P93

(b) NAOMInext sampling results us-
ing different number of start
poses.

Figure (6.22) Sampling results for related ligand pair with PDB ids 2VWM/2P93. a) smaller
ligand in grey and larger reference ligand in magenta b) using one start pose
(yellow) and 50 start poses (purple). Reference structure of larger ligand LZI
(from PDB id 2VWM) is depicted in grey.

(RMSD: 6.3 Å)). Using a slightly rotated pose (see Figure 6.22b purple pose),
the S1 pocket can be targeted correctly achieving an RMSD of 1.4 Å to the
crystal structure. In this case study, the MCS derived anchor fragment has a
relatively high initial RMSD of 1.4 Å (RMSD is calculated between the binding
site superimposed related ligand pairs). Due to the fact that NAOMInext does
not generate shifted start poses (see Section 4.2.2) a much lower RMSD is hardly
possible. Using an initial pose minimization procedure may overcome this issue
and may lead to better results.

Phosphoinositide-3-OH Kinase Results for PDB ids 2WXI/2WXN

Finding new structures to improve selectivity and potency for phosphoinositide-
3-OH kinase (PI(3)K) inhibitors lead to the development of the ligand pair
crystallized within PDB ids 2WXI and 2WXN.[317] Both ligands are categorized
into different classes of PI(3)K inhibitors:

• flat inhibitors (PDB id 2WXN) and
• propeller-shaped p110δ-selective inhibitors.

The last class of inhibitors induce the formation of the specificity pocket (see
Figure 6.23a). Hence, using a fragment growing approach (without considering
protein flexibility) based on anchor fragments of the first class will not be able to
generate results with the correct binding mode due to clashes with the binding
site(see Figure 6.23b). Using NAOMInext with just one start pose does lead to a
result with an RMSD of 1.6 Å to the crystal structure, but with clashes to the
binding site. In cases with less available start poses, the algorithm tries to find
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(a) Reference ligand from PDB id
2WXN with smaller ligand from
PDB id 2WXI (yellow).

(b) PDB id 2WXN and NAOMInext results
for one and 50 start poses depicted in
yellow and grey, respectively.

Figure (6.23) Sampling results for related ligand pair with PDB ids 2WXI/2WXN a) larger
ligand in grey and smaller ligand in yellow b) NAOMInext results using one
start pose (yellow) and 50 start poses (grey). The yellow pose clashes with the
protein binding site since protein flexibility is not considered.

a solution even though this would lead to slight clashes. However, using one
start pose is for evaluation purposes only.

Using 50 start poses does lead to a valid and clash free pose, but with a larger
RMSD of 2.6 Å to the reference structure. This example clarifies the drawback
of growing approaches using a fixed protein representation. Incorporating side
chain flexibility or using protein ensembles may resolve this specific issue and
may lead to a valid pose with a small RMSD to the reference crystal structure.
Thus, the user is referred to the command-line mode of NAOMInext providing
the possibility to run the experiment on an ensemble of proteins.

6.4.2. Influence of the Number of Start Poses

As already discussed in Section 6.2.2, the number of used start poses has a
significant influence on the outcome of NAOMInext. Here, this influence should
be analyzed considering the cross-growing results. In Figure 6.24 the results
for different numbers of start poses are shown. As in the re-growing case, using
more start poses worsens the pose ranking for results below 0.5 Å RMSD. This
effect is compensated if the RMSD threshold for success is increased to 1.0 Å.
The higher the RMSD threshold for success is chosen, the more start poses
can/should be used. In this thesis, poses below 2.0 Å RMSD to the crystal
structure are considered as success. Thus, according to this analysis, 75 start
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Figure (6.24) Cross-growing results for the 32 best ranked poses using different number of
start poses. The RMSD thresholds to the crystal structure are shown as bins on
the x-axis. The ratio of correctly predicted poses of the data set from Malhotra
and Karanicolas[44] is shown on the y-axis.

poses should be used to gain the best results. However, as a default 50 start
poses are used in NAOMInext since the results are not significantly worse, but
the runtime is much lower. Depending on the desired level of accuracy, less
start poses may be used. As a consequence some targets may not be able to be
processed.

6.5. Binding Mode Analysis

According to Malhotra and Karanicolas binding mode changes during chemical
elaboration of fragments are unfortunately relatively common.[44] 41 of the 297

investigated ligand pairs (14 %) have been found to change their binding mode.
According to their statistical analysis, “Compounds that change binding mode
upon elaboration typically have fewer (non-hydrogen) atoms than compounds
that retain their binding mode”.[44] Using the provided information from
Malhotra and Karanicolas, subsets of conserved and non-conserved binding
modes are compiled and analyzed separately. Figure 6.25 shows the performance
of NAOMInext for fragment growing experiments (re- and cross-growing) using
ligand pairs providing just one exit vector. Thus, the conserved binding mode
subset incorporates 135 pairs which could be further analyzed and the non-
conserved subset incorporates eleven pairs. As a consequence, the results of the
non-conserved subset are not statistically significant and should be treated with
caution.

In Figure 6.25a the results for both experiments, re- and cross-growing, are
shown for the individually compiled subsets. The ratio of a successful growing
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(a) Results with ≤ 1 Å RMSD to the crystal
structure.
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(b) Results with ≤ 2 Å RMSD to the crystal
structure.

Figure (6.25) NAOMInext performance (ratio of a successful growing approach, minimum of
32 highest ranked poses) in relation to ligand flexibility (number of rotatable
bonds) is plotted. The ratio of a successful growing approach for each individual
set is plotted on the y-axis, the fragment flexibility on the x-axis. The conserved
binding mode subset and the non-conserved subset contain 135 and eleven pairs,
respectively.

approach (RMSD ≤ 1 Å to the crystal structure, minimum of 32 highest ranked
poses) is plotted with respect to the fragments flexibility, i.e. number of rotatable
bonds. Considering the conserved subset (re-growing mode), NAOMInext is
able to predict over 80 % of the set correctly for up to five rotatable bonds
(yellow curve in Figure 6.25a). In comparison to this, the cross-growing results
are on average 20 % worse. Considering a somehow less stringent threshold (see
Figure 6.25b RMSD ≤ 2 Å to the crystal structure, minimum of 32 highest ranked
poses), NAOMInext is able to predict a valid pose for over 80 % of the conserved
subset (cross-growing mode). These results are achieved independently from
the number of rotatable bonds. However, the number of examples of seven
rotatable bonds and more is less than ten, i.e. statistically not meaningful (see
Figure 6.29c). The same analysis is performed for the non-conserved subset.
NAOMInext is not able to predict binding mode changes (figure 6.25 orange
curve). This is not surprising since the binding mode of most ligand pairs differs
significantly. Selected examples of related ligand pairs (extracted from the data
set of Malhotra and Karanicolas[44]) with annotated binding mode changes are
shown in Figure 6.26.

6.5.1. Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 Inhibitors and SBDD

In Figure 6.26a, the indazole fragment, crystallized within cyclin-dependent ki-
nase 2 (CDK2) binds to the ATP binding site performing key interactions to back-
bone residues at the hinge region (residues GLU81 and leucine (LEU)83).[319]
The larger elaborated ligand occupies another position in the protein binding
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6.5. Binding Mode Analysis

(a) PDB ids 2R3K[318] and
2VTA[319]. Pocket RMSD:
0.8 Å (all atoms); 0.16 Å
(backbone)

(b) PDB ids 3ADS and
3ADT[320]. Pocket RMSD:
0.58 Å (all atoms); 0.16 Å
(backbone)

(c) PDB ids 3B27[321] and
2WI3[322]. Pocket RMSD:
2.66 Å (all atoms); 2.51 Å
(backbone)

(d) PDB ids 4B74 and 4B6F[323].
Pocket RMSD: 0.87 Å (all
atoms); 0.34 Å (backbone)

Figure (6.26) Related ligand-pair examples annotated with binding mode change extracted
from the data set of Malhotra and Karanicolas.[44] The smaller fragment and the
larger ligand are shown in grey and yellow, respectively. Pocket RMSD values
are obtained after binding site alignment of the respective protein structures
using the tool SIENA.[271]

site, however, still performing the former key interactions to the hinge region
(see Figure 6.27a) Moreover, an additional interaction is formed that may be
accountable for the binding mode change.

The binding pocket RMSD (all atoms) between both protein structures (of
each ligand) is just 0.8 Å (see Figure 6.27c), i.e. there is most likely no significant
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6. Results and Discussion

(a) Larger ligand interactions (b) Generated start pose.

(c) Binding site superposition (top
view).

Figure (6.27) Binding mode analysis of CDK2 using PDB ids 2R3K[318] and 2VTA[319]. a)
Larger ligand from PDB id 2R3K[318] performing interactions to the hinge
region. Fragment from PDB id 2VTA[319] overlayed in yellow. b) Generated start
pose (grey) with larger ligand (magenta) and anchor fragment (yellow). Start
pose generation is solely based on the anchor fragment structure, in this case, a
topological MCS of the indazole structure c) PDB ids 2R3K[318] and 2VTA[319]
superposed using SIENA[271] from ProteinsPlus3 server.[272].

protein flexibility. As can be seen in Figure 6.27b, NAOMInext is able to generate
a start pose matching the corresponding reference ligand position with an
RMSD of 0.6 Å (substructure RMSD of the MCS derived anchor fragment only).
However, sampling the attached fragment and subsequent scoring does not lead
to a valid result with the correct binding mode. In this example, the binding site
is very narrow and even a slightly suboptimal start pose leads to clashes during
the torsion driven sampling process. One possibility to solve this issue would
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6.5. Binding Mode Analysis

be an initial start pose minimization step prior to the sampling to achieve a
better start pose orientation.

The elaborated ligand retains key interactions of the initial binding fragment
although in a different binding mode (see Figure 6.27a). This circumstance
was also discovered during the fragment-based study performed by Wyatt and
co-workers.[319]

In this specific case, the anchor fragment (core) is not only extended by addi-
tional substituents, moreover, the core is altered itself. Hence, the introduction
of a different hydrogen bond donor (secondary amine) and removal from the
donor group in the core moiety (change from 1H-indazole to pyrazolo[1,5-
a]pyridin) lead to an expected change of the binding mode (see Figure 6.27a).
However, the deprotonated nitrogen atom of the pyrazole still performs the
same interaction to the backbone nitrogen of residue LEU83 of the hinge region.

6.5.2. PPARγ

The next ligand pair is crystallized within peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptor γ (PParγ) and pictured in Figure 6.26b. The ligand pair is subject to a
significant binding mode change during chemical elaboration, which can not
be approached by any generated start pose since a translation of the anchor
fragment would be necessary (NAOMInext only performs rotations around
the anchor centroid see Section 4.2.2). The binding site of PParγ is very open
spaced and derivatives (ligands from PDB ids 3ADV, 3ADW, and 3ADU[320])
of the ligand, complexed in PDB id 3ADT[320], nonspecifically bind over the
complete binding site (data not shown). Hence, this protein target may not be
the best choice for FBDD and traditional docking or HTS may be beneficial.

6.5.3. Does the Binding Mode Change Correlate with the

Pocket RMSD?

On average, related ligand pairs with annotated binding mode change seem to
have a higher pocket RMSD (see Figure 6.28). Statistically, there is no difference
between both sets (p value = 1.0, determined according to Section 5.4). The only
statistically meaningful difference found between both sets is the number of
heavy atoms of the smaller ligand (according to Malhotra and Karanicolas).[44]
Typically, compounds with fewer heavy atoms change their binding mode upon
elaboration. Anyway, there is no threshold to be used to filter out fragments
that most probably would change their binding mode. To be on the safe side,
there is no other way as to determine the binding mode of potential new lead
like ligands experimentally.
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Figure (6.28) Pocket RMSD statistics for conserved and non-conserved subsets. Pocket RMSD
values of the non-conserved binding mode set seem to be higher on average.
However, the difference between both sets is not statistically significant (p value
= 1.0)

6.6. Runtime

To provide an interactive user experience during the usage of NAOMInext,
great value was placed on runtime, i.e. runtime of the conformational sampling
approach. Since the implemented sampling procedure is based on two indepen-
dent parts, namely the torsion driven sampling and the start pose sampling,
runtime results are analyzed independently. In Figure 6.29a the results for the
torsion driven sampling (one start pose only) are shown, binned by rotatable
bond count. For up to five rotatable bonds the needed runtime is below 1 s,
which will cover most of the attached BBs if they obey the Ro3. See Figure
6.30 for an example of a rotatable bond analysis of two different vendor BB
catalogues downloaded from ZINC.[120], [223], [224] For BBs with more than
five rotatable bonds the needed runtime slightly increases, but is still below
10 s for up to 13 rotatable bonds. It should be mentioned that the runtime
results for fragments with more than six rotatable bonds should be treated with
caution, since the low amount of data does not allow for a statistically sound
statement (see Figure 6.29c). Figure 6.29b shows the needed runtime for a usual
NAOMInext experiment using at most 50 start poses (default upper bound),
which are needed to account for strain during fragment growing. As expected,
compared to the usage of only one start pose, the runtime increases to a median
runtime of about 25 s for fragments with up to nine rotatable bonds. The only
sub-linear increase in runtime is achieved by using a heuristic approach which
adapts to existent states and constraints (see Section 4.2.4). Hence, the imple-
mented approach adapts to the available number of start poses by limiting the
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(a) Runtime per rotatable bond for one
start pose

(b) Runtime per rotatable bond for up-
per bound of 50 start poses

(c) Quantity of fragments grouped by
rotatable bond count

Figure (6.29) Sampling runtime analysis of NAOMInext. a) Runtime for one start pose to
analyze the needed runtime of the sampling approach. b) Runtime for upper
bound of 50 start poses to analyze the ability of the heuristic approach to ensure
short run times. c) Quantity of fragments grouped by rotatable bond count.
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(a) BBs from ChemBridge data set binned
by rotatable bond count

(b) BBs from ChemBridge and Sigma
Aldrich data set binned by rotatable
bond count

Figure (6.30) Rotatable bond analysis of vendor BB catalogues. a) BBs of ChemBridge data set
binned by rotatable bond count, one bond per bin. b) BBs of ChemBridge (mus-
tard yellow) and Sigma Aldrich (blue) data set combined and normalized.[120]
Over 90 % of the BBs have five rotatable bonds at most. The Sigma Aldrich BB
catalogue is by far more complex and comprises larger BBs (over 80 % of the BBs
below six rotatable bonds).

number of eligible torsion angles used for the torsion driven sampling of the
attached BB. Thus, optimizing the tradeoff between runtime and accuracy.

6.7. Reactions

The implemented reaction workflow is validated using a unit test framework
based on Qt[244] and the described approach in Section 5.5. The coverage of the
bioactivity-relevant chemical space has already been described earlier.[46] Be-
sides the unit testing procedure, the reaction workflow is tested in combination
with the subsequent conformational sampling approach. Since the required test
data need to meet several requirements, an automated large scale analysis is
not possible. Thus, a few hand curated examples are tested and discussed.

6.7.1. Reaction Unit Tests

All incorporated reactions are tested within a unit testing framework of Qt[244].
Unit tests are used to test individual modules of a software framework or
software tool. The publicly available reaction set from Hartenfeller et al. incor-
porates educt smiles (reactants) for each reaction (see Supporting Information
of Hartenfeller et al. [43] and appendix E). Thus, each reaction is tested using
the provided reactants. As a result:

• reactant matching,
• reaction execution, and
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• result validation

is performed within the test. Invalid reactions and wrong reaction execution is
detected at an early step, because the product SMARTS of a given SMIRKS is
not only used to derive to-be-formed covalent bonds and required atom state
adaptations, but also to match the resulting product to ensure correctness of
the reaction. All described reactions from Hartenfeller and co-workers can be
performed. However, small adaptations have been performed (see Section 4.3.2
and appendix E).

6.7.2. Reaction Results for Factor VIIa using PDB ids
4X8T/4X8V

Cheney and co-workers obtained this ligand pair using a fragment-based screen-
ing approach to achieve a new inhibitor for Factor VIIa.[324] One of the derived
screening hits, a lactam derivative, was used as starting point and elaborated
into a new potent inhibitor. In this case, the larger ligand can be obtained by
applying a Buchwald-Hartwig reaction to the initial hit. Thus, performing an
in silico chemical reaction within the protein binding site. The appropriate BB
is generated based on the reference structure to test the reaction implemen-
tation of NAOMInext. See Figure 5.4 in Section 5.5 for an example of the BB
extraction. This case study is of course artificially created. The original ligand
from PDB id 4X8V[324] was synthesized differently performing several reaction
steps including a multi component reaction (MCR) (see Supporting Information
from Cheney et al. ).[324] However, the case study is able to exemplify the
reaction workflow in combination with subsequent conformational sampling
incorporated into NAOMInext.

Figure 6.31 shows the obtained results for both approaches performing the
experiment described in Section 5.5. The result of Figure 6.31a is obtained from
the artificial growing approach and the result of Figure 6.31b using a built
in reaction rule from the published Reaction SMARTS set of Hartenfeller and
co-workers.[43] Both results are nearly identical except for the pyrrolidine ring
conformation (see Figure 6.31a and 6.31b in the middle which has a slightly
different conformation. This difference occurs because NAOMInext does not
perform a canonization procedure for substructures (due to implementation
issues), thus, leading to the generation of a different ring conformation which
depends on the atom order of the given input. Nevertheless, the difference is
not dramatic since the pyrrolidine ring has no further substituents and the same
binding mode is obtained. In case the pyrrolidine ring had further substituents,
the effect could be more dramatic but should be absorbed due to the smooth
sampling procedure.
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(a) Artifical growing result using
extracted lactam derivative as
anchor.

(b) Sampling result using a Buchwald-
Hartwig reaction and ligand from
PDBid 4X8V as anchor.

Figure (6.31) Comparison of sampling results using artificial building block and genuine in
silico Buchwald-Hartwig reaction mechanism within protein structure of factor
VIIa (PDB id 4X8T[324]). a) Best artificial growing pose in grey achieved an
RMSD of 1.65 Å with respect to the reference structure. b) Best pose in grey
achieved an RMSD of 1.8 Å with respect to the reference structure. The pose
seems to be nearly identical except for the conformation of the pyrrolidine ring.

6.7.3. Reaction Results for Mitochondrial Branched Chain
Aminotransferase using PDB ids 5I5V/5I5X

Performed fragment screening and subsequent amide reaction lead to this
ligand pair crystallized within mitochondrial branched chain aminotransferase
(BCATm).[325] To be able to perform RMSD calculations of the result poses, the
substituted methyl at ligand 68A (PDBid 5I5V) has been removed from the ring
system (for RMSD calculation only, see Figure 6.32a grey bond). The reaction
center is depicted in Figure 6.32a (grey box). Though the carboxyl group is
represented with explicit double and single bonds, it has a delocalized character.
Hence, different explicit representations (protonation states and tautomers) are
possible and either of these bonds may have a double bond or single bond
character.[79] The implemented SMARTS matching procedure (see Section 4.3.2)
makes use of this circumstance and performs a correct reaction (in this case a
Schotten-Baumann amide reaction). Since the carboxyl group is the reaction center,
the subsequent substructure determination (needed for the conformational
sampling procedure) includes the bond between the carboxyl group and the
ring system within the torsion driven sampling procedure. Both, the artificial
growing procedure and the reaction implementation lead to identical results
(see Figure 6.32b). The artificial growing procedure strongly depends on the
given user input. In case a different tautomeric form is used, a different result
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PDBid 5I5X PDBid 5I5V

(a) Ligand pair with PDB ids 5I5V/5I5X and derived MCS marked
in light blue.

(b) Sampling result using a Schotten-
Baumann amide reaction and modified
ligand from PDBid 5I5V as anchor.

(c) Sampling result using different artifi-
cial tautomer.

Figure (6.32) Comparison of sampling results using artificial building block and genuine in
silico Schotten-Baumann amide reaction mechanism within protein structure of
mitochondrial branched chain aminotransferase (PDB id 5I5V[325]). a) Ligand
pair with PDBids 5I5V/5I5X[325] and derived MCS marked in light blue. The
extension vector (exo-bond) is marked in red. The reaction center is depicted
in a grey box. The removed methyl group is marked as grey bond (smaller
ligand with PDB id 5I5V[325]). b) PDB id 5I5V[325] and best artificial growing
and reaction pose (both in grey) achieved an identical RMSD to the reference
structure (0.59 Å). c) Best artificial growing pose using wrong extension vector
in grey achieved 1.28 Å RMSD to the reference structure.

pose is obtained (see Figure 6.32c). In this setting, the sampling algorithm takes
the user input for granted and does not extend the to-be-sampled substructure.
In conclusion, if using the artificial (i.e. manual) growing procedure, the user
is responsible for the correct tautomer usage. Thus, using the implemented
reaction procedure is highly recommended, since tautomer and protonation
state mapping issues are implicitly solved by NAOMInext.
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In recent years, more and more methods have been published providing medic-
inal chemists with the needed set of tools to develop new drug candidates.
Especially in the field of FBDD new tools, which serve as idea generators, have
been developed recently [55], [57], [58]. This fact shows, that there still exists
the need for new developments since not all user requirements are solved yet.

As part of this thesis a software application called NAOMInext is developed
to support medicinal chemists, during H2L optimization in the field of FBDD.
NAOMInext, especially its conformational sampling engine, is validated using a
large-scale data set. Incorporated synthetic reaction rules facilitates subsequent
chemical synthesis of the predicted compounds. The modern and simplistic
interactive user interface and the performed large scale validation distinguishes
NAOMInext from other currently available programs from academia. Moreover,
NAOMInext combines several aspects of the FBDD design cycle within one
condensed workflow. This eliminates the tedious manual application of various
tools.

This chapter describes the requirements that must be met by an interactive
program in the context of H2L optimization within FBDD. Interactive usage
and efficiency are important aspects of the tool, since users should be able
to incorporate their knowledge into the workflow by means of an easy-to-
use user interface. Moreover, during implementation hardware limitations of
current desktop computers have been incorporated into the software design.
The requirements and the implementation of the different features is described
in the following. Moreover, a short overview of the software architecture and
the underlying implemented software libraries is given.

7.1. Requirements

This section describes the different requirements that need to be solved by
NAOMINext to provide users with a useful tool in the field of FBDD.

Interactivity An important aspect of NAOMInext is interactivity. Users should
be able to incorporate their knowledge (additional constraints) into the
design process of new compounds. Hence, an easy-to-use interface is a
requirement that must be met.
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Hardware limitations NAOMInext should be used by medicinal chemists to
generate new lead series including potential synthesis pathways. Gener-
ating huge compound libraries may exceed the main memory of current
desktop computers. This limitation should be considered during the soft-
ware design.

Parallelism Since interactivity is an important prerequisite of NAOMInext,
parallelism is inevitable during the design of computationally demanding
calculations. Thus, different threads are used to asynchronously perform
CPU-intensive calculations like conformational sampling.

Ease of use Complicated user interfaces or installation obstacles prevent users
from using useful software. Non-expert users should not be overwhelmed
from a wide variety of possible settings and tool functionality. Hence, easy
installation and a clean simplistic interface should be considered during
the software design.

7.2. Software Architecture

NAOMInext is based on the NAOMI framework, which is implemented using
C++. Different functionality is divided in individual (independent) libraries.
Some libraries may depend on functionality of other libraries (see Figure 7.3).

Mainly two different libraries have been developed during this thesis: the
ConstraintSampling and the Reactions library (see Figure 7.3). Many other func-
tional implementations have been integrated into already existing libraries, e.g.
Coordinates3d and TorsionLib. The ConstraintSampling library depends on many
basic NAOMI libraries like the Molecule library (implicit dependency). However,
the main functionality is derived from the Coordinates3d library, which received
a significant number of enhancements during this thesis. The ConstraintSampling
provides the needed functionality to perform conformational sampling within
protein binding sites. Needed pre-processing steps are implicitly performed by
underlying library functionality.

The Reactions library is a new implementation as well. The most impor-
tant dependencies are the SMARTS Matching library and the Molecule library.
The SMARTS Matching library is used to interpret the synthetic reaction rules
(SMIRKS) and to perform the substructure matching, which is needed to obtain
a pairwise atom mapping between reactant and reaction products. The Molecule
library provides basic functionality to alter molecular graphs (single bond for-
mation). However, several extensions have been incorporated into the Molecule
library to perform ring closure reactions and more sophisticated modifications
as well. The Reactions library provides a clean interface and performs all neces-
sary steps to perform a reaction between two molecules or transformations for a
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Figure (7.1) Software architecture dependencies of NAOMInext. For simplification, only rele-
vant libraries and dependencies are shown.

single molecule. The interface function only needs two molecules and a SMIRKS
or a reaction name to perform already incorporated reactions from Hartenfeller
and co-workers.[43] SMIRKS parsing, reaction execution, and reaction result
validation is completely performed using library internal functionality.

7.3. Implicitly solved Requirements

During the development of NAOMInext, great emphasis was put on correctness,
efficiency, and ease of use. The basis of NAOMInext, the NAOMI framework, is
a validated cheminformatics toolkit based on a consistent chemical model.[75]
The main cause to develop a new tool for FBDD is based on NAOMInext’s
intended use. Because it should be used in an interactive and iterative way,
a clean and simplistic user interface is of the utmost importance. Moreover,
the combination of synthetically feasible fragment growing and virtual HTS
in an integrated approach allows for a more efficient search space coverage.
NAOMInext does most of the time consuming pre-processing without user
interaction based on the following published algorithms:

• reading and parsing input files in different file formats[75], [237]
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• correction of invalid input molecules or removal[75]
• buildup of macro molecules based on 3D-coordinate files and small

molecule (ligand) extraction[77]
• calculating hydrogen bond networks and determination of tautomer and

protonation states[79], [80], [246]
• calculating missing 3D-coordinates for loaded building blocks[197], [255]
• implicit duplicate detection based on a unique molecule description[75],

[252]

Using NAOMInext spares a lot of pre-processing time and tedious manual
application of different tools and file format conversion. The usage is further
simplified through implicit constraints, e.g. tethering the anchor fragment
during conformational space exploration and primary target constraints.

7.4. Graphical User Interface

The GUI is a key element during the work of this thesis. The main interface
is implemented using QtQuick within the Qt Meta-object Language (QML)
provided by the Qt-Framework and allows for efficient user interface design
and platform interoperability.[244] Visualization of proteins and ligands is
performed using the 3D visualization library developed by BioSolveIT1. The
design is guided by:

• ease of use
• interactivity and
• fluidity

7.4.1. Ease of use

The first challenge prior to using and testing the software is the installation
process. Thus, NAOMInext is equipped with an installer, provided by Qt[244]
that allows the user to install the software as any other software on the system.
Furthermore, NAOMInext is provided as a compressed archive which only
needs to be unpacked: no installation is required. System dependencies are
reduced to a limit, thus, the software is compatible to most operating systems
and versions. NAOMInext is supported on Windows, Linux and macOS. The
basis of NAOMInext is NAOMI, a well tested molecular framework.[75]–[77],
[79], [238], [239] All standard chemical file formats are supported, hence, no
additional conversion tools are required.

1www.biosolveit.com
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7.4. Graphical User Interface

The interface is designed in a clean and simplistic way. The GUI is divided
in three main parts. The Tool Bar, the Ligand View, and the 3D-View. An
additional logging section (Output log in Figure 7.2) is provided to support
the user with important information. The Tool Bar provides load and clean up
functionalities as well as several buttons to manipulate the appearance of the
loaded data in the 3D-View (see Figure 7.2). Further settings or filters may be
set in the appropriate views (see NAOMInext user guide in Section B).

Figure (7.2) NAOMInext main view after loading a protein (PDB id: 2RH1[222]). The main
window is divided into different independent parts: 3D-view, tool bar, ligand
view, and output log.

3D-View

The 3D-View visualizes the loaded protein including small molecules, fragments,
metals, and water molecules. Moreover, it provides interactive manipulation of
the protein orientation and allows for visual inspection of important protein-
ligand interactions. Besides the inspection of the surrounding of the ligand, it
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also facilitates the identification of useful constraints.

Fragment Growing

Fragment growing can be performed using traditional docking tools (e.g.
AutoDock[326], FlexX[125], Gold[204], Glide[228], [270]) combined with ad-
ditional constraints to maintain the binding mode of the anchor fragment. This
requires profound knowledge of the used tool and is the most time consum-
ing step. Hence, the most important implicit constraint in NAOMInext is the
tethering of the initial crystallized anchor fragment. Thus, no additional pre-
processing steps are necessary. Interactively, growing vectors can be defined
and performed with just one click. Moreover, synthetically accessible fragment
growing can be performed just as easy. NAOMInext already incorporates pub-
lished robust organic reaction rules from Hartenfeller et al. [43] These rules can
be used for fragment growing and available reaction centers can be investigated
interactively (see Figure B.6). User provided synthetic reaction rules can be
provided and are checked using an internal reaction validation procedure.

Providing User-Defined Constraints

User-defined constraints may be defined to either limit the conformational
space, e.g. interactively define desired interactions to the protein, or to limit
the chemical space. Distance and interaction constraints can be set by clicking
on the appropriate atoms in the 3D-View. To influence the chemical space new
reaction rules may be added or only a subset of the available reaction rules
can be used. All these constraints may be defined without much effort. Either
through the GUI or by editing a text file.

7.5. Memory Management

Implicit target focused library design may lead, depending on the used target,
reaction set, and BBs, to a large amount of results. These results may not be
stored solely in the main memory (RAM) of the desktop computer. Thus, an
SQL based DB to store the result molecules including additional poses is used
(see Section 4.1.3). The DB file is stored on the hard drive. Since access to the
hard drive is significantly slower, a cache is used to keep up the performance
of the tool. Qt provides a cache class QCache which provides all needed func-
tionality.[244] Each ligand which is stored in the DB is added to the cache
which is initialized with a fixed size. The used size is just an estimate to allow
caching of about 1000 molecules including additional poses. If the used size is
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exceeded, the least used element is automatically removed from the cache but
still available in the DB and available on user request. Thus, an efficient caching
procedure is provided without user intervention.

7.5.1. Databases

The NAOMI MoleculeDB and PropertyDB[252] are used to store the input
molecules, results, and BBs as well. Due to possible memory issues during
molecule enumeration, the results are stored inside a SQL database file. For
example, BB files are mostly not that large, but are stored in a SQL DB file
as well. This has the advantage, that if a BB file without 3D-coordinates is
loaded, 3D-coordinates are generated on the fly and stored in the database file
alongside the molecule information. Hence, the 3D-coordinate generation step
needs to be performed only once, and the BB database can be saved and loaded
instantaneously on subsequent runs. Moreover, the BB library may be based on
different input files and the used DB ensures a duplicate free insertion process
(see Section 4.1.3).

7.6. Parallelism

NAOMInext is designed to perform synthetically feasible fragment growing
within a protein binding site. Thus, facilitating implicit target focused library
design. Since the intended use of the software is thought to be interactively,
each automated growing cycle may be investigated by the user. Hence, each
subsequent step, i.e. design decision, may be user defined. To ensure interactive
usage of the GUI most of the processes (at least the most resource intensive
ones) are performed in different asynchronous threads to keep the main thread
(GUI) responsive.

Figure 7.3 shows the most important threads in a sequence diagram. The
central component is the user interacting with the main (GUI) thread. The
ComplexLoader thread is used to load protein complexes but also additional
input data, e.g. input molecules, building blocks, and fragment DBs. The input
file location is send from the main thread to the loader thread. Parsing the
file and construction of the input molecules, i.e. conversion into internal data
structures is performed asynchronously.

If the user initiates the fragment growing procedure, either by provided
reaction rules or by simple single bond formation, a Worker Thread is created.
This thread uses the input molecule and the loaded building block DB to
perform the requested extensions. Database access is performed sequentially
and single threaded. Readily assembled molecules are then send to the Sampling
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Thread Manager where each molecule is prepared for conformational sampling
before it is send to an individual Sampling Thread. The number of parallel
threads is derived from the number of available cores (default) and handled
by the QThreadPool of Qt.[244]. Thus, each molecule is sampled individually
in its own thread or waits within the QThreadPool for the next free slot. If the
conformational sampling is finished, the thread is reused for further samplings
or destroyed. The Sampling Thread Manager collects the results until a user
defined threshold is reached. Thus, preventing overload of the Worker Thread
caused by continuous notifications of finished sampling results. The Worker
Thread redirects the input to the main thread in defined intervals for storage
and visualization.
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8. Conclusion

The implicit combination of structure-based synthetic feasible fragment growing,
thus, generating a target-based compound library, which is screened on-the-
fly, enables medicinal chemists to focus on the most promising candidates.
Consequently, the hit rate is increased and at the same time costs reduced.[8]

The intuitive usage of scientific software and thus, providing medicinal
chemists with computational support at an early stage of their projects may
be a key factor in generating synthetically accessible lead compounds in a
shorter period of time. The discussed results, for example the use case in
Section 6.4 (depicted in Figure 6.19), show that NAOMInext is able to reproduce
the binding mode of a larger related/elaborated ligand based on a small co-
crystallized fragment. Based on this findings, the generation of a lead series,
starting from the same fragment, is also in the scope of NAOMInext. Hence,
in situ local chemical space coverage using pre-defined reaction rules is now
possible without much effort. The example from Section 6.4 is based on a
genuine FBDD study providing additional structural information of potential
lead compounds[315], which NAOMInext is able to predict as well (results not
shown). Hence, using NAOMInext in a H2L optimization study may provide
fast and reliable results to get a first impression of potential leads for a given
target. And as a special treat, all proposed lead compounds are provided with
synthesis routes based on a set of robust organic reaction rules[43] that are
commonly used in pharmaceutical R&D laboratories.[327]

Although there exist other structure-based tools supporting the reaction set
from Hartenfeller et al., e.g. PINGUI[58] and DOTS[37], based on its simple
usage and thoroughly performed validation, NAOMInext is a valuable con-
tribution to the field and may support medicinal chemists in their day-to-day
work.

8.1. Achievements

The number of tools targeting the problem of H2L optimization is vast, but the
number of new implementations increased anyway. Thus, there seems to be the
necessity for new tools to support researchers in FBDD. Most of the available
tools or workflows are designed for a specific purpose and are mostly used of
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only a handful of people. A key issue is the mostly very cumbersome usage of
the academic tools and time consuming pre-processing steps. Limitations of
existing tools in the field of fragment growing are:

• lack of automation
• lack of profound validation
• lack of synthetic accessibility
• lack of a graphical user interface

NAOMInext covers all of the mentioned points in a condensed workflow, which
is validated on a large-scale data set. A new constrained based conformational
sampling algorithm, specifically designed to perform synthetically accessible
fragment growing within protein bindings sites, has been developed to take the
specific requirements into account.

The newly implemented reaction framework is able to process all synthetic
reaction rules published by Hartenfeller and co-workers.[43] Thus, also complex
ring forming reactions (about 50 % of the provided reactions from Hartenfeller
and co-workers) can be performed, enabling the generation of diverse NCEs.

An intuitive user interface is provided and relieves the user during important
pre-processing steps (see Chapter 7). Furthermore, the user interface allows to
influence the underlying workflows using provided user constraints, i.e. user
information to guide the sampling process. NAOMInext works with current file
formats as input as well as output. Thus, intermediate results can be used in
other cheminformatics toolkits and facilitate interchangeability of the produced
results.

8.1.1. Usability

The main contribution to the field is the combination of a conformational
sampling algorithm and synthetically accessible fragment growing within a
user-friendly and easy-to-use graphical tool. The developed GUI allows users
to perform fragment growing with just a few clicks. Publicly available data,
e.g protein structures, ligands, and vendor catalogues (building blocks) can be
used in any common cheminformatics file format. The condensed workflow
combines several steps of the fragment elaboration cycle, i.e. medicinal chem-
istry, focused library design, virtual screening, and compound ranking. The
implemented reaction framework, which supports organic synthesis reaction
rules in a machine readable format (SMIRKS), allows user provided extensions
of the reaction library. Thus, users are not dependent on steady updates and
may incorporate their own (in house) reaction rules into NAOMInext.

The “correct” definition of a SMIRKS is not trivial and the protein environ-
ment influences the molecular state of a ligand (e.g. tautomerism). NAOMInext
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helps to avoid SMARTS matching errors due to enumeration of different tau-
tomeric forms and protonation states of the provided ligand. Hence, users do
not have to incorporate different tautomeric forms or protonation states into
their SMIRKS rules, for example [OH, O-]. Thus, the definition of SMIRKS is
kept as easy as possible.

8.1.2. Validation

NAOMInext is validated on a large-scale data set compiled for binding mode
analysis of chemically elaborated ligands and their respective putative precur-
sor.[44] A subset of 271 ligand pairs, incorporating 87 different proteins, is used
to validate NAOMInext. The results show that NAOMInext is able to predict
correct binding poses and has a wide applicability domain.

8.2. Limitations

Despite the made achievements described in the previous section, there are still
limitations which are discussed in more detail below.

8.2.1. Start Poses

The analysis of the obtained results in the re-growing Section 6.2 especially
in the cross-growing Section 6.4.1 revealed that the start pose sampling can
be further improved. The extension to also allow small shifts, rather than just
rotations, would in some cases lead to improvements in pose prediction. The
resulting problem is the combinatorial explosion which needs to be handled.
One possibility would be the usage of a local grid around the anchor fragment.
Rotated poses could then be placed on each grid point, thus, reducing the
number of generated poses, i.e. reducing the combinatorial complexity. This
procedure is also used by docking methods to perform the placement of the
initial pose, e.g. Glide.[228], [328]

8.2.2. Scoring Function Validation

The scoring function used within NAOMInext is based on the ChemScore[258]
scoring function (see Section 4.1.10). Trained regression coefficients are used
to account for differences that may occur due to different implementations
and to assess the “scoring power”[215]. However, a large-scale assessment
of the scoring function is not performed. Thus, the performance considering
compound ranking is not evaluated.
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8.2.3. Multi-step Reactions

Since the here described development is based on a fragment growing approach
that screens a database of fragments, multi step reactions (in one growing step)
are not possible. Of course, covering multi step reactions may increase the
diversity of the generated compounds.

8.2.4. Multi Component Reactions

MCRs are currently not supported due to the intended workflow of NAOMInext.
Fragment growing, as implemented during this thesis, uses one start fragment
and “grows” this fragment into a larger lead-like molecule screening a DB
of potential BBs. Hence, one BB is attached at a time. MCRs need several
fragments to generate the larger ligand within one reaction step (see ref [329]
for an example). To support MCRs in NAOMInext, these reactions need to be
encoded as two to one reaction using the remaining components implicitly (see
Supporting Information of Hartenfeller et al. [43]).

8.2.5. Ring Opening Reactions

FBDD projects often start with a fragment screening to identify a potential
hit.[330] Fragment libraries used for this purpose usually contain small rigid
compounds with ring systems of size one or two. Thus, including ring opening
reactions would increase the chemical diversity and allow the generation of
more diverse lead series. Nevertheless, ring opening reactions are not supported
in NAOMInext since they are not often used.[43]

8.2.6. Protein Flexibility

Depending on the target, protein flexibility is a big issue during fragment
growing.[109] Sometimes single flexible side chains prevent the growing step to
place the fragment within the correct sub pocket. In some cases, the ligand itself
opens a ligand-inducible sub pocket of the binding site.[109] In other cases,
flexible backbone loops move and enlarge the binding site. Hence, the growing
procedure may fail due to side chain flexibility of the protein, which is not
considered in NAOMInext.

8.2.7. Binding Mode Changes

A significant issue are binding mode changes of the used anchor fragment
during H2L optimization, i.e. fragment elaboration through fragment growing
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Figure (8.1) Top view of the kinase binding domain of PDB id 2VTA[319]. Based on the anchor
fragment (yellow) NAOMInext generates a start pose with an RMSD of 0.6 Å
(grey) considering the indazole (anchor fragment) moiety only. The reference
structure (ligand from PDB id 2R3K[318]) is overlaid in magenta.

(see examples shown in Figure 6.26). In most of the cases, the initial start pose
sampling is able to find a good start pose. For example, the anchor fragment
1H-indazole crystallized within CDK2 (see Figure 6.27b) has an RMSD of 0.6 Å
to the crystal structure (considering the indazole moiety only). However, the
conformational sampling algorithm is not able to find a valid result. This may
be due to clashes because of the relatively narrow binding site (see Figure 8.1)
or a just suboptimal placement of the anchor fragment as well. There are also
other examples of binding mode change (see Figure 6.26) where NAOMInext
is not able to predict an acceptable start pose and no growing result can be
obtained.

8.2.8. Geometrical Inaccuracies or Deviations from the
Standard

Geometrical inaccuracies or deviations from the underlying model (see the ring
system in Figure 6.6a for an example) are a major issue for methods using
the RR approximation. Slight geometrical deviations may accumulate in large
deviations from the optimum. Thus, a post optimization procedure, allowing
bond length and bond angle variations, should improve results in highly con-
straint binding sites and incorporate for usual geometrical deviations from the
standard. Needless to say, torsion angle variations should be incorporated as
well.
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8.2.9. Additional Features and Interactivity

NAOMInext does not calculate other properties of the generated molecules
as potency (via a ChemScore[258], [328] based scoring function see Section
4.1.10) and an estimate of ligand efficiency (LE). Of course, during optimization
other properties like lipophilicity, polarity, charge, stability, etc. need to be
considered.[23] An important extension of NAOMInext would be a visually
indication of each molecules property and a possibility to provide property
filters. This would improve the usability (clarity of results) of the software and
provide medicinal chemists with the needed information to make the right
decisions.

To do so, Hilbig et al. designed a cheminformatics platform called Mona
for interactive compound library processing.[252], [331] Mona is based on the
NAOMI framework and is able to process the outcome of NAOMInext. Since
the data export of NAOMInext is performed in the SD file format, the synthetic
route, score, performed reaction, and reactants of each resulting molecule are
stored within the file format as additional information. As Mona[252], [331]
is able to display those additional data users are able to filter the compound
collection based on different criteria. For example, used reaction, binding site
score, substructure filter, Lipinski’s Ro5[94], and of course individual in house
filters. Based on those filtered sets the compounds may be clustered.

8.3. Outlook

With reference to the aforementioned limitations, several improvements/exten-
sion are possible to further increase the applicability of NAOMInext.

8.3.1. Binding Mode Changes

Changes of the binding mode during chemical elaboration of an anchor frag-
ment, may be addressed using a minimization procedure of the initial start
position of the anchor fragment. Using a sampled start pose, a local optimization
procedure may place the anchor fragment slightly more optimal considering
the used scoring function and binding site conditions. Hence, the growing step
may be guided in a slightly different, more target specific direction and minor
binding mode changes may be solved.

Another attempt at a solution could be the incorporation of additional trans-
lational degrees of freedom to the initial start pose sampling (see Section 4.2.2).
However, this would lead to an enormous increase in runtime as this would
add three more degrees of freedom (translation in x, y, and z direction) and
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blow up the number of to-be-tested start poses. A more expedient way would
be the optimization of the initial spatial orientation of a small number of chosen
start poses. However, the premise of FBDD is an invariant binding mode of the
co-crystallized fragment.

8.3.2. Optimization of Start/Interim Solutions

Optimization of the start pose (anchor fragment) or interim solutions (with
respect to the scoring function) is not performed within NAOMInext. In case of
slightly overlapping atoms with the receptor or if a new interaction is found
due to chemical extension, an optimization of the spatial orientation of the
fragment (anchor fragment or interim solution) may improve the outcome of
NAOMInext. Moreover, continuous small adjustments of interim solutions may
supersede a significant number of currently used start poses. Thus, possibly
further improving the runtime and performance of the sampling algorithm.

8.3.3. Scoring Function Validation

A scoring benchmark would be helpful to identify domains, i.e. protein targets,
which could not be adequately scored using the implemented scoring function.
For this purpose, the comparative assessment of scoring functions (CASF)
benchmark[215], [332] can be used to estimate the “scoring power” of the
implemented scoring function on a large-scale data set. The CASF benchmark is
specifically designed to evaluate scoring functions independent from docking or
growing approaches. Despite the validation of the “scoring power”, the CASF
benchmark can be used to estimate the “screening power” and the “ranking
power” of the scoring function implemented in NAOMInext. The “ranking
power” is important for the usability of a tool, since the molecules with the best
binding affinities should be ranked first. The “screening power” on the other
hand, allows to identify true binders within a set of random molecules.[215] In
the context of fragment growing, extensions of the anchor fragment leading to
random molecules could be detected.

8.3.4. Molecular Properties

NAOMInext does not filter any of the resulting molecules based on specific
properties like Lipinski’s Ro5[94] or other criteria like such described by Ghose
et al. [333] Result ranking in NAOMInext is solely based on the empirical
scoring function which is an estimate of protein ligand binding affinity (see
Section 4.1.10). However, drug discovery is rather a multi-objective optimization
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(MOOP) problem.[334] Hence, incorporating different pharmaceutically impor-
tant properties, e.g. absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity
(ADMET) related properties, should be considered during the drug discovery
process. Integration of physicochemical constraints would further improve the
transparency of NAOMInext’s results. Implementation of a filter, based on
molecular properties, may be straightforward. Since NAOMInext uses a DB to
store additional information, further molecular properties may be added and
used to filter the results.

8.3.5. Additional Filters

Depending on the binding site, number of used reactions, BBs and available
reaction vectors of the anchor fragment, the generated target focused library
may be very large (several thousand compounds). Thus, it is nearly impossible
for the user to investigate all compounds visually. One possibility would be the
incorporation of a clustering strategy to generate a chemically diverse library.
The user may then investigate the results based on a cluster representative
(scaffold) and subsequently look into detailed results for a specific cluster.
Furthermore, the tool Mona[252], [331] can be used for interactive compound
library processing. However, NAOMInext was not designed for large scale
compound enumeration. For this purpose other tools like FlexNovo[178] or
FSees[182] exist.

8.3.6. Large-Scale Validation Data Set

The data set from Malhotra and Karanicolas[44] is a good starting point for
a large-scale evaluation of a fragment growing approach. However, some in-
corporated structures (e.g. PDB id 2R3K[318]) exhibit structural issues (low
EDIA[301], [302] score for specific structural motifs), which complicate the
statements made by RMSD-based evaluation procedures. Hence, a validation
data set should be filtered using the EDIA score as filter criteria.

Another issue are the ligand pairs themselves. Most of the provided ligand
pairs in the data set are not related, for example 2XM2[296]/2WCA[297]. One
ligand may be a substructure of the other ligand, but they do not necessarily
originate from a common study or publication. A good source to find related
ligand pairs is the PDB1[217] itself. Some PDB files contain identifiers to related
PDB entries in the remark section. Using this information, related ligand pairs
can be easily identified. For example, the fragment-based study from Unzue
and co-workers provides three related protein structures (PDB ids 3SVH, 3SVF,
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and 3SVG).[335] Thus, two related ligand pairs can be derived without much
effort.

8.3.7. Summary

As a bottom line, NAOMInext is a valuable contribution the the field of FBDD.
Its interactive use may help medicinal chemists to generate new ideas for yet
undrugged drug targets like protein-protein interfaces. The comprehensive
validation implies NAOMInext a broad applicability domain. The newly devel-
oped conformational sampling algorithm provides sufficient results for possible
extensions during the target-focused library design. The easy handling of the
integrated reaction rules may broaden the users imagination of the available
chemical space, and may lead to yet unexpected chemical extensions. Because
each predicted ligand is provided with a possible synthesis route, users may
focus on readily synthesizable compounds in subsequent steps. Thus, reduc-
ing time and costs. The opportunity to extend the provided reaction set by
user-defined reaction rules further increases the value of NAOMInext.
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Appendix A.

Invalid Ligand Pairs

PDB id larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller ligand

Smaller
ligand

Cause of
exclusion

1MY8[336] SM3 1FSW[337] CTB
covalently

bound

2FDA[338] 682 3BG8[339] INH
covalently

bound

3O87[340] BSG 3O88[340] BSH
covalently

bound

3O88[340] BSG 4E3I[341] 0N3
covalently

bound

3O1G[342] O75 3O0U[342] O47
covalently

bound

1GA9[343] ETP 3BLS[344] APB
covalently

bound

3F3V[345] 1BUa 2HWO[346] RBS
covalently

bound

2WAP[347] PIX 3LJ7[348] OHO
covalently

bound

2I72[349] VA1 3IXG[350] BZBa covalently
bound

1ZPC[338] 716 2FDA[338] 682
covalently

bound

2AJL[351] JNH 1N1M[352] A3Ma covalently
bound

2VRJ[288] NCWa 2JAL[353] YLL
covalently

bound
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PDB id larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller ligand

Smaller
ligand

Cause of
exclusion

1GA9[343] ETP 3BLS[344] APB
covalently

bound

1L2S[274] STC 2HDQ[275] C21

SIENA ligand
extraction

failed

1Q6S[354] FNP 1KAK[355] 214
symmetric

substructure

1ROS[280] DEO 2WO9[281] 068
symmetric

substructure

1ROS[280] DEO 2WO8[281] 077
symmetric

substructure

1YHS[286] STU 3JPV[356] 1DR
symmetric

substructure

2P7Z[357] OHT 2E2R[358] 2OH
symmetric

substructure

2QNN[359] QN1 2PQZ[359] G0G
symmetric

substructure

1OYQ[311] T87 1XUG[360] BAB
symmetric

substructure

2VTI[319] LZ3 2VTH[319] LZ2

invalid
matching

(spatial filter)

2ZFS[361] 12U 3ATK[277] SZ1

invalid
matching (no
substructure)

3M35[362] M35 3RXP[277] SW3

invalid
matching (no
substructure)

Table (A.1) Invalid ligand pairs not used for evaluation. a Ligand not detected as covalently
bound
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NAOMInext User Guide

In the following chapter the detailed usage of NAOMInext is outlined. Usage is
described for the cmd-line as well as the interactive version. The NAOMInext
graphical user interface (GUI) is organized in different views. The start window
is the main view and incorporates all other views. For example, the available
reaction schemes or loaded BBs are accessible via different windows. Last but
not least, the user guide provides a detailed description on how to add your
own SMIRKS rules to NAOMInext.

The minimal input to NAOMInext is a PDB file (*.pdb) or PDBx/mmCIF
file (*.cif/*.mcif) including a protein and a co-crystallized ligand. Loading
protein and ligand separately is also possible, but the ligand 3D - coordinates
have to suit the given complex. Fetching PDB files from the PDB-server is
possible via the shortcut Ctrl+F and Command+F on Linux/Windows and macOS,
respectively.

B.1. Installation Guide

NAOMInext is available for Windows, macOS, and Linux operating systems
and provided as installer package or compressed *.tar.gz and *.zip archive.
Using the installer package is very convenient and installs NAOMInext in the
system specific locations and can then be used like any other tool on the system
(needs root privileges). If, for example, no root access is available, NAOMInext
can be used via the provided archive and extracted to any user location on the
system. Starting the application is then possible by clicking on the executable or
via command line.

B.2. NAOMInext - Cmd-line Mode

NAOMInext is a tool to perform fragment growing within a protein binding
site incorporating different types of constraints. The intended workflow should
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be mainly interactive, but NAOMInext can also be used from the command
line. To get a first impression about usage and available parameters just type
the following on command line:

./NAOMInext --help

This starts the application and provides a list of available parameters together
with a short description of each parameter (see Table B.1).

Using NAOMInext via command line may be useful if several unsuper-
vised consecutive reaction steps should be performed in parallel. An example
command for several iteration steps may look as follows:

./NAOMInext -i my/Protein.pdb -l my/ligand.sdf -o myResults.sdf -j

4 -b my/buildingBlock.smi --iterationCtr 2 --no-gui

This command performs two consecutive reaction steps starting from the given
reference ligand. All reaction results from the first reaction are used as input for
the second reaction step. This may lead to an exponential increase in runtime.
The --no-gui parameter is necessary to start NAOMInext in headless mode,
which is needed for calculations on high-performance clusters.

Another useful application would be performing the fragment growing step
within an ensemble of proteins to incorporate protein flexibility. Therefore,
NAOMInext should be called from a script (e.g. Python) using the same config-
uration with different (superposed) protein structures as input.

B.3. NAOMInext - GUI

The main purpose of NAOMInext is the interactive usage. Figure B.1 shows the
initial start screen of NAOMInext. The Toolbar (see Subsection B.3.3) at the top
provides most of the main functionality. The plus button, for example, provides
convenient access to several different load functions. Using this button the users
may load, proteins, ligands, and BB databases. Besides, clicking on the File

menu in the Menubar enables detailed load functionalities for different input
types. For example, loading ligands from a SD-file as BB instead of loading the
molecules as input for the protein (3D - View).

The main view can be divided in three independent parts. First, the Toolbar at
the top, which provides the main functionality via the image buttons. Hovering
over a button shows a more detailed description. Second, the column on the
left shows loaded input molecules as well as result molecules including the
sampled poses.
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Table (B.1) Command line options in conjunction with a short description

Command line option Description

-h [--help] Show command line options

--no-gui Start NAOMInext in headless mode(no
graphics) for cluster usage.

-v [ --verbosity ] arg (=3) Set verbosity level (0 = Quiet, 1 = Errors,
2 = Warnings, 3 = Info)

-i [ --input ] arg Input complex file, suffix is required.

-l [ --ligand ] arg Input ligand file needed in cmd-line
mode, suffix is required.

-o [ --output ] arg (=temp.sdf) Output file, suffix is required.

-b [ --buildingBlocks ] arg Input building block file, suffix is re-
quired.

-j [ --jobs ] arg Number of parallel jobs allowed.

--reactionsFile arg Reaction SMARTS/SMIRKS file name
stored in HOME folder or relative to the
binary.

default: hartenfeller reactions.csv

--iterationCtr arg (=0) Configure the number of iterative reac-
tion steps you want to perform automat-
ically for a given anchor fragment

--reset If you encounter any issues with the
tool, use the ’--reset’ param to clear user
specific settings.

--no-gui Use NAOMInext in cmd-line mode
(headless)

-n [ --nofPosesToWrite ] arg (=32) The number of poses to write for each
result molecule, default: 32

-p [ --nofStartPoses ] arg (=50) Upper bound of used start poses, de-
fault: 50

--license arg To reactivate the executable, please pro-
vide a new license key.
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Figure (B.1) NAOMInext main view after loading a protein (PDB id: 2RH1[222])

B.3.1. User Settings

NAOMInext is based on the Qt-Framework and the user interface is imple-
mented using QML. The overall platform support of Qt allows storage of any
provided settings in a user-defined location. For example, dimensions and
position of a window are stored and reloaded during the next application start.
Moreover, important settings, affecting the algorithm, and usability settings are
stored as well (see Section B.3.2).

B.3.2. Settings View

The settings view (accessible over the Menubar) provides access to most of the
needed settings. All settings are initialized with default values but may be
adapted to the users needs. All adapted settings are then saved and reloaded
during the next program start. So, parametrization of NAOMInext does not
have to be done all the time.
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Figure (B.2) The Settings View provides easy access to important settings.

B.3.3. ToolBar

The Toolbar mainly provides access to input functions and different settings
for the visualization view (see Section B.3.5). Each button (from left to right) is
shortly described below.

1. Load PDB structures, ligands, and BB databases
2. Clear all loaded structural data (except BB database)
3. Clear marked/highlighted atoms and bonds
4. Show/hide water molecules
5. Show/hide molecule interactions to the protein
6. Show the whole protein instead of active site only
7. Start Fragment Growing
8. Make screenshot of the 3D-view
9. Show solvent accessible surface for the active site

10. Show/hide secondary structure

B.3.4. Ligand View

The ligand view shows all loaded ligands of the input protein structure as well as
additionally loaded ligands. Generated result ligands including conformations
are also provided here. The ligand view is organized as a table and provides
a column for: 2D depiction of the molecule, name, score, normalized score,
and an RMSD to the reference structure (if loaded). The table can be sorted
by clicking on the respective column name. Clicking on the molecule column
sorts the table according to the molecules heavy atom count. A double click
on a row, loads the corresponding molecule into the 3D - View (section B.3.5).
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A right-click shows additional features for the underlying molecule as well as
other selected molecules.

Figure (B.3) Ligand View of loaded input molecules. Filtering and sorting is provided. Addi-
tional features are available via the right click menu.

The ligand view can be filtered by name and molecule size to enhance clarity.
Each column can be used to sort the ligands.

B.3.5. 3D - View

The 3D - View allows interactive inspection of the loaded protein structure
including ligands. The initial view shows the whole protein including all
extracted ligands regardless of the user settings. After double clicking on a
molecule in the ligand view, the view is focused and shows interactions or
active site residues (if enabled) around the molecule.

Navigation of the 3D scene is performed using the mouse. Following key
bindings are defined for feasibility:

rotate - right mouse button
zoom - right mouse button + ctrl + shift or scroll wheel

translate - right mouse button + ctrl or middle mouse button
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The 3D - View facilitates easy inspection of the loaded structure. Clicking on
a ligand atom opens the tautomer and protonation state view. In this view, all
available different states are shown and can be applied to the loaded ligand vie
clicking on the particular 2D depiction.

B.3.6. Building Blocks

Building blocks can be loaded in every supported chemical file format using
the plus button in the Toolbar or using the shortcut Ctrl+B. Loading via
the plus button only allows for building blocks including linker atoms to be
loaded correctly (see Section B.7.1 for an example SD file). A valid building
block in SMILES format may look as follows: [?linkerName?]CCC=O. Invalid
molecules are discarded and required 3D coordinates are calculated on the
fly. Via the Building Block View (Ctrl+Shift+B), the loaded molecules can be
investigated visually by provided 2D depictions. Compiled BB libraries can be
saved and reloaded using the File menu via the Menubar.

B.3.7. Reaction View

In the reaction view all incorporated reactions are listed (figure B.4). The view
can be opened via the View menu in the Menubar.

Figure (B.4) NAOMInext reaction view

Reaction view showing only ligand specific reactions

Initially, all reactions are disabled, hence, no ligand is loaded. After loading
a protein structure including a ligand, suitable reactions are enabled. To list
only suitable reactions, click the given checkbox. If a different ligand is clicked
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in the Ligand View, suitable reactions are updated. Using the upper text field,
reactions can be filtered based on a given text string. Suitable extension vectors
of the molecule, i.e. bonds, are highlighted in green and can be seen in the
3D - View. Using the mouse and hovering over a specific reaction, additionally
highlights the corresponding reaction center using yellow spheres.

B.4. Fragment Growing

Fragment growing can be performed in two different ways. First, using a defined
exit vector at the anchor fragment (clicked bond highlighted in magenta see
Figure B.5 for an example) and a pre-processed BB library containing linker
atoms defining the connection vector. Second, using a BB library, e.g. a vendor
catalogue and incorporated reaction rules.

B.4.1. Single Bond Fragment Growing

Clicking on a hydrogen bond, allows fragment growing on user defined exit
vectors via single bond formation (see magenta marked bond in Figure B.5).
All hydrogen atoms can be shown in the 3D - View via the Settings menu

in the Menubar. If the desired hydrogen atom is not shown, please click on
the corresponding heavy atom and select the tautomer providing the desired
hydrogen atom. Additionally, users have to provide a pre-processed BB library.
Each BB in the library needs a linker atom which defines the connection point.
If both requirements are met, clicking on the fragment growing button in the
ToolBar starts the growing process for the whole BB library.

B.4.2. Reaction based Fragment Growing

The incorporated reaction schemes[47] allow for synthetic feasible fragment
growing. The reaction schemes are based on Reaction SMARTS. Hence, the BB
library does not need to be pre-processed and allows loading any supported li-
brary, e.g. vendor catalogues or in-house databases. The used Reaction SMARTS
implicitly selects suitable BBs based on compatibility to the anchor fragment
via SMARTS matching. Suitable reactions can be investigated in the Reaction

View (section B.3.7) and filtered based on specific needs. After loading a protein
target, a fragment to elaborate, and a BB library, parallelized fragment growing
can be started by clicking the reaction flask button in the toolbar (see Section
B.3.3). Available reaction centers are visualized with a yellow sphere in the 3D

- View after hovering over the reaction entry in the Reaction View (see Figure
B.6 for an example).
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Figure (B.5) Exit vector selection for a user defined growing vector. Please note that using
the manual extension mode requires a pre-processed building block library with
provided attachment points (linker atoms)

Figure (B.6) Reaction center depiction for individual highlighted reactions (mouse over).
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B.5. Providing User-Defined Reactions

NAOMInext incorporates published reaction rules from Hartenfeller and co-
workers. [43] These reactions are provided as *.csv file. To provide user defined
reactions the supplied file in the install package needs to be modified. A new
reactions file (as comma separated *.csv file) may be also provided via com-
mand line as ./NAOMInext --reactionsFile myOwnReactions.csv or provided
as hartenfeller reactions.csv stored in the users home folder. Subsequently,
the file needs to be reloaded via the Menu Bar.

B.6. Known issues

1. LigandView - Sorting columns for several hundreds of ligands is very
slow

2. LigandView - Highlighting selected ligand (single click) does not work if
any filter is used

3. LigandView - 2D depiction is not updated when sorting is updated (resize
ligand view to force update)

4. 3dView - Rotation may not work. Click “Ctrl+Shift” or “Ctrl+Tab” to
re-enable rotation.

B.7. Additional Data

B.7.1. Example SD File Including Linker

data.txt

12011811072D 1 1.00000 0.00000 0

unicon 1.2 kaisommer

11 10 0 0 0 0 999 V2000

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 R# 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1 2 1 0 0 0 0

2 3 1 0 0 0 0

3 4 1 0 0 0 0

2 5 1 0 0 0 0

2 6 1 0 0 0 0

3 7 1 0 0 0 0

3 8 1 0 0 0 0

4 9 1 0 0 0 0

4 10 1 0 0 0 0

4 11 1 0 0 0 0

M RGP 1 1 1

M END

$$$$
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Automated GLIDE Docking
Workflow

This chapter comprises the used commands for the evaluation performed using
Glide.

C.1. Glide Commands

Here, commands of the Glide docking workflow are listed in the applied order.
Input parameters for each script are denoted in curly braces. The scripts extract -
ligands.py and site by reflig.py can be found in the Supporting Information
provided by Sommer et al. [363] All other scripts are provided by the Schrödinger
Maestro Suite[235].

prepwizard call=$SCHRODINGER/utilities/prepwizard -disulfides -fillsidechains
-watdist 0.0 -propka pH 7 - NOJOBID {input} {output}

extract ligand schrodinger call=$SCHRODINGER/run ∼/extractLigands.py
-reference ligand {reflig:} - output overlapping ligands {output reflig}
{target}

prepare docking schrodinger call=$SCHRODINGER/run ∼/extractLigands.py
-output structure {output target:} -reference ligand {reflig} -delete over-
lapping ligands {target}

ref lig site schrodinger call=$SCHRODINGER/run ∼/siteByReflig.py -reference -
ligand {reflig} -input structure {target} – size {size}

glide grid input call=$SCHRODINGER/run $SCHRODINGER/mmshare-v3.7/python/
common/glide sif.py - grid center “{grid center}” -innerbox {innerbox}
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-outerbox {outerbox} -gridfile {gridfile} - recep file {recep file} {output -
file}

glide docking input call=$SCHRODINGER/run $SCHRODINGER/mmshare-
v3.7/python/common/glide sif.py - pose outtype ligandlib sd -poses -
per lig {poses per lig} -precision SP -gridfile {gridfile} - ligandfile {ligandfile}
{output file}

glide call=$SCHRODINGER/glide -NOJOBID {input file}
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Scientific Contributions

Scientific contributions during the time of my PhD are listed in chronological
order. Contributions relating to this work are printed in bold.
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#{name} smirks

educt1 smiles 

[optional]

educt2 smiles 

[optional]

additional Reactant 

[optional] adaptation

{Pictet-Spengler}

[cH1:1]1:[c:2](-[CH2:7]-[CH2:8]-

[NH2:9]):[c:3]:[c:4]:[c:5]:[c:6]:1.[#6:11]-

[CH1;R0:10]=[OD1]>>[c:1]12:[c:2](-[CH2:7]-[CH2:8]-

[NH1:9]-[C:10]-2(-[#6:11])):[c:3]:[c:4]:[c:5]:[c:6]:1 c1cc(CCN)ccc1 CC(=O)

{benzimidazole_der

ivatives_carboxylic-

acid/ester}

[c;r6:1](-[NH1;$(N-[#6]):2]):[c;r6:3](-

[NH2:4]).[#6:6]-[C;R0:5](=[OD1])-[#8;H1,$(O-

[CH3])]>>[c:3]2:[c:1]:[n:2]:[c:5](-[#6:6]):[n:4]@2 c1c(NC)c(N)ccc1 CC(=O)O

{benzimidazole_der

ivatives_aldehyde}

[c;r6:1](-[NH1;$(N-[#6]):2]):[c;r6:3](-

[NH2:4]).[#6:6]-

[CH1;R0:5](=[OD1])>>[c:3]2:[c:1]:[n:2]:[c:5](-

[#6:6]):[n:4]@2 c1c(NC)c(N)ccc1 CC(=O)

{benzothiazole}

[c;r6:1](-[SH1:2]):[c;r6:3](-[NH2:4]).[#6:6]-

[CH1;R0:5](=[OD1])>>[c:3]2:[c:1]:[s:2]:[c:5](-

[#6:6]):[n:4]@2 c1c(S)c(N)ccc1 CC(=O)

{benzoxazole_arom-

aldehyde}

[c:1](-[OH1;$(Oc1ccccc1):2]):[c;r6:3](-[NH2:4]).[c:6]-

[CH1;R0:5](=[OD1])>>[c:3]2:[c:1]:[o:2]:[c:5](-

[c:6]):[n:4]@2 c1cc(O)c(N)cc1 c1ccccc1C(=O)

{benzoxazole_carbo

xylic-acid}

[c;r6:1](-[OH1:2]):[c;r6:3](-[NH2:4]).[#6:6]-

[C;R0:5](=[OD1])-[OH1]>>[c:3]2:[c:1]:[o:2]:[c:5](-

[#6:6]):[n:4]@2 c1cc(O)c(N)cc1 CC(=O)O

{thiazole}

[#6:6]-[C;R0:1](=[OD1])-[CH1;R0:5](-[#6:7])-

[*;#17,#35,#53].[NH2:2]-[C:3]=[SD1:4]>>[c:1]1(-

[#6:6]):[n:2]:[c:3]:[s:4]:[c:5]:1(-[#6:7]) CC(=O)C(I)C NC(=S)C ring numbering



{Niementowski_qui

nazoline}

[c:1](-[C;$(C-c1ccccc1):2](=[OD1:3])-[OH1]):[c:4](-

[NH2:5]).[N;!H0;!$(N-N);!$(N-C=N);!$(N(-C=O)-

C=O):6]-[C;H1,$(C-

[#6]):7]=[OD1]>>[c:4]2:[c:1][c:2](=[O:3])[n:6][c:7][

n:5]2

c1c(C(=O)O)c(N)c

cc1 C(=O)N

aromaticity and 

bond 

specification

{tetrazole_terminal

} [CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[NH0:2]>>[c:1]1[n:2]n[nH]n1 CC#N aromaticity

{tetrazole_connect_

regioisomere_1}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[NH0:2].[C;A;!$(C=O):3]-

[#17,#35,#53]>>[c:1]1[n:2]n(-[C:3])nn1 CC#N CBr aromaticity

{tetrazole_connect_

regioisomere_2}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[NH0:2].[C;A;!$(C=O):3]-

[#17,#35,#53]>>[c:1]1[n:2]nnn1(-[C:3]) CC#N CBr aromaticity

{Huisgen_Cu-

catalyzed_1,4-

subst}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[CH1:2].[C;H1,H2;A;!$(C=O):3]-

[#17,#35,#53,OH1]>>[c:1]1[c:2]n(-[C:3])nn1 CC#C CCBr aromaticity

{Huisgen_Ru-

catalyzed_1,5_subs

t}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[CH1:2].[C;H1,H2;A;!$(C=O):3]-

[#17,#35,#53,OH1]>>[c:1]1[c:2]nnn1(-[C:3]) CC#C CCBr aromaticity

{Huisgen_disubst-

alkyne}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[CH0;$(C-

[#6]):2].[C;H1,H2;A;!$(C=O):3]-

[#17,#35,#53,OH1]>>[c:1]1[c:2]nnn1(-[C:3]) CC#CC CCBr aromaticity

{1,2,4-

triazole_acetohydra

zide}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[NH0:2].[NH2:3]-[NH1:4]-

[CH0;$(C-

[#6]);R0:5]=[OD1]>>[n:2]1[c:1][n:3][nH:4][c:5]1 CC#N NNC(=O)C aromaticity

{1,2,4-

triazole_carboxylic-

acid/ester}

[CH0;$(C-[#6]):1]#[NH0:2].[CH0;$(C-

[#6]);R0:5](=[OD1])-[#8;H1,$(O-[CH3]),$(O-[CH2]-

[CH3])]>>[n:2]1[c:1]n[nH][c:5]1 CC#N OC(=O)C aromaticity



{3-nitrile-pyridine}

[#6;!$([#6](-C=O)-C=O):4]-[CH0:1](=[OD1])-

[C;H1&!$(C-[*;!#6])&!$(C-C(=O)O),H2:2]-

[CH0;R0:3](=[OD1])-[#6;!$([#6](-C=O)-

C=O):5]>>[c:1]1(-[#6:4]):[c:2]:[c:3](-[#6:5]):n:c(-

O):c:1(-C#N) CC(=O)CC(=O)C

[?3?]N=C(-O)-

C([?1?])-C#N

aromaticity 

(and additional 

reactant 

added)

{spiro-chromanone}

[c:1](-[C;$(C-c1ccccc1):2](=[OD1:3])-[CH3:4]):[c:5](-

[OH1:6]).[C;$(C1-[CH2]-[CH2]-[N,C]-[CH2]-[CH2]-

1):7](=[OD1])>>[O:6]1-[c:5]:[c:1]-[C:2](=[OD1:3])-

[C:4]-[C:7]-1

c1cc(C(=O)C)c(O)c

c1 C1(=O)CCNCC1

{pyrazole}

[#6;!$([#6](-C=O)-C=O):4]-[CH0:1](=[OD1])-

[C;H1&!$(C-[*;!#6])&!$(C-C(=O)O),H2:2]-

[CH0;R0:3](=[OD1])-[#6;!$([#6](-C=O)-

C=O):5].[NH2:6]-[N;!H0;$(N-[#6]),H2:7]>>[c:1]1(-

[#6:4])[c:2][c:3](-[#6:5])[n:7][n:6]1 CC(=O)CC(=O)C NNC aromaticity

{phthalazinone}

[c;r6:1](-[C;$(C=O):6]-[OH1]):[c;r6:2]-[C;H1,$(C-

C):3]=[OD1].[NH2:4]-[NH1;$(N-

[#6]);!$(NC=[O,S,N]):5]>>[c:1]1[c:2][c:3][n:4][n:5][

c:6]1

c1cc(C(=O)O)c(C(=

O)C)cc1 NNC aromaticity

{Paal-

Knorr_pyrrole}

[#6:5]-[C;R0:1](=[OD1])-[C;H1,H2:2]-[C;H1,H2:3]-

[C:4](=[OD1])-[#6:6].[NH2;$(N-

[C,N]);!$(NC=[O,S,N]);!$(N([#6])[#6]);!$(N~N~N):7

]>>[c:1]1(-[#6:5])[c:2][c:3][c:4](-[#6:6])[n:7]1 CC(=O)CCC(=O)C NC aromaticity

{triaryl-imidazole}

[C;$(C-c1ccccc1):1](=[OD1])-[C;D3;$(C-

c1ccccc1):2]~[O;D1,H1].[CH1;$(C-

c):3]=[OD1]>>[c:1]1n[c:3][nH1][c:2]1

c1ccccc1C(=O)C(=

O)c1ccccc1 c1ccccc1C(=O) aromaticity



{Fischer_indole}

[NH1;$(N-c1ccccc1):1](-[NH2])-

[c:5]:[cH1:4].[C;$(C([#6])[#6]):2](=[OD1])-

[CH2;$(C([#6])[#6]);!$(C(C=O)C=O):3]>>[c:5]1[n:1][

c:2][c:3][c:4]1 c1ccccc1NN CCC(=O)C

{Friedlaender_chino

line}

[NH2;$(N-c1ccccc1):1]-[c:2]:[c:3]-

[CH1:4]=[OD1].[C;$(C([#6])[#6]):6](=[OD1])-

[CH2;$(C([#6])[#6]);!$(C(C=O)C=O):5]>>[n:1]1:[c:2]:

[c:3]:[c:4]:[c:5]:[c:6]:1 c1cccc(C=O)c1N CCC(=O)C aromaticity

{benzofuran}

[*;Br,I;$(*c1ccccc1)]-[c:1]:[c:2]-

[OH1:3].[CH1:5]#[C;$(C-

[#6]):4]>>[c:1]1[c:2][o:3][c:4][c:5]1 c1cc(I)c(O)cc1 CC#C aromaticity

{benzothiophene}

[*;Br,I;$(*c1ccccc1)]-[c:1]:[c:2]-[SD2:3]-

[CH3].[CH1:5]#[C;$(C-

[#6]):4]>>[c:1]1[c:2][s:3][c:4][c:5]1 c1cc(I)c(SC)cc1 CC#C aromaticity

{indole}

[*;Br,I;$(*c1ccccc1)]-[c:1]:[c:2]-

[NH2:3].[CH1:5]#[C;$(C-

[#6]):4]>>[c:1]1[c:2][n:3][c:4][c:5]1 c1cc(I)c(N)cc1 CC#C aromaticity

{oxadiazole}

[#6:6][C:5]#[#7;D1:4].[#6:1][C:2](=[OD1:3])[OH1]>>

[#6:6][c:5]1[n:4][o:3][c:2]([#6:1])n1 CC#N CC(=O)O

{Williamson_ether}

[#6;$([#6]~[#6]);!$([#6]=O):2][#8;H1:3].[Cl,Br,I][#6;

H2;$([#6]~[#6]):4]>>[CH2:4][O:3][#6:2] CCO CCBr

{reductive_aminati

on}

[#6:4]-[C;H1,$([CH0](-

[#6])[#6]):1]=[OD1].[N;H2,$([NH1;D2](C)C);!$(N-

[#6]=[*]):3]-[C:5]>>[#6:4][C:1]-[N:3]-[C:5] CC(=O) NC

{Suzuki}

[#6;H0;D3;$([#6](~[#6])~[#6]):1]B(O)O.[#6;H0;D3;$

([#6](~[#6])~[#6]):2][Cl,Br,I]>>[#6:2][#6:1] c1ccccc1B(O)O c1ccccc1Br



{piperidine_indole}

[c;H1:3]1:[c:4]:[c:5]:[c;H1:6]:[c:7]2:[nH:8]:[c:9]:[c;H1

:1]:[c:2]:1:2.O=[C:10]1[#6;H2:11][#6;H2:12][N:13][#

6;H2:14][#6;H2:15]1>>[#6;H2:12]3[#6;H1:11]=[C:10

]([c:1]1:[c:9]:[n:8]:[c:7]2:[c:6]:[c:5]:[c:4]:[c:3]:[c:2]:1

:2)[#6;H2:15][#6;H2:14][N:13]3 c1cccc2c1C=CN2 C1CC(=O)CCN1

{Negishi}

[#6;$([#6]~[#6]);!$([#6]~[S,N,O,P]):1][Cl,Br,I].[Cl,Br

,I][#6;$([#6]~[#6]);!$([#6]~[S,N,O,P]):2]>>[#6:2][#6

:1] CCBr CCBr

{Mitsunobu_imide}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[NH1;$(

N(C=O)C=O):2]>>[C:1][N:2] CC(O)C

CC(=O)NC(=O)

C

{Mitsunobu_phenol

e}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[OH1;$(

Oc1ccccc1):2]>>[C:1][O:2] CC(O)C c1ccccc1O

{Mitsunobu_sulfona

mide}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[NH1;$(

N([#6])S(=O)=O):2]>>[C:1][N:2] CC(O)C CNS(=O)(=O)C

{Mitsunobu_tetrazo

le_1}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[nH1:2]

1[n:3][n:4][n:5][c:6]1>>[C:1][n:2]1[n:3][n:4][n:5][c:

6]1 CC(O)C

N1=N[NH1]C=

N1 aromaticity

{Mitsunobu_tetrazo

le_2}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[nH1:2]

1[n:3][n:4][n:5][c:6]1>>[n:2]1[n:3]([C:1])[n:4][n:5][

c:6]1 CC(O)C

N1=N[NH1]C=

N1 aromaticity

{Mitsunobu_tetrazo

le_3}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[n:2]1[n

H1:3][n:4][n:5][c:6]1>>[C:1][n:2]1[n:3][n:4][n:5][c:6

]1 CC(O)C

[NH1]1N=NC(C

)=N1 aromaticity

{Mitsunobu_tetrazo

le_4}

[C;H1&$(C([#6])[#6]),H2&$(C[#6]):1][OH1].[n:2]1[n

H1:3][n:4][n:5][c:6]1>>[n:2]1[n:3]([C:1])[n:4][n:5][c

:6]:1 CC(O)C

[NH1]1N=NC(C

)=N1 aromaticity



{Heck_terminal_vin

yl}

[#6;c,$(C(=O)O),$(C#N):3][#6;H1:2]=[#6;H2:1].[#6;$

([#6]=[#6]),$(c:c):4][Cl,Br,I]>>[#6:4]/[#6:1]=[#6:2]/

[#6:3] c1ccccc1C=C c1ccccc1Br

{Heck_non-

terminal_vinyl}

[#6;c,$(C(=O)O),$(C#N):3][#6:2]([#6:5])=[#6;H1;$([

#6][#6]):1].[#6;$([#6]=[#6]),$(c:c):4][Cl,Br,I]>>[#6:4

][#6;H0:1]=[#6:2]([#6:5])[#6:3] c1ccccc1C(C)=CC c1ccccc1Br

{Stille}

[#6;$(C=C-

[#6]),$(c:c):1][Br,I].[Cl,Br,I][c:2]>>[c:2][#6:1] c1ccccc1Br c1ccccc1Br

{Grignard_carbonyl}

[#6:1][C:2]#[#7;D1].[Cl,Br,I][#6;$([#6]~[#6]);!$([#6]

([Cl,Br,I])[Cl,Br,I]);!$([#6]=O):3]>>[#6:1][C:2](=O)[#

6:3] CC#N CCBr

{Grignard_alcohol}

[#6:1][C;H1,$([C]([#6])[#6]):2]=[OD1:3].[Cl,Br,I][#6;

$([#6]~[#6]);!$([#6]([Cl,Br,I])[Cl,Br,I]);!$([#6]=O):4]

>>[#6:1][#6:2]([OH1:3])[#6:4] CC(=O)C CCBr

{Sonogashira}

[#6;$(C=C-

[#6]),$(c:c):1][Br,I].[CH1;$(C#CC):2]>>[#6:1][C:2] c1cc(Br)ccc1 CC#C

{Schotten-

Baumann_amide}

[C;$(C=O):1][OH1].[N;$(N[#6]);!$(N=*);!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[O,N]);!$(N[C,S

]=[S,O,N]):2]>>[C:1][N+0:2] CC(=O)O NCC

{sulfon_amide}

[S;$(S(=O)(=O)[C,N]):1][Cl].[N;$(NC);!$(N=*);!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[c,O]);!$(N[C,S]

=[S,O,N]):2]>>[S:1][N+0:2] CS(=O)(=O)Cl NCC

{N-

arylation_heterocyc

les}

[c:1]B(O)O.[nH1;+0;r5;!$(n[#6]=[O,S,N]);!$(n~n~n);

!$(n~n~c~n);!$(n~c~n~n):2]>>[c:1]-[n:2] c1ccccc1B(O)O N1C=NC=C1

bond 

specification



{Wittig}

[#6:3]-[C;H1,$([CH0](-

[#6])[#6]);!$(CC=O):1]=[OD1].[Cl,Br,I][C;H2;$(C-

[#6]);!$(CC[I,Br]);!$(CCO[CH3]):2]>>[C:3][C:1]=[C:2] CC(=O)C BrCC

{Buchwald-

Hartwig}

[Cl,Br,I][c;$(c1:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:1):1].[N;$(

NC)&!$(N=*)&!$([N-

])&!$(N#*)&!$([ND3])&!$([ND4])&!$(N[c,O])&!$(N

[C,S]=[S,O,N]),H2&$(Nc1:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:[c,n]:

1):2]>>[c:1][N:2] c1ccccc1Br CNC

{imidazole}

[C;$(C([#6])[#6;!$([#6]Br)]):4](=[OD1])[CH;$(C([#6]

)[#6]):5]Br.[#7;H2:3][C;$(C(=N)(N)[c,#7]):2]=[#7;H1

;D1:1]>>[c:4]1[cH0:5][nH:3][c:2][n:1]1 CC(=O)C(Br)C N=C(N)NC aromaticity

{decarboxylative_co

upling}

[c;$(c1[c;$(c[C,S,N](=[OD1])[*;R0;!$([OH1])])]cccc1

):1][C;$(C(=O)[O;H1])].[c;$(c1aaccc1):2][Cl,Br,I]>>[c

:1]-[c:2]

c1c(C(=O)O)c([N+

](=O)[O-])ccc1 c1ccccc1Br

bond 

specification

{heteroaromatic_nu

c_sub}

[c;!$(c1ccccc1);$(c1[n,c]c[n,c]c[n,c]1):1][Cl,F].[N;$(

NC);!$(N=*);!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[c,O]);!$(N[C,S]

=[S,O,N]):2]>>[c:1][N:2] c1cnc(F)cc1 CN

{nucl_sub_aromatic

_ortho_nitro}

[c;$(c1c(N(~O)~O)cccc1):1][Cl,F].[N;$(NC);!$(N=*);

!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[c,O]);!$(N[C,S]

=[S,O,N]):2]>>[c:1]-[N:2]

c1c([N+](=O)[O-

])c(F)ccc1 CN

{nucl_sub_aromatic

_para_nitro}

[c;$(c1ccc(N(~O)~O)cc1):1][Cl,F].[N;$(NC);!$(N=*);

!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[c,O]);!$(N[C,S]

=[S,O,N]):2]>>[c:1]-[N:2]

c1c(F)ccc([N+](=O

)[O-])c1 CN



{urea}

[N;$(N-

[#6]):3]=[C;$(C=O):1].[N;$(N[#6]);!$(N=*);!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[O,N]);!$(N[C,S

]=[S,O,N]):2]>>[N:3]-[C:1]-[N+0:2] CN=C=O CN

{thiourea}

[N;$(N-

[#6]):3]=[C;$(C=S):1].[N;$(N[#6]);!$(N=*);!$([N-

]);!$(N#*);!$([ND3]);!$([ND4]);!$(N[O,N]);!$(N[C,S

]=[S,O,N]):2]>>[N:3]-[C:1]-[N+0:2] CN=C=S CN





Appendix F.

Ligand Pairs Evaluation Data Set
(corrected)

Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

1 P00811 3o88 BSH 3o86 BSF
1 Q7D785 3rv6 VAE 3st6 RVE
1 P18031 1q6s 214 1kak FNP
1 P24941 2r3k SCQ 2vta LZ1

1 P04058 1dx6 GNT 1gqs SAF
1 P00760 1yp9 UIZ 3ati SZ4

1 P00918 2gd8 PO1 3ibn O60

1 P00918 2gd8 PO1 3ibl O59

1 O96017 2xbj XBJ 2xm8 B4W
1 P00811 1ga9 ETP 3bls APB
1 P00811 1my8 SM3 1fsw CTB
1 Q8WSF8 2y58 V38 2y54 V63

1 P00811 1xgj HTC 2hds 4MB
1 P00811 1l2s STC 2hdq C21

1 P42574 3dek RXD 3deh RXA
1 P56817 2ohu IP7 2ohm 8AP
1 Q9WYE2 2zxb ZXB 2zxd ZXD
1 P56817 3rvi RVI 3rtm RTM
1 P00749 3kid 2BS 3mhw ABV
1 P24941 1pxm CK5 1pxj CK2

1 P37231 3ads IMN 3adt HID
1 P00918 3f8e TE1 4e49 RCO
1 P07900 3b27 B2T 2wi3 ZZ3

1 P21836 2ha2 SCK 2ha3 CHT

223



Appendix F. Ligand Pairs Evaluation Data Set (corrected)

Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

1 P62508 2p7z OHT 2e2r 2OH
1 P00918 4e3d GTQ 4e3h HQE
1 P09960 3fuk 58Z 3fuh 5H1

1 P37231 3ads IMN 3adu MYI
1 P00811 3o88 BSH 3o87 BSG
1 P37231 3ads IMN 3adv SRO
1 P21836 2xuf TZ4 2ha0 CHH
1 P24941 2r3g SC9 2r3h SCE
1 P00523 3f3v 1BU 2hwo RBS
1 P00918 3m96 E38 4e4a JKE
1 P00760 1oyq T87 1c1r BAI
1 Q16539 3u8w 09J 3hvc GG5

1 P00811 3o88 BSH 4e3i 0N3

1 P07900 4awq 592 2xdl 2DL
1 P02879 3ej5 EJ5 1il5 DDP
1 P00760 1oyq T87 1xug BAB
1 P02766 3cfn 2AN 3cft 5NS
-1 P39900 3f15 HS1 3f1a HS7

-1 P39900 3f15 HS1 3lka M4S
-1 P39900 1jiz CGS 3f19 HS6

-1 P07900 2uwd 2GG 2yjw YJW
-1 O14965 3h0z 45B 3unz 0BZ
-1 P56817 3l5d BDV 3l5b BDO
-1 P39900 1jiz CGS 3ehy TBL
-1 P39900 1ros DEO 2wo8 077

-1 O35904 2wxi S30 2wxn DLN
-1 P04058 1h22 E10 1gpn HUB
-1 P00760 1lqe IMA 3rxo SW2

-1 P00760 1o2p 972 1o32 801

-1 Q8A0N1 2wvz KIF 2ww0 SWA
-1 Q02750 3orn 30R 4an9 2P7

-1 P66992 3r6c 17N 3twp SAL
-1 P00749 1owi 426 1gja 135

-1 P11309 1yhs STO 3jpv 1DR
-1 P39900 1ros DEO 2wo9 068

-1 P07900 4fcr 0TM 4fcq 2N6

-1 Q16539 2yis YIS 2baj 1PP

224



Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 O14757 2ym4 4YM 2wmx ZY6

-1 P97612 2wap PIX 3lj7 OHO
-1 P56817 3qbh QBH 3pi5 3P5

-1 P00760 1oyq T87 2fx6 270

-1 P00918 3r17 5UM 2weg FBV
-1 P26663 4b74 1LH 4b6f 20L
-1 P24941 1y91 CT9 2vts LZC
-1 P23458 4e5w 0NT 4ei4 0Q2

-1 P00523 3el7 PD3 3uqg B5A
-1 P07900 3hek BD0 3ekr PY9

-1 P07900 3r4p FU7 2xdx WOE
-1 P20701 1xdd AAY 1cqp 803

-1 P66992 3qqs 17C 3uu1 14B
-1 Q16539 3uvq FS8 3uvp 048

-1 O94925 3uo9 04A 3voz 04A
-1 P08473 2qpj I20 1r1h BIR
-1 Q16539 2yis YIS 3nnv MOL
-1 P24941 1pxp CK8 1pxk CK3

-1 Q8A3I4 2xii TA9 2wvt FHN
-1 P56817 4h3g 10Q 3rsx RSV
-1 P00749 2viw D56 2vin 505

-1 P26663 4b74 1LH 4b76 PW1

-1 P00918 3k2f NKX 1bcd FMS
-1 P07900 3hek BD0 3k97 4CD
-1 P07900 2vci 2GJ 2xht C0Y
-1 P23470 3qcj NX4 3qck NX5

-1 P0A5R0 3ivc FG4 3ime BZ2

-1 P23470 3qcj NX4 3qce NXY
-1 P02879 4hv7 19J 3px8 JP2

-1 P00918 3myq E27 3sbi E90

-1 O14965 3h0z 45B 3uo6 0BY
-1 P09955 2pja 33Z 2piz 606

-1 P96222 3o8h O8H 3o8g O8G
-1 P45452 3i7i 518 3i7g 732

-1 P00918 2f14 FL1 4e3g PHB
-1 O14965 3h0z 45B 3uok 0C6

-1 P00749 3ig6 438 3kgp 4AZ

225



Appendix F. Ligand Pairs Evaluation Data Set (corrected)

Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 Q08638 2wc3 AM3 2cbv CGB
-1 Q08638 2vrj NCW 2jal YLL
-1 P28720 3gc4 AAQ 3eou PK3

-1 P56817 3msk EV4 3msj EV3

-1 Q16539 3bv3 P39 2rg5 279

-1 O92972 3u4r 08F 3u4o 08E
-1 P24941 2vti LZ3 2vth LZ2

-1 P28720 3gc4 AAQ 3tll 62D
-1 P00760 1o30 693 1o3e 696

-1 P56817 3lnk 74A 3ivh 1LI
-1 P00523 3f3v 1BU 3f3u 1AW
-1 P04062 2v3e NND 3rik 3RI
-1 P09955 2pjc 343 2pj0 922

-1 O60674 4e6q 0NV 4f09 JAK
-1 P08581 3c1x CKK 3cth 319

-1 P04637 4agq P96 4agm P86

-1 Q08638 2vrj NCW 2cbu CTS
-1 P00760 1o2r CR9 1o35 802

-1 P09955 2pjb 983 2pj6 059

-1 P07900 2ykc YKC 2yk9 YK9

-1 O14965 3m11 AKI 3k5u PFQ
-1 P27487 3eio AJH 2iiv 565

-1 P00760 3m35 M35 3rxp SW3

-1 Q76353 3zso O2N 3zsy OM3

-1 P00742 2vwm LZI 2p93 ME1

-1 Q16539 3bv3 P39 3mvl 38P
-1 O14965 3h0z 45B 4dea NHI
-1 O14965 3h0z 45B 3uo5 0BX
-1 P00749 3ig6 438 3khv 4AL
-1 P23458 4fk6 4AL 4ehz JAK
-1 Q70I53 1zz1 SHH 1zz3 3YP
-1 Q16539 3hv5 R24 3hv7 1AU
-1 P18031 2qbp 527 2qbr 910

-1 Q81R22 3fl8 RAR 3fl9 TOP
-1 P07900 3r4o FU3 3r4n FU5

-1 P56658 1qxl FR8 2e1w FR6

-1 Q16539 3hll I45 3hp2 P36
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Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 Q16539 3bv2 P38 4eh6 0ON
-1 O15530 3qcy 3Q3 3qcx 3Q2

-1 O15530 2pe2 464 2pe1 517

-1 P07900 2wi7 2KL 3rlp 3RP
-1 Q08638 2vrj NCW 1oif IFM
-1 P18031 2qbp 527 2qbs 024

-1 Q08638 2vrj NCW 2j75 NOY
-1 P0A4Z6 3n86 RJP 3n7a FA1

-1 Q04609 2c6c 24I 2jbj G88

-1 P00749 1o5c CR9 1gi9 123

-1 P04058 3i6z G6X 3i6m G3X
-1 O14965 3vap 0FY 3myg EML
-1 P18031 2fjm 073 1bzj PIC
-1 P28720 3ge7 AFQ 3rr4 HRD
-1 Q13526 2xpb 4GE 2xp7 4F8

-1 P03951 1zpc 716 2fda 682

-1 Q16539 2yiw YIW 2yix YIX
-1 P18031 1t4j FRJ 1t48 BB3

-1 P00918 2x7s WZC 3ibu O48

-1 P00811 2i72 VA1 3ixg BZB
-1 P56109 3c56 PH4 3c52 PGH
-1 Q76353 3zso O2N 3zsz OM2

-1 Q76353 3zso O2N 3zt1 OM1

-1 A4GRE3 3rf4 FUN 3rf5 FUZ
-1 Q9F4L3 3iae D7K 3iaf TPP
-1 O94925 3uo9 04A 3vp4 BP9

-1 O94925 3voz 04A 3vp2 BP0

-1 P03367 2qnn QN1 2pqz G0G
-1 P56817 3l5e BDW 3l5d BDV
-1 Q13526 2xpb 4GE 2xp6 4G2

-1 P00918 3ryx RYX 3ryv RYV
-1 P00749 1owk 303 1owe 675

-1 O14757 2ym4 4YM 2ym3 YM3

-1 P19491 2p2a MP9 1p1q AMQ
-1 P00760 2zfs 12U 3atk SZ1

-1 P28720 2qzr S79 3v0y SQO
-1 P03951 2fda 682 3bg8 INH
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Appendix F. Ligand Pairs Evaluation Data Set (corrected)

Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 P23470 3qcj NX4 3qch NX2

-1 P00734 3dhk 23U 2zfp 19U
-1 P07900 2wi7 2KL 2wi6 ZZ6

-1 Q16539 4aa5 NQB 4eh2 0OK
-1 P28720 1k4g AIQ 1q4w DQU
-1 Q9BJF5 3v51 I76 3i7c BK2

-1 P00760 1y3w UIP 1utn ABN
-1 P21836 2ha2 SCK 2ha4 ACH
-1 P02829 2xx5 13N 2xx2 13C
-1 O60674 4e6q 0NV 4f08 1RS
-1 P56817 3vv8 B02 3vv6 B00

-1 P00760 1o2n 762 1gi4 122

-1 P09955 2pjb 983 2piy 528

-1 P08311 1t32 OHH 1kyn KTP
-1 P00918 3ni5 C1H 3d8w D8W
-1 P62508 2p7z OHT 2zas 1OH
-1 P43235 3o1g O75 3o0u O47

-1 Q8AAK6 2vot NHV 2vmf MVL
-1 P00760 1o2u 847 1gi1 BMZ
-1 P26663 3cj5 SX6 3cj2 SX3

-1 P00760 1o2u 847 1o2s CR4

-1 P00760 1o2q 991 1gi6 124

-1 P00918 3rz7 RZ7 3rz8 RZ8

-1 P00760 1o36 607 1o39 780

-1 P00760 1o2u 847 1o3j 334

-1 P00918 3rz7 RZ7 3ryx RYX
-1 P56817 2ohu IP7 2oht IP6

-1 P05981 1o5f CR9 1p57 CR4

-1 P00918 3ryz RYZ 3ryj RYJ
-1 P00749 1o3p 655 1gi8 BMZ
-1 Q08638 2vrj NCW 2j77 NOJ
-1 P00918 2qo8 3CC 2nns M25

-1 Q9WYE2 2zx7 ZX7 2zxa ZXA
-1 P00760 1y3x UIB 1y3y UIR
-1 P00918 3ml2 SU0 3oys OYS
-1 P18031 2qbp 527 2h4k 509

-1 P27487 3ccc 7AC 3ccb B2Y
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Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 P00918 1ze8 PIU 2nng ZYX
-1 Q9WYE2 2zx9 ZX9 2zwz ZWZ
-1 Q54276 1w1p GIO 1o6i 0HZ
-1 P00918 2gd8 PO1 3ibi BOW
-1 P00918 3rz1 RZ1 3ryy RYY
-1 Q24451 2f7p 2SK 2f7o MSN
-1 P00918 3ryz RYZ 3rz0 RZ0

-1 P04637 4agm P86 4agl P84

-1 Q24451 3d52 GHR 1hxk DMJ
-1 Q24451 3ejt HN6 1hww SWA
-1 Q54276 1w1y TYP 1w1p GIO
-1 P78536 3lgp 50X 3kme Z59

-1 Q89ZI2 2wca NP6 2xm2 LOG
-1 Q13526 3kag 4D7 3kac 4BX
-1 P22498 2cer PGI 2ceq GIM
-1 Q13526 2xp8 4FY 2xp5 4FF
-1 P00918 3m67 E36 2weh FB1

-1 P56817 4h3g 10Q 4ha5 13W
-1 P24941 2vtr LZB 2vtm LZM
-1 Q08638 2j7e GI2 2ces GIM
-1 Q13526 2xp8 4FY 2xp4 G14

-1 Q24451 2f7p 2SK 3dx3 YTB
-1 P04062 2v3e NND 2v3d NBV
-1 P24941 2vtj LZ4 1wcc CIG
-1 P0A5R0 3isj A8D 3imc BZ3

-1 P26663 3h5s H5S 3d28 B34

-1 Q8A3I4 2xii TA9 2xib DFU
-1 O14757 2c3k ABO 2c3l IDZ
-1 Q24451 3dx2 MZB 3dx1 YHO
-1 P28720 3gc4 AAQ 3s1g ITE
-1 P00918 3k2f NKX 3s78 EVJ
-1 P18031 2qbs 024 2hb1 512

-1 P00918 3s72 EVE 3s76 EVH
-1 P27487 2qtb 474 2oph 277

-1 P27487 2ajl JNH 1n1m A3M
-1 P09955 2pjc 343 2pj3 86A
-1 P00760 1g36 R11 3gy4 PBZ
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Appendix F. Ligand Pairs Evaluation Data Set (corrected)

Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 P56817 4djv 0KM 4dju 0KK
-1 P28720 1k4g AIQ 1s39 AQO
-1 P00918 3r17 5UM 2weo FBW
-1 P28720 3gc4 AAQ 3gc5 2MQ
-1 P28720 3gc4 AAQ 3gev SAQ
-1 P00918 3d8w D8W 2wej FB2

-1 P28720 1k4g AIQ 1s38 MAQ
-1 Q873X9 3chc ZRG 3ch9 XRG
-1 O15530 3qcy 3Q3 3qcq 3Q0

-1 O15530 3qcy 3Q3 3qcs 3Q1

-1 P56817 3rvi RVI 3ru1 3RU
-1 O14965 3vap 0FY 3nrm NRM
-1 P07900 3b28 B2X 3b27 B2T
-1 P07900 2xjx XJX 2xab VHD
-1 P00760 1f0t PR1 3rxf 4AP
-1 P00760 1g3c 109 1c5p BAM
-1 Q08499 1y2d 4DE 1y2b DEE
-1 P56817 3vv8 B02 3hvg EV0

-1 P24941 2vti LZ3 2vtl LZ5

-1 P11309 3r02 UNM 3r00 UNJ
-1 P00918 3s71 EVD 3s75 EVG
-1 P26663 4b74 1LH 4b71 DJL
-1 P39900 1jiz CGS 3lk8 Z79

-1 P07900 3owd MEY 3ow6 MEX
-1 P00918 3caj EZL 3s77 EVI
-1 P00760 1g3c 109 1ce5 BEN
-1 P11086 2g71 FTS 1hnn SKF
-1 P0A5R0 3iub FG2 3isj A8D
-1 O14965 2w1c L0C 2w1f L0F
-1 P00749 1sqa UI1 1sqo UI2
-1 P07900 2xjx XJX 3k99 PFT
-1 P56817 3l5e BDW 3l5f BDX
-1 P0A6D3 1x8t RC1 2aa9 SKM
-1 P22734 3ozs OZS 3ozr OZR
-1 P24941 2vtp LZ9 2vtn LZ7

-1 P07900 3b27 B2T 2wi2 ZZ3

-1 P00749 1gi9 123 1c5z BAM
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Binding mode
changed/
preserved

UniProt ID
PDB id
larger
ligand

Larger
ligand

PDB id
smaller
ligand

Smaller
ligand

-1 P31749 3mvh WFE 3mv5 XFE
-1 P07900 2xjx XJX 3eko PYU
-1 P06401 2w8y 486 1sqn NDR
-1 O15530 3qd3 3Q5 3nus JNZ
-1 Q16539 3iw7 IPK 4eh4 0OL
-1 Q9QYJ6 3qpp PFW 3qpn PFK
-1 O14965 2w1c L0C 2w1d L0D
-1 O60674 3e64 5B3 3e63 5B2

-1 P21836 4ara C56 4a23 C56

-1 P04058 3i6m G3X 1dx6 GNT
-1 P28482 2ojj 82A 2ojg 19A
-1 P04642 4al4 W7E 4ajk 88S
-1 P04642 4al4 W7E 4ajl 88W
-1 P00918 3ml2 SU0 1okl MNS

Table (F.1) Complete and corrected list of related ligand pairs from Malhotra and Karanicolas.
Only relevant data for this thesis is shown. Additional information is provided by
the authors in their Supporting Information.[44], [216] A binding mode change in
the table is indicated with 1 (unchanged -1).
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